
MANAMA: Bahrain is moving on 
the right track, and is resolved 
more than ever to brave challenges 
and continue the march of develop-
ment and progress.

“We will remain strong, more determined 
to achieve the vital interests of 
Bahrain and its people,” said 
His Royal Highness Prime Minister Prince 
Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa.

Receiving senior officials, and economic, aca-
demic, cultural and media personalities, he said 
citizens’ interests transcend all priorities, vowing 
to take all necessary measures to deter any sub-
versive attempt to disrupt daily life or derail the 

development process. 
He reiterated the government’s firm intention 

to root out terrorism and instigators to maintain 
security and stability. 

There is no turning back or leniency regarding 
terrorism, the Premier said, emphasising that 
terrorism belongs to no religion or sect and that it 

poses the same threats to all coun-
tries. He backed Bahrain’s sover-
eign right to defend its citizens’ 

security and safety, on par with all countries that 
combat terror and protect their interests.

“The scourge of terrorism, which has no reli-
gion or doctrine is the result of intellectual devi-
ation which is now threatening all countries,” the 
Premier said. 

He warned of plots that are still being staged 
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against Bahrain, noting 
that the kingdom has 
gained enough experi-
ence and is capable of 
thwarting them thanks 
to its maturity and high 
awareness.

“Plots are still being 
staged against countries 
of the region, and there 
are agents who are oper-
ating under various cov-
ers to serve the interests 
of external sides. 

“We have to be cau-
tious, be vigilant and take 
necessary measures that 
preserve the security and 
stability of our countries 
and peoples,” the Premier 
said, stressing the need to 
deter whoever carries out 
conspiracies against the 
kingdom. 

“What is going on 
around us will strength-
en our resolve to carry 
on the development pro-
cess,” he said.

MANAMA: A number of MPs have 
been registering each other’s fam-
ily members on parliament’s pay-
roll, with some of them getting paid 
while sitting at home, it has emerged, 
reports MohaMMed al a’ali. 

A copy of a document distributed 
to all MPs by parliament general 
secretariat office, and obtained by the 
GDN, shows a number of legislators 
have been “employing” immediate 
family members and close relatives  
as “aides”.

The misuse of authority came to 
light after the Administrative and 
Financial Audit Bureau alerted the 
office which has decided to ban MPs 
from employing such people. They 
have now been given until July 1 
to find replacements failing which 
monthly payments to such “employ-
ees” will be stopped.

Full report – Page 9

Payroll probe 
by parliament

n HRH the Premier

Picture – Page 12

MANAMA: A senior member of 
Bahrain’s biggest opposition group 
allegedly funded several terror 
attacks in Bahrain, a police detec-
tive said in court. The Bahraini, 
who was in control of financials at 
Al Wefaq National Islamic Society, 
allegedly provided funds to former 
MP Hassan Isa Marzooq, who has 
been charged with financing a terror 
cell that carried out a fatal bombing 
in Sitra on July 28 last year.

Full report – Page 5

Terror shock

MANAMA: The arab association 
of New York yesterday slammed 
the unjustified statements by 

n Statements rapped

n His Majesty King Hamad yesterday hosted an Iftar banquet 
at Al Rawdha Palace, in the presence of His Royal Highness 
Prince Salman bin Hamad Al Khalifa, Crown Prince, Deputy 
Supreme Commander and First Deputy Premier. Senior 
members of the Royal Family, ministers, parliament and 
Shura Council chairmen, prominent businessmen and guests 
attended. Above, His Majesty is presented with a memento 
by Egyptian Endowments Minister Dr Mohammed Mokhtar 

Joma’a at the Iftar. Full report – Page 2

n A tank �res during clashes in Fallujah, Iraq, yesterday. Iraqi 
forces recaptured the last district held by Islamic State militants 
in the city of Fallujah after a month-long military operation.  

Full report – Pages 16-17
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MANAMA: His Majesty King 
Hamad yesterday held a telephone 
conversation with Egyptian 
President Abdul Fattah Al Sisi. 
They reviewed solid bilateral 
relations, as well as topics of joint 
interest. Activating agreements 
and memoranda of understanding 
signed during the King’s visit to 
Egypt were also discussed. The 
two leaders exchanged greetings 
marking the last 10 days of 
Ramadan.

a UN special adviser, which 
represent an inadmissible 
interference in Bahrain’s 
internal affairs. in a letter 
to UN secretary general Ban 
Ki-moon, the association voiced 
deep concern over the content 
and language of the statements 
against Bahrain, describing the 
kingdom’s recent measures as 
a matter of its sovereignty. it 
also condemned any attempts 
to interfere in Bahrain’s 
independent judiciary.

Egypt ties reviewed
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MANAMA: His Majesty King Hamad yes-
terday paid tribute to Bahrain’s scholars 
who disseminate a moderate discourse 
which benefits people.

Whether in earthly life or in the hereafter, 
they consolidate national unity and strengthen 
human bonds of fraternity, he asserted. 

His Majesty was speaking in the presence of 
His Royal Highness Prince Salman bin Hamad 
Al Khalifa, Crown Prince, Deputy Supreme 
Commander and First Deputy Premier, as he 
hosted an Iftar banquet at Al Rawdha Palace. 

Senior members of the Royal Family, minis-

ters, parliament and Shura Council chairmen, 
prominent businessmen and guests attended.

His Majesty reiterated Ramadan greetings to 
the audience, congratulating them on the last 10 
days and prayed to bless Bahrain and its people.

He thanked Egyptian Endowments Minister 
Dr Mohammed Mokhtar Joma’a praising the 
lecture he delivered on the theme ‘State citizen-
ship, tolerance, jurisprudence and human co-ex-
istence’. 

The guests thanked His Majesty for the in-
vitation, praying to bless him with wealth and 
happiness.

His Majesty hails 
scholars’ efforts

MANAMA: A date has been 
set for the first hearing of op-
position activist Nabeel Rajab 
at the High Criminal Court 
in connection with allegations 
of spreading false news on  
social media.

Defence lawyer Mohammed Al 
Jishi said his client will appear 
for the trial set on July 12 over 
posts in April last year about the 
war in Yemen.

“This is not connected with new 
charges at the Public Prosecution 
and he will be remanded in custo-
dy until he appears in court,” said  
the lawyer.

Mr Rajab was arrested and 
remanded in custody earlier this 
month for spreading false news 
and rumours, according to the 
Public Prosecution.

The activist was also arrested 
in 2014 over Twitter posts that 
suggested security services were 
responsible for the emergence of 
Bahraini extremists who joined 
the radical Islamic State group in 
Iraq and Syria. 

However, he was released 
on a BD200 bail pending the  
outcome of an appeal. 

He also had a six-month prison 
sentence upheld in May last year 
for insulting the Interior Minis-
try and the military. 

However, His Majesty King 
Hamad issued a Royal decree in 
July last year granting Mr Rajab 
a special pardon.

First hearing set 
for activist in 

‘false news’ trial

n His Majesty, in the presence of the Crown Prince, holds talks with Dr Joma’a

n His Majesty exchanges Ramadan greetings with LuLu 
Group chairman Yusuffali MA. New LuLu Hypermarket opens 

in Malaysia – Page 19

n His Majesty and the Crown Prince attending prayers with senior of�cials and guests

MANAMA: A total of 355 drug 
seizures have been made in the 
first quarter of this year, it was 
revealed yesterday.

Customs President Shaikh 
Ahmed bin Hamad Al Khalifa 
said the narcotic confiscations 
were carried out on land, air and 
sea borders. “This highlights the 
importance of the customs affairs 
in fighting drug smuggling while 
stressing the roles of community 
partnership reinforced by the In-
terior Minister.

“As part of Bahrain’s ob-
servance of International Day 
Against Drug Abuse and Illicit 
Trafficking, customs officers have 
been working hard to prevent the 
entry of banned items.” 

He hailed the co-operation be-
tween Bahrain and Saudi Arabia 
in arresting traffickers and vio-
lators on King Fahad Causeway.

Associating the anti-narcotics 
directorate in the annual exhibi-
tion of customs affairs to mark 
World Customs Day aimed to en-
hance awareness of parents and 
concerned bodies, he added.

355 shipments 
of drugs seized 

by customs

LONDON: Britain plunged deeper into 
political crisis yesterday after its vote 
to leave the European Union, spreading 
further confusion and uncertainty to the 
continent, where officials were unable to 
agree about what to do next.

The turmoil also caused alarm around 
the world; China’s finance minister said 
fallout from Thursday’s referendum 
“will cast a shadow over the global 
economy” while a senior official in To-
kyo warned of the danger of “specula-
tive, violent moves” in currencies. 

South Korea expressed concern while 
Hong Kong’s finance chief promised 
vigilance. The US also showed signs of 
unease. Secretary of State John Kerry 
will visit Brussels and London today. 

A senior US official said he would 
stress the importance of other EU mem-
bers not following Britain to further 
weaken the bloc.

In Britain, open political conflict 
spread from the ruling Conservatives 
to the opposition Labour party, where 
senior legislators withdrew support for 
their leader after traditional backers re-
jected the party’s pro-EU stand in droves.

Splits
Splits widened across the nation. Over 

three million Britons signed a petition de-
manding a re-run of the referendum, with 
the number climbing by the hour, and an 
opinion poll showed a large majority of 
Scots now want to break with the UK.

Scotland’s leader promised she would 
do whatever it takes to keep her strongly 
pro-EU country in the bloc, including 
potentially vetoing legislation on a UK 
exit from the biggest single market.

But French President Francois Hol-
lande declared there was no going back 
on “Brexit”. “What was once unthinkable 
has become irreversible after the vote 
of a majority of the British people,” he 
said during the inauguration of a Second 
World War memorial in central France.

Hollande called for France and Ger-
many to use their strong friendship to 
seize the initiative, warning that “sepa-
rated, we run the risk of divisions, dis-
sension and quarrels”.

He and Chancellor Angela Merkel 

discussed the issue by phone and an aide 
said they were in “full agreement on 
how to handle the situation”.

German Vice-Chancellor Sigmar 
Gabriel also took a tough line on the 
EU’s future ties with London, although 
Merkel had been more emollient on Sat-
urday, calling for clear-headed negotia-
tions with a “close partner”.

British Prime Minister David Camer-
on, who resigned on Friday, left the task 
of formally notifying the EU of Britain’s 
intention to leave to his successor, who 
is unlikely to be in office for about three 
months. 

That signals a long period of limbo. 
He will meet the other 27 EU leaders at a 
summit in Brussels tomorrow.

Brexit vote causes alarm abroad as ripples spread
MANAMA: An expatriate 
suspected to be involved in more 
than 50 robberies and theft of 
items worth more than BD200,000 
was arrested last night. The Capital 
Governorate Police Directorate 
said the suspect targeted houses 
and shops in various areas. He was 
arrested after investigations and 
money, stolen items and money 
transfer receipts were confiscated. 
The case was referred to the Public 
Prosecution. 

n Body is found 
MANAMA: The body of an Asian 
woman was found in a building in 
Muharraq, the Interior Ministry 
said last night on its Twitter 
account. Police took necessary 
action, the ministry added.

n Theft suspect held
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By SHAHLAA AHMED

Haj travel warning 
to pregnant women

n The medical committee members at the meeting

Bahrain’s Haj Medical Com-
mittee held its first meeting for 
the year 2016 yesterday to dis-

cuss preparations in the lead-
up to the pilgrimage season.

During the meeting, com-

mittee head Dr Ebrahim Obaid 
said sickle cell patients and 
other people suffering from 

chronic illnesses will undergo 
medical tests before travelling 
for Haj to make sure they are 
fit for the trip.

“One of Haj’s conditions is 
to be capable of performing it 
and so those who are likely to 
suffer from complications that 
could threaten their lives and 
hinder the work of their cara-
vans should not be performing 
Haj,” he said.

“These include sickle cell 
patients, cancer sufferers, 
pregnant women and others.”

The committee includes 
doctors, nurses, food inspec-
tors, technicians and ambu-
lance drivers who will assist 
Bahraini pilgrims round-the-
clock.

Dr Obaid and committee 
members assured during the 
meeting that the work of the 
committee will be evaluated 
after the completion of the 
season to observe the positives 
and negatives.

shahlaa@gdn.com.bh

PREGNANT women, the 
elderly and people suffering 
from chronic diseases have 
been urged to put off going 
on Haj if they feel they 
won’t be able to handle the 
hardship.

Millions of Muslims from 
around the globe gather in Sau-
di for the annual Haj, one of the 
world’s largest pilgrimages.

This year the season is ex-
pected to start in mid-August.

Haj is one of the five pillars of 
Islam which must be performed 
by adults at least once in their 
lifetime, but is mandatory to 
only those who are physically 
and financially capable.

Bahrain Haj Mission pres-
ident Adnan Al Qattan said ill 
people, pregnant women and 
those suffering from chronic 
diseases could put their lives 
at risk as they could face major 
exhaustion.

“Allah has made an allow-
ance for those not physically 

capable by sparing them from 
the hardships of pilgrimage,” 
he told the GDN.

“However, if they insist on 
performing Haj, they have to be 
wise when choosing the right 
time.

“No one should deny their 
illness and force themselves 
to do it if they can’t because 
they will be the victims of their 
choices as Haj can be really ex-
hausting.”

This year, a total of 3,700 pil-
grims will travel from Bahrain 
but authorities are trying to in-
crease the number.

“I am now discussing the 
matter with the Saudi Haj Min-
istry,” said Mr Al Qattan.

“The number of people al-
lowed to perform Haj from 
Bahrain this year is similar to 
last year.

“However, I am trying to 
negotiate and will soon get a 
reply.”

n The British School of Bahrain (BSB) honoured students from Year Seven to Year 12 at its Senior School Prize Day. The ceremony included the presentation of Council of British International 
Schools awards, BSB International Award, BSB Music Awards and the Head of Year Awards. School head Dr Charles Wall, head of senior school Khalil Ahmed, deputy head of school Julie Anne 
Gilbert and head of  juniors Katy Brand presented the awards. The BSB Music Awards were presented by music director Alexandra Dittrich, the sports awards by head of physical education 
Nicola McHugh and the Dhow awards were presented by assistant head Lucy Jones. The GCSE Year 10 music group and the Gifted and Talented Group performed at the event. Above, students 
Reece Bhave and Yannis Panagis with Ms Gilbert and Ms Brand. Right, from left, Mr Ahmed, Ms Dittrich, Khalid Almoayed and Dr Wall. Top, from left, assistant head of Year 7 Zoea Khurshid, 

head of Year 7 John Holmes, head of Year 8 Dunni Kehn-Alafun, Dr Wall, Charlotte Rodney, Ms Brand, Samuel Anand, Ms Gilbert, Basil El Said and Mr Ahmed. 
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By NOOR ZAHRA 

A SENIOR member of 
Bahrain’s biggest opposi-
tion group allegedly fund-
ed several terror attacks in 
Bahrain, a police detec-
tive said in court. 

The Bahraini, who was 
in control of financials at 
Al Wefaq Islamic Political 
Society, allegedly provided 
funds to former MP Hassan 
Isa Marzooq, who has been 
charged with financing a ter-
ror cell that carried out a fatal 
bombing outside the Gurnata 
Primary School for Girls, Si-
tra on July 28 last year. 

The evidence came to light 
when the police detective 
took the stand in the High 
Criminal Court yesterday 
during the trial of 24 Bah-
rainis connected with the ex-
plosion, which killed two po-
licemen, Hamed Rasool Aref 
and Naweed Ahmed Nazer.

It is alleged that Mr Mar-
zooq used these funds, in-
cluding BD35,000 trans-
ferred to his bank account 
from a Qatari businessman, 
to support terrorist groups in 
Sitra.

Three of the defendants 
have been charged with ter-
rorist financing, while the 
rest are charged with being 
part of the cell.

“I carried out investiga-
tions and monitored (Mr 
Marzooq) after secret sources 
provided me with information 
that he financed terrorist cells 
in Bahrain,” the 26-year-old 
Bahraini detective, who spe-
cialises in money launder-

Opposition leader 
‘funded attacks’

n A screenshot of an animated footage released by the Interior Ministry showing the police bus 
route on the day of the bombing, while two suspects lay in ambush targeting the of�cers.

ing and terrorist financing, told 
judges yesterday.

“My investigations showed 
that he helped finance terrorist 
cells in Bahrain, especially in 
Sitra, using two methods.

“The first was getting funds 
from his bank accounts from 
a Qatari businessman which 
equalled BD35,000 sent over 
16 financial transactions.

“The second was using his 
position as a religious cleric 
and an imam at a mosque to 
get money from charity dona-
tions from mosques with up to 
BD8,000 from each rally.

“He also got money from a 
person who works as a finance 
official at Al Wefaq. He also 
used his own money to fund ter-
rorist groups.”

The trial was adjourned un-
til September 29 to summon 
more prosecution witnesses for 
cross-examination.

Twelve of the 24 defendants, 
including Mr Marzooq, are in 
custody and the rest are being 
tried in absentia.

Five have been charged with 
premeditated murder, forming 
a terrorist group, carrying out 
a bomb attack, receiving weap-
ons and explosives training and 
possessing incendiary weap-
ons.

One of the defendants earlier 
told prosecutors he wanted to 
plant an explosive near a police 
bus after watching videos on 
Youtube of Hizbollah militants 
in Lebanon.

He said he received funding 
from outlawed Al Wafa Islamic 
Movement and 14 February Co-
alition terrorist groups.

“I told my friends to blow up 
a police bus by camouflaging a 
bomb by painting it the same 
colour as the pavement,” the 
20-year-old said in his state-

ment to the Public Prosecution.
“I got the idea from watching 

videos on Lebanese Hizbollah 
on Youtube.

“I then monitored police 
movements and lay in ambush, 
10 metres from the police bus, 
before my friends detonated the 
explosive device remotely, and 
then we fled.”

The GDN earlier reported 
that a 39-year-old religious cler-
ic, allegedly with ties to Iran’s 
Revolutionary Guard Corps 
(IRGC), accused of issuing fat-
was to terrorist groups to car-
ry out attacks against security 
forces is among the defendants. 
He also allegedly helped fugi-
tives travel to Iran to receive 
militia training.

The cleric is one of three 
men, including Mr Marzooq, 
accused of financing the group 
behind the Sitra blast.

A Qatari businessman al-

legedly supplied BD35,000 
to fund terrorist activities, 
while charity donations of up 
to BD8,000 every month were 
allegedly distributed to violent 
opposition factions, read court 
documents.

A 23-year-old, who previ-
ously admitted to establishing 
the terrorist group behind the 
explosion, told prosecutors the 
plot was almost foiled by se-
curity services when one of its 
leaders was arrested.

He also admitted he was 
with his 24-year-old co-defen-
dant, whose job it was to deto-

nate the device, when the blast 
occurred.

Confessions of four of the 
suspects were previously aired 
on Bahrain TV and one de-
scribed how they waited for a 
police bus carrying 20 officers 
to stop before detonating ex-
plosives near the vehicle.

He also said he travelled 
to Iran to meet ringleaders of 
a group tasked with carrying 
out terror attacks in Bahrain 
and later travelled to Iraq to 
receive weapons training from 
Hizbollah.

noorz@gdn.com.bh

A BAHRAIN court has 
brought the trial of Al We-
faq National Islamic Soci-
ety forward for the second 
time in a week. 

Justice, Islamic Affairs 
and Endowments Minis-
try submitted a request-
ed yesterday to the High 
Civil Court to fast-track 
proceedings to dissolve Al 
Wefaq. 

The court earlier ad-
journed the trial until 
September 4 to give the de-
fence time to present their 
arguments, but has agreed 
to the ministry’s request 
and will convene tomor-
row. 

Al Wefaq was temporar-
ily suspended on June 14 

and had its assets frozen 
after being taken to court 
for a multitude of offences.

They include disrespect-
ing the constitution, sup-
porting terrorists, seeking 
foreign intervention in do-
mestic affairs, disrespect-
ing the judicial authority, 
using religion in politics, 
misusing places of worship 
to carry out political activ-
ities and inciting people to 
disobey the law.

The case was filed in 
February by Justice, Is-
lamic Affairs and Endow-
ments Minister Shaikh 
Khalid bin Ali Al Khalifa, 
following the conviction of 
its leader Shaikh Ali Sal-
man in June last year.

Al Wefaq dissolution 
trial brought forward

n Pakistan Ambassador Javed Malik was chief guest at an Iftar event at the Asdal Gulf Inn, Seef District. More than 100 people attended the event hosted by 
community member Rana Rasheed. Mr Malik praised the community’s role in Bahrain. Above, Mr Malik, seated, centre, with Pakistani community members at 

the event.

THE directorate of antiquities 
and national heritage has fin-
ished fencing Al Janabiya an-
cient burial mounds built in the 
Dilmun era.

The Bahrain Authority for 
Culture and Antiquities (Baca) 
has embarked on a wide-ranging 
project to conserve and protect 
millennia-old archaeological  
milestones. 

Under the scheme, authori-
ties have already fenced three 
other sites, including the A’ali  
burial mounds.

 The project is part of Ba-
ca-led efforts to further con-
solidate Bahrain’s standing on 
the international heritage map 
as the kingdom marks this 
year under the theme “Your  
Destination Bahrain”. 

Janabiya burial 
mounds fenced  



The most re�ned...
RAMADAN in Bahrain is a good time to 

re�ect on what being a Muslim means. 
Sadly, when the word ‘Muslim’ is mentioned, 
many in the world picture poor people with 
dishevelled appearances and backward atti-
tudes. Even though this picture re�ects truth 
in some parts of the Islamic world, it de�nitely 
doesn’t re�ect the truth about Islam. 

On the contrary, it goes directly against the 
very essence of Islam. This is because God 
commands Muslims to be the most elegant, 
sophisticated, re�ned, polite and cleanest 
people of all. In other words, it is a religious 
obligation for Muslims to be well-groomed, 
kind, generous, gentle and well-mannered 
at all times. So how is it that the current 
situation in the Muslim world is the complete 
opposite? 

It is because currently, majority of Muslims 
have abandoned the Quran and instead 
adopted countless superstitions and regional 
traditions that have almost replaced Islam 
entirely. This new religion, which usually var-
ies in practice depending on region, history 
and traditions, is as far from Islam as it can 
be. However, many people in the world – and 

that includes most Mus-
lims too – knowingly or 
unknowingly think that 
it is true Islam. It should 
be noted that not only 
the backward appear-
ance, but also radicalism 
and its associated perils 
are a direct result of the 
abandonment of the 
Quran. 

Let’s study one aspect of the situation and 
see how Muslim society would have looked 
in terms of outer appearance had they been 
following the true Islam in the Quran:

If Muslims abided by the Quran, they would 
have been dashing, sophisticated and re�ned, 
just like the Prophet Mohammed and his 
companions were. It is because our lord is 
beautiful, loves beauty and wants his servants 
to live beautiful, clean and peaceful lives. In 
numerous verses of the Quran, our lord com-
mands Muslims 
to pay great at-
tention to their 
cleanliness and 
clothing, and or-
ders them to be 
well-groomed, 
immaculate 
and polite at all 
times. 

Especially when they are about to attend a 
gathering to remember and praise God, they 
are required to look their best and wear best 
clothing. Our lord explains that only idolaters 
will be dirty and therefore believers should 
pay extra attention to their cleanliness and 
how they groom themselves. 

Our Prophet and his companions were 
great examples of this elegant demean-
our. Despite unforgiving desert conditions 
and  dominant tribal culture, the Prophet 
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TODAY is Monday, June 27, the 179th day of 2016. There 
are 187 days left in the year. Highlights in history on this 
date:
1697 – Elector Augustus of Saxony is named King of Po-
land, succeeding John III.
1795 – British forces land at Quiberon to aid revolt in 
Brittany.
1801 – Cairo surrenders to a British force.
1844 – Joseph Smith, founder of Mormonism, is shot 
dead by a mob in Carthage, Illinois.
1857 – Massacre of Cawnpore, India, where British sol-
diers and male residents are executed after promise of 
safe conduct by the Indians.
1858 – China signs treaty with France, opening China to 
further commerce with the West.
1877 – Russian forces cross Danube River in war against 
Turkey.
1929 – Kemal Ataturk suppresses Communist propagan-
da in Turkey.
1932 – A constitution is proclaimed in Siam (Thailand).
1940 – Soviet Union invades Romania during the Second 
World War after King Carol refuses to cede Besarabia and 
Bukovina.
1943 – US bombers attack German-occupied city of Ath-
ens, Greece, in Second the World War.
1944 – US forces take critical port of Cherbourg, France, 
in the Second World War, allowing the expansion from 

Normandy beachhead.
1946 – Foreign Ministers of Britain, the US, Soviet Union 
and France transfer Dodecanese Islands from Italy to 
Greece, and areas of northern Italy to France.
1950 – UN Secretary-General Trygve Lie urges members 
of UN to assist South Korea in repelling North Korean at-
tacks; US President Harry S Truman orders Air Force and 
Navy into Korean con�ict.
1967 – Police clash with the patrons of gay bar Stonewall 
Inn in New York City. The incident becomes a focal point 
for gay rights advocates.
1972 – Northern Ireland enjoys �rst day of peace in al-
most three years as Irish Republican Army begins cease-
�re.
1977 – French Somaliland becomes Africa’s 49th inde-
pendent state, the Republic of Djibouti.
1988 – Pope John Paul II, on visit to Austria, gives warm 
greeting to President Kurt Waldheim, under attack for al-
leged complicity in Nazi war crimes.
1989 – More people put on trial in China for taking part in 
rioting during suppression of nation’s democracy move-
ment.
1990 – Contra commanders surrender their weapons to 
Nicaraguan President Violetta Barrios de Chamorro in cer-
emony marking the end of the country’s civil war.
1992 – Crown Prince Alexander, the heir to the Yugoslav 
throne, receives an emotional welcome upon his return, 

Published letters are not 
necessarily the views of the 
Editor. Readers wishing to 
make a complaint through 
the GDN should provide full 

details of the complaint 
together with their contact 

telephone numbers.

A contrasting blend of energies suggests that friends may not quite understand why you are gen-
erating so much excitement. But Mercury’s connection to Uranus could generate a lot of enthusi-
asm concerning an idea or opportunity. Mind, it may be wise to keep this side of things out of any 
casual conversations for not everyone will spur you on, as you’d hope.

A positive Venus-Neptune tie can be excellent for creative activities, especially if you are lucky 
enough to have a job which gives you scope to express yourself. This can also encourage a degree 
of self-sacrifice, particularly if someone wants something from you. While this may be commenda-
ble, be sure that you are not putting your needs to one side for their approval. 

The Quarter Moon could find you in a quandary over whether to stick with the tried and trusted 
or to venture into new territory. This lunation is in your zone of work and everyday routines, and if 
you have become acclimatised to doing things in a certain way it may prompt you to consider one 
or two fresh approaches that can help to shake things up somewhat, Scorpio.

What began as a simple idea may have become more involved over recent weeks, so much so that 
you may be wondering whether it is worth carrying on. This can though be the perfect time to ask 
for help or expert input. You might have to share the spotlight, but such a collaboration would also 
mean you wouldn’t have to carry the burden alone. It is worth pondering.

You will have a way of offering constructive criticism that boosts others’ morale and leaves them 
feeling positive. However, should someone do the same for you, will you respond as graciously? 
If you find this difficult, might it be because your self-esteem is based first and foremost on you 
being capable? If being vulnerable troubles you, see it as part of the human condition.

Today’s critical lunar phase suggests that if a niggling issue has dragged on for far too long then 
you may feel it is not worth the effort of keeping it going. Even if it means making a sacrifice and 
backing down from your original position, it may be better to do so and move on. There is a good 
chance others will be as ready as you to compromise and let go too, Aquarius.

You may find yourself brim full with feelings due to Venus’s connection with Neptune, your ruler. 
Despite this it may be harder to find the right words to express yourself. For those lucky people at 
the heart of your world, the chances are they will intuit where you are coming from. Furthermore, 
today can also be blessed with kind gestures or some exchange of small gifts.

Home tensions may take attention away from more pressing matters with the Quarter Moon in 
your sign signalling someone’s impatience with an issue you consider fairly trivial. As Mercury-
Uranus combine you need the stimulation of something that interests you far more, even if it 
means that your schedule is disrupted as you investigate the matter further.

With Venus, your ruler, aligning with the mysterious energies of Neptune in your social sector, a 
conversation now or over coming days could encourage you to want to know someone better. 
Solo? It is possible that this seductive blend of energies could have romantic overtones. Otherwise, 
you might be inspired to draw close because the bond of friendship appeals.

The delectable Venus in your sign aligns with Neptune in your zone of travel and new horizons, 
which could be a call to follow your heart, especially if you have had a yearning to visit somewhere 
special. As other factors come into play you may find that what starts out as a great idea might 
become a reality over this week – if you get the right person interested.

Mars prepares to go direct in your domestic zone within the next couple of days and you might 
already sense that one situation is improving after a period of frustration or delay. However, there 
may be something you are reluctant to share, even with those you are closest to. This may be be-
cause you want to really cover your bases before fully opening up to them, Leo.

Your ruler’s angle with the sassy energies of Uranus could coincide with new discoveries or encoun-
ters that offer excitement and a degree of surprise. Even if you have something already planned, 
what is on offer may be so much more interesting that you might want to pursue it instead. Do 
consider any costs before you get too involved with this though, Gemini.

was known for his calm, gentle and reliable 
personality and his unwavering immaculate 
looks and cleanliness. His clothes re�ected the 
best of the fashion of his time. For instance, he 
would wear Byzantine-made cloaks that were 
of the highest quality and most expensive 
for the period. It is clear that if he were alive 
today, he would wear the highest fashion of 
today.

We also understand from the descriptions 
in the Quran that in heaven, fashion will not 
be anything like we know in this world. In this 
life, there is a limit to fashion like everything 
else, as there are only so many ways that an 

out�t can be 
unique before it 
comes unwear-
able. 

In heaven, 
there will be 
new colours that 
we never knew 
in this world, 
in addition to 

completely new patterns and fabrics. There 
won’t be any need to purchase anything, as 
just imagining and wanting it will be enough 
to wear it. Furthermore, no out�t will ever get 
old or dirty. 

Our Prophet even explained that it will be 
possible to wear 70 di�erent out�ts at the 
same time. They will be visible one by one, 
as if we have 70 di�erent bodies and each is 
dressed di�erently. 

All of these things make it clear that adopt-

n In numerous verses 
of the Quran, the lord 
commands Muslims 
to pay great attention 

to their cleanliness



hopeful of re-establish-
ing the Monarchy.
1993 – The US �res 23 
Tomahawk cruise mis-
siles at Iraqi intelligence 
compound in Baghdad.
1994 – Freezing temper-
atures cover large areas 
of Brazil’s co�ee-growing 
regions causing losses of nearly a quarter of next year’s 
crop.
1995 – The Atlantis space shuttle blasts into orbit with a 
US-Russian crew of seven on the �rst shuttle-docking mis-
sion with Russia’s space station Mir.
1996 – US President Bill Clinton and other world leaders at 
their annual G-7 summit in Lyon, France, pledge to combat 
international terrorism in the aftermath of a truck bomb 
that killed 19 Americans in Saudi Arabia.
1997 – Tajikistan’s president and a rebel leader sign a 
peace pact ending �ve years of bitter civil war in the Cen-
tral Asian nation, but �ghting lingers.
1998 – An earthquake rattles Adana in southern Turkey, 
killing 129 people and injuring about 1,000.
1999 – George Papadopoulos, who rose from obscurity to 
mastermind the bloodless 1967 military coup that toppled 
Greece’s government dies at 80.
2000 – The UN releases a report that says Aids has killed 

19 million people 
worldwide. The report 
predicts the disease will 
wipe out half the teen-
agers in some African 
nations, devastating 
economies and socie-
ties.
2001 – The World Court, 

formally known as the International Court of Justice, rules 
14-1, that the US had violated an international treaty when 
it executed two German brothers in 1999.
2002 – In a challenge to US plans for a missile defence 
shield, China and Russia submit a joint proposal to the 
Conference on Disarmament for a new international treaty 
to ban weapons in outer space.
2004 – The premier under expelled Haitian President 
Jean-Bertrand Aristide is detained on suspicion of orches-
trating killings during the February rebellion, o�cials report.
2005 – Kenya’s �nal attempt to prosecute suspects in 
the deadly 2003 bombing of an Israeli-owned hotel near 
Mombasa – an attack claimed by Al Qaeda – ends with 
acquittals.
2006 – Inmates riot at a prison in central Venezuela, leav-
ing seven prisoners dead and 11 wounded.
2007 – British Prime Minister Tony Blair resigns after a dec-
ade in power, in which he transformed the Labour Party 

and helped end Northern Ireland’s troubles but angered 
many of his supporters by committing Britain to a bloody, 
unpopular war in Iraq.
2008 – North Korea destroys the most visible symbol of its 
nuclear weapons programme, blasting the cooling tower 
at its main atomic reactor into a cloud of smoke as a sign 
of its commitment to stop making plutonium for atomic 
bombs.
2009 – Nato and Russia agree to resume military ties in 
their �rst high-level meeting since Russia’s war with Geor-
gia disrupted their relations 10 months ago.
2010 – The head of the CIA says the US has driven Al Qae-
da into hiding and undermined its leadership, but is strug-
gling to remove its primary sympathiser, the Taliban, from 
Afghanistan.
2011 – Thousands of jubilant Libyans dance and cheer in 
the streets of the rebel stronghold of Benghazi after the 
International Criminal Court issues an arrest warrant for 
Muammar Gada�, accusing him of crimes against human-
ity for killing civilians who rose up against his rule.
2012 – Italian Premier Mario Montio warns that the Eu-
ropean Union faces potential disaster if its leaders do not 
co-operate and �nd a way to keep interest down on Italy’s 
national debt.
2013 – South Korean President Park Guen-hye arrives in 
China for four days of talks with President Xi Jinping aimed 
at reducing tensions on the Korean Peninsula.

GENIUS is eternal patience – Michelangelo, 
Italian artist (1475–1564).
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Dr. JAMES J ZOGBY
President, 

Arab American Institute

SHORTLY after Tim Kaine had been elected 
governor of Virginia in 2006, a discussion 
ensued among Democratic Party leaders 

about the lessons that could be learnt from 
Kaine’s victory. Some observations were inter-
esting, others were not. One was particularly 
o� the mark.

Because Kaine had often spoken about his 
Catholic faith, and because Democrats ordi-
narily do not, some concluded that the lesson 
to learn from Kaine’s win was that Democrats 
needed to make a point of speaking more 
about religion. The observation was correct 
– Kaine did speak about his faith; but the 
conclusion was wrong.

Kaine is soft-spoken and thoughtful. His 
style is easy-going and conversational. He is 
also a Catholic who speaks comfortably about 
how his sense of morality and commitment to 
serve those in need comes from the social gos-
pel message of the Bible and his experience as 
a volunteer in Latin America sponsored by the 
Jesuits.  

Over the next several months, I noted that 
one of the Democrats who had been in�u-
enced by this discussion began to speak, 
rather awkwardly, about his religious beliefs. 
At one point, having winced one too many 
times at his clumsy e�orts to talk about his 
faith, I approached him and said, “You have it 
all wrong. Kaine didn’t win because he spoke 
about religion. He won because he is authen-
tic. And because he really is in�uenced by his 
faith. When he speaks about it, it’s real and 
people can feel that. When you speak about 
religion, it’s not real and it just doesn’t work.”

This same dynamic was at work during this 
year’s Democratic primary. To his credit, Bernie 
Sanders never faked it. He was compelling 
when he spoke about his immigrant father and 
the values he learnt growing up in a work-
ing-class immigrant home. When he was asked 
during a televised debate about his religious 
beliefs, he didn’t attempt to fake it. Instead he 
spoke about his spirituality.

I thought about this matter of religion in 
politics this past week, when I read news 
accounts of Donald Trump’s meeting with 
a group of leading Christian conservatives. 
Originally planned as a small “get acquainted” 
session, the event grew to over 1,000 people. 
Since the Christian right represents almost 
40 per cent of the Republican electorate, the 
meeting was important. Trump needed their 
support.

Trump apparently knew his limitations. He 
didn’t even try to convince the assembled 
religious leaders about his faith. At one point 
he spoke clumsily about the importance of 
sending children to Sunday school and at 
another he mentioned, “when I used to go to 
church,” implying that he no longer does.

But none of this mattered to the assembled 
leaders. They are a self-righteous group who 
believe that they alone are in possession of 
God’s truth. Instead of their political beliefs 
�owing from their faith, they attempt to give 
their conservative politics a religious colour-
ation.

Though awkwardly phrased, Trump was di-
rect in his appeal. “You can pray for your lead-
ers, and I agree with that – pray for everyone 
– but you really have to do is you have to pray 
to get everyone out to vote for one speci�c 
person” – obviously meaning himself, Donald 
Trump.  Not satis�ed with this crass appeal for 
votes, Trump went further questioning Hillary 
Clinton’s faith. “We don’t know anything about 
Hillary Clinton in terms of religion... she’s been 
in the public eye for years and years and yet 
there’s nothing out there.”

That, of course, is sheer nonsense since it 
is well-known that Clinton is deeply commit-
ted to her Christian faith. She often quotes 
scripture and her most genuine moments have 
been when she speaks about it. Coinciden-
tally, I had just received a letter from a friend, 
an evangelical Christian leader, who told me 
that he had gone to high school with Clinton 
and how she had been a youth leader in the 
Methodist Church. 

In the end, it wasn’t faith or the lack of it that 
mattered for the assembled Christian Con-
servatives. In reality, they were not embracing 
Trump for his religion or his authenticity. More 
likely, they suspended their disbelief, simply 
because they had come to accept that he 
would advance their earthly goals.  

Religion and 
politics..?

ing a backward,  
uncivilised man-
ner and appear-
ance not only 
contradicts our 
religion but also 
in�icts damage 
on it. Once Mus-
lims of the world 
return to the 
Quran and live 
according to its 
commandments 
and moral 
values just like 
the Prophet 
Mohammed 
did, everything 
will change 
very quickly for 
the best.

H Yahya

Very disturbing
I HAVE been deeply disturbed by campaign 

speeches delivered by almost all candidates 
for the White House, so much so that I fear for 
the future of the superpower and the impact 
a potential isolationist America infused with 
the politics of hate, fear and division will have 
on our world.

There was a time when the US was dubbed 
‘the world’s policeman’, which is a rarely used 
expression since President Barack Obama 

took charge. On foreign 
policy, he is seen as weak and dithering. 
My fear is that his successor will alienate 
Washington’s traditional partners upsetting 
the country’s balance of soft and hard power, 
thus making the country more feared and 
mistrusted than admired and respected.

The presidential line-up has rung alarm 
bells – especially in my part of the world – for 
the �rst time in the country’s history. Many 
American voters feel they have been left with 
no choice; among them Hollywood actor 

Harrison Ford. He has joined the “Nobody for 
President” campaign on social media.

I could not help but wonder how America’s 
founding fathers and the most illustrious 
presidents would feel if they knew how low 
the leadership contest, marked by personal 
insults and hate speech, has sunk – a des-
picable trend that, by the way, has echoes in 
the run-up to Britain’s European Union (EU) 
referendum, that has also evolved into an ugly 
slanging match.

The topic must have been playing on my 
mind because later in the day I imagined a 
conversation with three of the greatest pres-
idents American has ever known – George 
Washington and Abraham Lincoln, who both 
fought to unify their �edgling nation and 
Theodore Roosevelt, a learned man who over-
came his disabilities to become a warrior for 
his country in every sense of the word.

These were men of principle and courage. 
They were guided by beliefs and ingrained 
ethics. “Observe good faith and justice to-
wards all nations. Cultivate peace and harmo-
ny with all,” said Washington. Lincoln said he 
dreamt of “a place and a time where America 
will once again be seen as the last hope on 
earth” and Roosevelt believed, “courtesy is as 
much a mark of a gentleman as courage.”

They and many of those who came after, 
such as John F Kennedy, Jimmy Carter and 
Bill Clinton, took their role as advocates and 
defenders of the American dream with the 
gravitas this amazing project deserves.

Kennedy showed his strength and brav-
ery during the Cuban missile crisis. Carter 
genuinely cared – and still cares – for the poor 
and will be forever remembered as a peace-
maker. Clinton authorised the participation 
of US forces in a just war to stop the Yugoslav 
military’s ethnic cleansing of Albanians from 
Kosovo and his economic policies left the 
country with a whopping $280 billion budget 
surplus.

It is so easy to forget that America’s unique 
light illuminating our planet glows bright with 
the energy and innovation of a multicultural 
society where people of di�ering races and 
faiths came together as one behind the same 
�ag, proud to call themselves ‘Americans’.

What bland city would New York be without 
its Chinatown, Koreatown, Little Italy, Little 
Odessa or Little India? 

Visiting America is akin to visiting the whole 
world. Thank goodness the early presidents 
had no wish to erect walls or strew barri-
ers in the way of talented newcomers with 
ambitions of battling their way to the top. It 
is ironic that those shouting the loudest are 
themselves the children or grandchildren of 
immigrants. 

America does not need to be made great 
again. America is great. Unfortunately, my 
instincts tell me that after January 20, when 
the new president is sworn in, a slippery slope 
awaits. Whosoever claims the prize, they 
would be well to remember that a “house 
divided against itself cannot stand,” – a warn-
ing from Lincoln, who, in my book, ranks tall 
above all others.

Khalaf Ahmad Al Habtoor



How many words of four 
letters or more can you 
make from the letters 
shown here? In making 
a word, each letter may 
be used once only, Each 
must contain the centre 
letter and there must be 
at least one nine-letter 
word. No plurals or verb 
forms ending in “s” no 
words with initial capitals 
and no words with a 
hyphen or apostrophe 
permitted. 
The �rst word of a phrase 
is allowed (e.g. inkjet in 
inkjet printer)

TODAY’S TARGET
Good 13; very good 19; 
excellent 25 (or more). 
Solution tomorrow.

YESTERDAY’S 
SOLUTION

ample camp cape clamp 
clap empanel emplace 
encamp epact lamp leap 
leapt maple nape neap 
neep pace pact pale 
palm pane panel pant 
pate paten peace peal 
peat pecan pecten peel 
peen pelmet pelt penal 
pent pentacle petal place 
PLACEMENT placet plan 
plane planet plant plate 
platen plea pleat tamp 
tape temp temple 

I
N
T

C

R

A
I

D
Y

ACROSS
4 Await (6), 7 Set of letters (8), 8 Barter (6), 10 Dark wood (5), 13 Seedcases (4), 14 Fish (4), 
15 Luxuriant (4), 16 Chest bone (3), 17 Go by sea (4), 19 Rapier (4), 21 Listen secretly (9), 
23 Gloriole (4), 24 Yes votes (4), 26 Animal’s coat (3), 27 Appealing (4), 29 Petticoat (4), 
32 Lake (4), 33 Tranquillity (5), 34 Colombian capital (6), 35 Ball game (8), 36 Fashions (6)

DOWN
1 Aspect (5), 2 Pinafore (5), 3 Indolent 
(4), 4 Distinctive character (5), 5 
Dowels (4), 6 Dog breed (6), 9 Stick (6), 
11 Purchase (3), 12 Of the nose (5), 13 
Throb (7) , 15 Falsehood (3), 16 Agent 
(3), 18 Shore bird (6), 20 Sheri�’s men 
(5), 21 Wheat spike (3), 22 Colorant (3), 
23 Temperament (6), 25 So or thus (3), 
28 Mountain system (5), 30 Lariat (5), 
31 Boy’s name (5), 32 Satellite (4), 33 
Untainted (4)

1  ‘Wind-water’ is the usual 
English translation of 
which familiar Chinese 
term?

2  Which British composer 
taught at St Paul’s Girls’ 
School in Hammersmith, 
West London, from 1905 
until his death in 1934?

3  What are the names of 
the twins who feature 
in a series of books 
by Kendall and Kylie 
Jenner?

4  Who scored the �rst 
goal of the 1966 FIFA 
World Cup �nal?

5  Which popular US jazz–
rock band was founded 
by Walter Becker and 
Donald Fagen in 1972?

1 Feng Shui

2 Gustav Holst

3 Lex and Livia

4 Hemut Haller 

5 Steely Dan

LEVEL: HIIII

TAKE A BREAK ...
ACROSS

4 Attractive specialists in mural 
decoration (6)

7 Alias Caroline? (8)
8 Mentions a butterscotch 

ingredient (6)
10 Latest thing in ties! (5)
13 Sign of an increase (4)
14 Weaken the standard (4)
15 Great times for the gunners, in 

certain ways (4)
16 Characteristically Oriental, it’s 

OK for the West (3)
17 Quali�ed to give a seaman a bit 

of a lesson (4)
19 It provides cover when Tom’s out 

for a duck (4)
21 Shoots sailors in movies! (4,5)
23 Like singular old records (4)
24 Nurse has to start trouble on 

purpose! (4)
26 Runs? Yes, ten! (3)
27 Victoria’s arboreous area (4)
29 Noted barrier in the Netherlands 

(4)
32 International winger? (4)
33 Statesman well known for his 

capital punishments (5)
34 Foreign lady, money, or article 

(6)
35 Incessant advice not to be such 

a bore (8)
36 A key, say, as property (6)

DOWN
1 Eat what Esco�er had to o�er 

(5)
2 Where to do battle for a warm-

hearted woman (5)
3 It’s good that we get �fty quid 

(4)
4 Will she do a bit of a hula for 

dad? (5)
5 Crackers! (4)
6 Bird apt to get upset about 

some errors (6)
9 Italian letters to read (6)
11 Bad, but less than villainous (3)
12 Once more returning from 

Niagara (5)
13 Quick way to a town in Lancs (7)
15 Wood used in model making (3)
16 Used to be nearly all sawn up (3)

18 Start breathing down the 
phone! (6)

20 A command in which to succeed 
(5)

21 Fatheaded beast, but 
understood to be sly (3)

22 Father of TV comedy (3)
23 Point an eccentric miser out to 

the workers (6)
25 As worn by mother a lot? (3)
28 Speak so as to merit being given 

an Oscar? (5)
30 Fruits shared by couples? (5)
31 Inspector of signals? (5)
32 Was its fabric derived from the 

wild goat? (4)
33 Fight to get proper money (4)

 YESTERDAY’S CRYPTIC  SOLUTION
ACROSS: 1, B-right  7, Hot water  
8, So-lo(-ng)  10, Drawer (rev.) 11, 
Saddle  14, Get  16, T-ys-on 17, Tear  
19, PAYE-E  21, Di-Ned  22, Ho.-p it 
23, Sped  26, S-lain  28, Nil(-e)  29, 
Termed 30, Saloon 31, (Help the) 
Aged  32, Mistaken  33, G-utter

DOWN: 1, Bandit  2, G-lower  3, Thor  
4, Sweated 5, Studs  6, Green  8, Saga  
9, Let  12, Dye 13, Loose  15, Panic  18, 
Ex-ile  19, Pip 20, Ye-T  21, Done-gal. 
22, H-I’m  23, Silent 24, P-lod  25, Da-
nc-er  26, Stems  27, A-rise 28, Nag  
30, Sang

YESTERDAY’S QUICK SOLUTION
ACROSS:  1, Myopia  7, Bad-mouth  
8, Pull  10, Soiree  11, Coarse  14, Sat  
16, Widen  17, Seal  19, Fidel  21, Laser  
22, Titan  23, Must  26, Claim  28, Gun  
29, Hernia  30, Polite  31, Edit  32, 
Souvenir  33, Mohair

DOWN:  1, Misses  2, Plural  3, Able  
4, Empower  5, Guard  6, Sheen  8, 
Pisa  9, Let  12, Ail  13, Sells  15, 
Sisal  18, Eagle  19, Fat  20, Den  21, 
Limited  22, Tin  23, Mulish  24, Unit  
25, Tremor  26, Chase  27, Argue  28, 
God  30, Perm
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By MOHAMMED AL A’ALI

MPs ‘are employing 
relatives as aides’

is also a member of the office, 
said the decision tackled a 
serious violation and the de-
cision is not open to negoti-
ation.

“There is misuse of authority 
from MPs that we had to deal 
with and we did, and I can’t de-
bate if what we did is right or 
wrong,” he said.

“Later on we can reconsider 
depending on how things prog-
ress but for now we are work-
ing to clear all violations as 
alerted by the bureau.”

Parliament services commit-
tee vice-chairman Mohammed 
Al Maarafee said the decision, 
even if it was not based on an 
alert from the bureau, was not 
fair and serves as punishment 
to those qualified to be em-
ployed as aides.

“It is not someone’s fault if 
his family member or relative 
is an MP. Sometimes an MP’s 
brother could be of benefit to 
some other MP,” he said.

Welfare
“I am not against employing 

immediate family members and 
close relatives directly, con-
sidering that my wife, sisters, 
daughters, brothers, sons or 
cousins are concerned about 
my welfare and that of the con-
stituency more than anyone 
else.

“But employing these people 
indirectly is what no one seems 
to understand, considering that 
any MP can get anyone who he 
feels is qualified to handle the 
responsibilities, and Bahrain is 
a small country where everyone 
is intermarried even within par-
liament.”

MPs Anas BuHindi and 
Khalifa Al Ghanim are mar-
ried to two sisters, Mr Al 
Ghanim is parliament chair-
man Ahmed Al Mulla’s cous-
in, MP Mohammed Al Jowder 
is married to Mr Al Mulla’s 
sister and MP Adel Hameed 
is married to MP Roaa’a Al 
Hayki’s aunt.

“No one is willing to work 
for BD250 a month and to get 
qualified replacements will 
take a few months,” said Mr Al 
Maarafee.

“Let the general secretariat 
give us qualified employees 
and we will replace them all.”

mohammed@gdn.com.bh

A NUMBER of MPs have been 
registering each other’s family 
members on parliament’s pay-
roll, with some of them getting 
paid while sitting at home, it has 
emerged.

A copy of a document distribut-
ed to all MPs by parliament general 
secretariat office, and obtained by the 
GDN, shows a number of legislators 
have been “employing” immediate 
family members and close relatives  

as “aides”.
The misuse of authority came to 

light after the Administrative and Fi-
nancial Audit Bureau alerted the office 
which has decided to ban MPs from 
employing such people.

They have now been given until 
July 1 to find replacements failing 
which monthly payments to such “em-
ployees” will be stopped.

Parliament secretary general Ab-

dulla Al Dossary has sent a form to 
members urging them to rectify the 
violations.

Each MP is allowed to employ three 
people, either on loan from the gov-
ernment, who continue to receive their 
regular wages besides other payments 
from parliament, or pensioners, unem-
ployed or private sector workers.

Mr Al Dossary said MPs were in-
formed of the general secretariat of-
fice’s decision three months ago.

“All MPs were alerted about the vi-

olation and misuse of authority. Now, 
the ban will be implemented from July 
1 and we have no plans to change it,” 
he said.

Financial and economic affairs 
committee chairman Abdulrahman 
Buali,  who is a member of the office, 
said the decision was taken because 
the issue got out of hand as MPs start-
ed employing family members and rel-
atives in clear violation of work ethics.

“The eight of us in the general sec-
retariat office voted to stop such vio-

lations. However, implementing the 
decision from July 1 is so sudden; I 
wish MPs were given until October 1 
to look for suitable replacements,” he 
said.

“Employing family members, di-
rectly or indirectly, is unacceptable; 
this is not a family business. What’s 
more objectionable is that they are put 
on the payroll while they are asleep at 
home.”

Legislative and legal affairs com-
mittee chairman Ali Al Ateesh, who 

By MOHAMMED AL A’ALI

Call to lift immunity of legislators rejected

n American students displayed their knowledge of Bahrain’s culture at Bahrain’s Embassy in Washington. The cultural of�ce at the embassy held a series of 
events where students from the Raymond Education Campus were introduced to Bahrain, led by cultural counsellor Mubarak Buti. At the closing ceremony 
the students performed the Bahraini national anthem and presented what they had learned about the kingdom’s culture and geography. They also performed a 

traditional Bahraini dance. Above, the students with Mr Buti at the embassy.

A REQUEST to lift the immunity of 
three MPs accused of defaming a col-
league has been rejected by parliament 
chairman Ahmed Al Mulla.

The decision has been intimated of-
ficially to Justice, Islamic Affairs and 
Endowments Minister Shaikh Khalid 
bin Ali Al Khalifa before Saturday’s 
deadline, but has not yet been made 
public.

In the letter, briefly read out by a 
senior parliament official to the GDN, 
Mr Al Mulla said that “unity within the 

people’s home can’t be deterred for any 
reason and all conflicts within can be 
solved amongst members”.

The three MPs – parliament youth 
committee chairman Ghazy Al Rahma, 
vice-chairman Hamad Al Dossary and 
Khaled Al Shaer – issued a statement 
in October accusing fellow MP Roaa’a 
Al Hayki of being “a narcissist”, “abu-
sive”, “troublesome” and “having a big 
ego”.

Ms Al Hayki filed a complaint at 
Khamis Police Station and a request to 
lift the MPs’ immunity was referred to 
Mr Al Mulla by Shaikh Khalid on May 
25.

She also filed a complaint against a 
Bahraini activist and editors-in-chief 
who published the statement against 
her.

Should Mr Al Mulla have not reached 
a decision before June 25, the immunity 
of the three MPs would have been auto-
matically lifted, with them immediately 

facing prosecution.
The GDN reported earlier that the 

legislative and legal affairs committee 
in parliament failed to reach a decision 
by its deadline despite 10 days of de-
liberations.

Bahraini MPs are granted immunity 
from criminal prosecution but that can 
be lifted to address specific cases.

Ms Al Hayki said that she was still 
seeking retribution for the insults.

“I am still looking for internal actions 
against the three MPs,” she said.
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AT THE CINEMA  Starring: Dulquer Salmaan, Shine Tom 
Chacko and Vinay Forrt

 Shows at 10.45am, 2pm, 5.15pm, 8.30pm 
and 11.45pm

2) Te3n (Crime/ Drama/ Thriller)
 Starring: Amitabh Bachchan, Nawazuddin 

Siddiqui and Vidya Balan
 Shows at 1.30pm, 6.45pm and midnight
2) Housefull 3 (Hindi/ Comedy/ Romance)
 Starring: Nargis Fakhri, Akshay Kumar and 

Jacqueline Fernandez
 Shows at 10.45am, 4pm and 9.15pm
3) 7 Hours To Go (Hindi/ Thriller)
 Starring: Shiv Pandit, Sandeepa Dhar and 

Vipin Sharma
 Shows at 11am, 1.15pm, 3.30pm, 5.45pm, 

8pm, 10.15pm and 12.30am
4) Oka Manasu (Telugu/ Romance/ 

Comedy)
 Starring: Niharika Konidela, Naga Shourya 

and Niharika Konidela
 Shows at 10.30am, 2pm, 5.30pm, 9pm 

and 12.30am
5) Now You See Me: The Second Act 

(Action/ Comedy/ Thriller)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo 

and Woody Harrelson
 Shows at 10.30am, 1pm, 3.30pm, 6pm, 

8.30pm, 11pm and 1.15am
6) The Angry Birds Movie (Animation/ 

Kids/ Family/ Comedy)
 Starring: Peter Dinklage, Jason Sudeikis 

and Kate McKinnon
 Shows at 10.45am, 2.15pm, 5.45pm, 

9.15pm and 12.45am
6) Frog Kingdom (Animation/ Adventure/ 

Comedy)
 Starring: Bella Thorne, Gregg Sulkin and 

Dallas Lovato
 Shows at 12.30pm, 4pm, 7.30pm and 

11pm
8) Udta Punjab (Hindi/ Crime/ Drama/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Kareena Kapoor, Alia Bhatt and 

Shahid Kapoor
 Shows at 10.45am, 1.15pm, 3.45pm, 

6.15pm, 8.45pm and 11.15pm
9) X-Men: Apocalypse (3D) (Action/ 

Adventure/ Fantasy)
 Starring: James McAvoy, Michael 

Fassbender and Jennifer Lawrence
 Shows at 10.30am, 4pm and 9.30pm
9) X-Men: Apocalypse (Action/ 

Adventure/ Fantasy)
 Starring: James McAvoy, Michael 

Fassbender and Jennifer Lawrence
 Shows at 1.15pm, 6.45pm and 12.15am
10) Raman Raghav (Hindi/ Crime/ Drama/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Vicky 

Kaushal and Sobhita Dhulipala
 Shows at 10.45am, 1.30pm, 4.15pm, 7pm, 

9.45pm and 12.30am
11) Enkku Innoru Per Irukku (Tamil/ 

Action/ Comedy)
 Starring: G. V. Prakash Kumar, Anandhi 

and Nirosha
 Shows at 10.45am, 4pm and 9.15pm
11) Jacob Kingdom Of Heaven (Malayalam/ 

Action/ Romance/ Thriller)
 Starring: Nivin Pauly, Renji Panicker and 

Lakshmy Ramakrishnan
 Shows at 1.15pm, 6.30pm and 11.45pm
12) Gentleman (Telugu/ Romance/ Thriller)
 Starring: Nani, Surabhi,Niveda Thomas 

and Srinivas Avasarala
 Shows at 1.15pm, 6.30pm and 

11.45pm
12) A Aa (Telugu/ 
Comedy/ Romance)
 Starring: Nithiin and Samantha 
Ruth Prabhu
 Shows at 
10.30am, 3.45pm and 9pm
13) Road Games 

(Thriller)
 Starring: Andrew Simpson, 

Joséphine de La Baume and Frédéric 
Pierrot

 Shows at 11am, 2.45pm, 6.30pm and 
10.15pm

13) Yoga Hosers (Comedy/ Fantasy/ Horror)
 Starring: Johnny Depp, Vanessa Paradis 

and Lily-Rose Melody Depp
 Shows at 1pm, 4.45pm, 8.30pm and 

12.15am
14) The Code Of Cain (Action)
 Starring: Sally Kirkland, Natasha Alam and 

Eric Roberts
 Shows at 10.45am, 3pm, 7.15pm and 

11.30pm
14) The Nice Guys (Action/ Comedy/ Crime)
 Starring: Russell Crowe, Ryan Gosling and 

Angourie Rice
 Shows at 12.45pm, 5pm and 9.15pm
15) Albert (II) (Animation)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz 

and Asta Nordby
 Shows at 10.30am, 1.45pm, 5pm, 8.15pm 

and 11.30pm
15) High Strung (Drama/ Music/ Romance)
 Starring: Keenan Kampa, Nicholas 

Galitzine and Jane Seymour
 Shows at noon, 3.15pm, 6.30pm, 9.45pm 

and 1am
16) The Asian Connection (Action)
 Starring: Michael Jai White, Steven Seagal 

and Pim Bubear
 Shows at 12.30pm, 4pm, 8.30pm and 

midnight
16) The Call Up (Action/ Sci-Fi)
 Starring: Morfydd Clark, Chris Obi and 

Parker Sawyers
 Shows at 10.45am, 2.15pm, 6.45pm and 

10.15pm
17) The House On The Pine Street (Drama/ 

Horror)
 Starring: Emily Goss, Taylor Bottles and 

Cathy Barnett
 Shows at 12.45pm, 5pm and 9.15pm
17) The Jungle Book (Adventure/ Drama/ 

Family)
 Starring: Neel Sethi, Bill Murray and Ben 

Kingsley. Shows at 10.45am, 3pm, 7.15pm 
and 11.30pm

18) The Crew (Action/ Adventure/ Drama)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte 

and Sergey Shakurov
 Shows at 11am, 1.30pm, 4pm, 6.30pm, 

9pm and 11.30pm
20) WarCraft (3D) (Action/ Adventure/ 

Fantasy)
 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Paula Patton and 

Ben Foster
 Shows at 1.15pm, 5.45pm and 10.15pm
20) WarCraft (Action/ Adventure/ Fantasy)
 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Paula Patton and 

Ben Foster. Shows at 11am, 3.30pm, 8pm 
and 12.30am

NOVO CINEMAS 14 screens @ Seef 
Muharraq

1) The Call Up (Action/ Sci-Fi)
 Starring: Morfydd Clark, Chris Obi and Parker 

Sawyers
 Shows at 11.30am, 1.30pm, 3.30pm, 5.30pm, 

7.30pm, 9.30pm and 11.30pm
2) The Asian Connection (Action)
 Starring: Michael Jai White, Steven Seagal and 

Pim Bubear
 Shows at noon, 2pm, 4pm, 4pm, 8pm, 10pm 

and midnight
3) Albert (Animation)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz and 

Asta Nordby
 Shows at 11am, 12.40pm, 2.40pm, 4pm, 

5.40pm, 7.20pm, 9pm and 10.45pm
4) The Code Of Cain (Action)
 Starring: Sally Kirkland, Natasha Alam and Eric 

Roberts 
 Shows at noon, 2pm, 4pm, 6pm, 8pm, 10pm 

and midnight
5) Now You See Me 2 (PG 13) (Action/ Comedy/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo and 

Woody Harrelson. Shows at 1pm, 3.30pm, 6pm, 
8.30pm and 11pm

6) Frog Kingdom (Animation/ Adventure/ 
Comedy)

 Starring: Bella Thorne, Gregg Sulkin and Dallas 
Lovato

 Shows at 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm, 7pm, 9pm 
and 11pm

7) Udta Punjab (Hindi/ Crime/ Drama/ Thriller)
 Starring: Kareena Kapoor, Alia Bhatt and 

Shahid Kapoor
 Shows at 11am, 2pm, 5pm, 8pm and 11pm
8) X-Men: Apocalypse (PG 13) (Action/ 

Adventure/ Fantasy)
 Starring: James McAvoy, Michael Fassbender 

and Jennifer Lawrence
 Shows at 11am, 4pm and 9pm
8) Warcraft (PG 13) (Action/ Adventure/ 

Fantasy)
 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Paula Patton and Ben 

Foster. Shows at 1.40pm, 6.40pm and 11.45pm
9) The Angry Birds Movie (PG) (Animation/ 

Action/ Comedy)
 Starring: Peter Dinklage, Jason Sudeikis and 

Kate McKinnon. Shows at 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 
5pm, 7pm, 9pm and 11pm

10) The Crew - Russian (Action/ Adventure/ 
Drama)

 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte and 
Sergey Shakurov

 Shows at 11.20am, 1.40pm, 4pm, 6.20pm, 
8.40pm and 11pm

11) Kammatti Paadam (Malayalam)
 Starring: Dulquer Salmaan, Shine Tom Chacko 

and Vinay Forrt
 Shows at 11am, 2pm, 5pm, 8pm and 11pm
12) The House On Pine Street (Drama/ Horror)
 Starring: Emily Goss, Taylor Bottles and Cathy 

Barnett. Shows at 11.45am, 2pm, 4.15pm, 
6.30pm, 8.45pm and 11pm

13) Now You See Me 2 (PG 13) (Action/ Comedy/ 
Thriller)

 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo and 
Woody Harrelson

 Shows at 11am, 1.30pm, 4pm, 6.30pm, 9pm 
and 11.30pm

14) Warcraft (PG 13) (3D) (IMAX) (Action/ 
Adventure/ Fantasy)

 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Paula Patton and Ben 
Foster. Shows at noon, 4.40pm and 9.40pm

14) X-Men: Apocalypse (3D) (IMAX) (PG 13) 
(Action/ Adventure/ Fantasy)

 Starring: James McAvoy, Michael Fassbender 
and Jennifer Lawrence

 Shows at 2.20pm, 7pm and midnight

CINECO (CITY CENTRE): 20 SCREENS
1) The Crew (PG 15) (Thriller)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte and 

Sergey Shakurov
 Shows at noon, 2.30pm, 5pm, 7.30pm, 10pm 

and 12.30am
2) Albert (G) (Animation/ Comedy/ Adventure)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz and 

Asta Nordby
 Shows at 10.45am, 12.30pm, 2.15pm, 4pm, 

5.45pm, 7.30pm, 9.15pm and 11pm
3) Now You See Me 2 (PG 15) (Thriller/ Comedy/ 

Action)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo and 

Daniel Radcli�e
 Shows at (Atmos) 10.45am, 12.30pm, 1.30pm, 

3.15pm, 4.15pm, 6pm, 7pm, 8.45pm, 9.45pm, 
11.30pm and 12.30am

 Shows at (VIP I) noon, 2.45pm, 5.30pm, 8.15pm 
and 11pm

 Shows at (VIP II) 1pm, 3.45pm, 6.30pm, 9.15pm 
and midnight

4) The Jungle Book (PG) (Action/ Adventure/ 

Family)
 Starring: Idris Elba, Bill Murray and Scarlett 

Johansson
 Shows at 10.30am, 12.45pm, 3pm, 

5.15pm, 7.30pm, 9.45pm and midnight
 Shows at (3D) 11.45am, 2pm, 4.15pm, 

6.30pm, 8.45pm and 11pm
5) Udta Punjab (15+) (Hindi/ Crime/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Shahid Kapoor, Kareena Kapoor 

and Alia Bhatt
 Shows at 12.45pm, 3.30pm, 6.15pm, 9pm 

and 11.45pm
6) Money Monster (PG 15) (Thriller/ Crime)
 Starring: George Clooney, Julia Roberts 

and Jack O’Connell
 Shows at 10.45am, 1pm, 3.15pm, 5.30pm, 

7.45pm, 10pm, 12.15am
7) The Angry Birds Movie (PG) (Animation/ 

Comedy/ Adventure)
 Starring: Jason Sudeikis, Josh Gad and 

Danny McBride
 Shows at 11am, 1pm, 3pm, 5pm, 7pm, 

9pm and 11pm
8) Warcraft (PG 15) (Action/ Adventure/ 

Fantasy)
 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Ben Foster and 

Paula Patton. Shows at 11.45am, 2.15pm, 
4.45pm, 7.15pm, 9.45pm and 12.15am

9) The House On Pine Street (15+) (Horror/ 
Drama)

 Starring: Emily Goss, Taylor Bottles and 
Cathy Barnett

 Shows at 11am, 1.15pm, 3.30pm, 5.45pm, 
8pm, 10.15pm and 12.30am

10) X-Men Apocalpse (PG 15) (Action/ 
Adventure/ Fantasy)

 Starring: James McAvoy, Sophie Turner 
and Jennifer Lawrence. Shows at noon, 
3pm, 6pm, 9pm and midnight

11) Captain America: Civil War (PG 15) 
(Action/ Adventure)

 Starring: Chris Evans, Robert Downey 
Jr and Scarlett Johansson. Shows at 
11.30am, 2.30pm, 5.30pm, 8.30pm and 
11.30pm

12) The Nice Guys (15+) (Action/ Comedy/ 
Crime)

 Starring: Ryan Gosling, Russell Crowe and 
Kim Basinger. Shows at 12.30pm, 2.45pm, 
5pm, 7.15pm, 9.30pm and 11.45pm

13) Housefull 3 (PG 15) (Hindi/ Comedy/ 
Romantic)

 Starring: Akshay Kumar, Jacqueline 
Fernandez and Nargis Fakhri. Shows at 
12.15pm, 3pm, 5.45pm, 8.30pm and 
11.15pm

14) London Has Fallen (PG 15) (Action/ 
Thriller)

 Starring: Gerard Butler, Aaron Eckhart and 
Morgan Freeman

 Shows at 12.15pm, 2.15pm, 4.15pm, 
6.15pm, 8.15pm, 10.15pm and 12.15am

15) Te3n (PG 15) (Hindi/ Crime/ Thriller)
 Starring: Amitabh Bachchan, Nawazuddin 

Siddiqui and Vidya Balan
 Shows at 11.30am, 2pm, 4.30pm, 7pm, 

9.30pm and midnight

SEEF (II)
1) The Crew (PG 15) (Thriller)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte 

and Sergey Shakurov
 Show at 12.30am
2) Albert (G) (Animation/ Comedy/ 

Adventure)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz 

and Asta Nordby
 Shows at 11.45am, 1.30pm, 3.15pm, 8pm, 

9.45pm and 11.30pm
3) Raman Raghav 2.0 (18+) (Hindi/ Crime/ 

Drama/ Thriller)
 Starring: Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Vicky 

Kaushal and Sobhita Dhulipala
 Shows at 11.30am, 2pm, 9.15pm and 

11.45pm
4) 7 Hours To Go (PG 15) (Hindi/ Thriller)
 Starring: Shiv Pandit, Sandeepa Dhar and 

Vipin Sharma. Shows at 10.45am, 1pm, 
3.15pm, 10pm and 12.15am

5) The Call Up (PG 15) (Action/ Sci-Fi)
 Starring: Christopher Obi, Morfydd Clark 

and Max Deacon
 Shows at 11.45am, 1.45pm, 3.45pm, 

8.15pm, 10.15pm and 12.15am
6) The Asian Connection (PG 15) (Action/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Steven Seagal, Michael Jai White 

and Pim Bubear. Shows at noon, 2pm, 
4pm, 8.30pm, 10.30pm and 12.30am

7) The Jungle Book (PG) (Action/ 
Adventure/ Family)

 Starring: Idris Elba, Bill Murray and Scarlett 
Johansson

 Shows at 12.15pm and 8.30pm
8) Udta Punjab (15+) (Hindi/ Crime/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Shahid Kapoor, Kareena Kapoor 

and Alia Bhatt. Shows at noon, 2.45pm, 
8.15pm and 11pm

9) Money Monster (PG 15) (Thriller/ Crime)
 Starring: George Clooney, Julia Roberts 

and Jack O’Connell
 Shows at 12.30pm, 2.45pm, 9.30pm and 

11.45pm
10) The Angry Birds Movie (PG) (Animation/ 

Comedy/ Adventure)
 Starring: Jason Sudeikis, Josh Gad and 

Danny McBride. Shows at 11am, 1pm, 
3pm, 8.30pm and 10.30pm

11) Warcraft (PG 15) (Action/ Adventure/ 
Fantasy)

 Starring: Travis Fimmel, Ben Foster and 
Paula Patton. Shows at 2pm and 11.45pm

12) The House On Pine Street (15+) (Horror/ 
Drama)

 Starring: Emily Goss, Taylor Bottles and 
Cathy Barnett

 Shows at 11.45am and 9.30pm
13) X-Men Apocalpse (PG 15) (Action/ 

Adventure/ Fantasy)
 Starring: James McAvoy, Sophie Turner 

and Jennifer Lawrence
 Shows at 2.30pm and 11pm

SEEF (I)
1) The Crew (PG 15) (Thriller)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte 

and Sergey Shakurov
 Shows at noon, 2.30pm, 9pm and 11.30pm
2) Now You See Me 2 (PG 15) (Thriller/ 

Comedy/ Action)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo 

and Daniel Radcli�e
 Shows at 11.15am, 12.15pm, 2pm, 3pm, 

8.15pm, 9.15pm, 11pm and midnight
3) The Code Of Caine (PG 15) (Action/ 

Thriller)
 Starring: Eric Roberts, Sally Kirkland and 

Natasha Alam
 Shows at 10.45am, 1pm, 3.15pm, 10pm 

and 12.15am
4) Kammati Paadam (Malayalam)
 Starring: Dulquer Salman, Shine Tom 

Chacko, Vinayakan, Mani Kandan and 
Vinay Forrt

 Shows at 11am, 2pm, 8pm and 11pm
5) Gentleman (Telugu)
 Starring: Nani, Surabhi, Niveda Thomas 

and Srinivas Avasarala Anand
 Shows at noon, 2.45pm, 9pm and 11.45pm

SAAR CINEPLEX
1) The Crew (PG 15) (Thriller)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte 

and Sergey Shakurov
 Shows at 9.30pm and midnight
2) Albert (G) (Animation/ Comedy/ 

Adventure)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz 

and Asta Nordby

 Shows at 8.30pm and 10.15pm
3) Now You See Me 2 (PG 15) (Thriller/ 

Comedy/ Action)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark Ru�alo 

and Daniel Radcli�e
 Shows at 8.15pm, 11pm and midnight
4) Raman Raghav 2.0 (18+) (Hindi/ Crime/ 

Drama/ Thriller)
 Starring: Nawazuddin Siddiqui, Vicky 

Kaushal and Sobhita Dhulipala
 Shows at 8.45pm and 11.15pm

AL JAZIRA CINEMA
• During Ramadan, Al Jazeera Cineplex will be 

open only on weekends (Thursday, Friday 
and Saturday), weekdays cinema will 
remain closed.

AL HAMRA CINEMA
1) Oka Manasu (Telugu)
 Starring: Naga Shourya, Niharika Kondela, 

Pragathy and Rao Ramesh
 Shows at 8.30pm
2) Kammati Paadam (Malayalam)
 Starring: Dulquer Salman, Shine Tom 

Chacko, Vinayakan, Mani Kandan and 
Vinay Forrt. Shows at 2.30pm and 
11.30pm

WADI AL SAIL
1) The Crew (PG 15) (Thriller)
 Starring: Vladimir Mashkov, Agne Grudyte 

and Sergey Shakurov
 Shows at 10pm and 12.30am
2) Albert (G) (Animation/ Comedy/ 

Adventure)
 Starring: Alfred Bjerre Larsen, Oscar Dietz 

and Asta Nordby
 Shows at 8pm, 9.45pm and 11.30pm
3) Now You See Me 2 (PG 15) (Thriller/ 

Comedy/ Action)
 Starring: Jesse Eisenberg, Mark 

Ru�alo and Daniel Radcli�e. 
Shows at 8.30pm, 11.15pm 
and 12.15am

4) Raman Raghav 2.0 (18+) 
(Hindi/ Crime/ Drama/ 
Thriller)

 Starring: Nawazuddin 
Siddiqui, Vicky Kaushal and 
Sobhita Dhulipala

 Shows at 9.15pm and 
11.45pm

5) The Angry Birds (PG) (Animation/ 
Comedy/ Adventure)

 Starring: Jason Sudeikis, Josh Gad and 
Danny McBride

 Shows at 8.15pm and 10.15pm
6) The House On Pine Street (15+) 

(Horror/ Drama)
 Starring: Emily Goss, Taylor Bottles and 

Cathy Barnett
 Shows at 8pm, 10.15pm and 12.30am

DANA CINEPLEX - DANA MALL 18 
SCREENS

• All shows after midnight only on Thursdays, 
Fridays and holidays

1) Kammatti Paadam (Malayalam/ Action/ 
Thriller)

TODAY: Hot
Warning: Nil
Wind: Variable 5 to 10kt, but mainly 
northwesterly 10 to 15kt at times
Warning: Nil
Sea State: 1 to 3ft
Sunrise: 4.49am Sunset: 6.33pm
Moonrise: 11.42pm Moonset: 11.16am
Temperature: Max 44C Min 32C
Humidity: Max 85% Min 15%
Mina Salman tides: High at 10.17am 
and low at 4.33pm
Actual values recorded yesterday:
Temperature: Max 41C Min 31C
Humidity: Max 80% Min 25%
Gulf temperatures: Kuwait 47C Riyadh 
44C Doha 42C Abu Dhabi 40C Muscat 
35C

*Met. O�ce: 17321175/74, 17323073 
Weatherline: 17236236 or visit www.
bahrainweather.gov.bh

 Min Max
Amsterdam 12 18 R
Athens 25 32 C
Atlanta 23 38 C
Auckland 10 16 R
Bangkok 26 33 R
Barbados 25 30 R
Barcelona 21 29 R
Beijing 17 37 C
Beirut 24 31 C
Belgrade 20 32 C
Berlin 20 33 Cl
Boston 15 23 C
Brisbane 7 17 C
Brussels 11 17 R
Buenos Aires 9 12 Cl
Cairo 24 38 Cl
Chicago 22 33 C
Colombo 26 30 C
Copenhagen 18 26 R
Dhaka 28 34 C
Dublin 10 17 R
Frankfurt 15 24 R
Geneva 17 25 R
Guatemala 17 27 R
Harare 5 20 C
Helsinki 14 25 R
Hong Kong 29 35 C
Islamabad 28 40 R
Istanbul 24 32 C
Jakarta 23 32 C
Johannesburg 4 18 C
Kabul 18 34 C
Kuala Lumpur 26 32 Cl
Lisbon 16 24 C
London 11 20 R
Los Angeles 18 27 Cl
Madrid 18 33 C
Manila 25 34 Cl
Mecca 29 45 C
Mexico City 15 23 R
Miami 27 33 Cl
Montreal 15 30 Cl
Moscow 18 29 R
Nairobi 14 19 Cl
New Delhi 31 39 Cl
New York 18 30 C
Osaka 21 26 R
Oslo 15 24 Cl
Panama 22 30 Cl
Paris 13 21 R
Perth 5 17 R
Prague 18 31 R
Rio de Janeiro 17 23 Cl
Rome 22 35 C
San Francisco 13 25 C
Santiago 0 13 Cl
Seoul 19 27 Cl
Singapore 23 32 Cl
So�a 17 29 Cl
Stockholm 15 27 Cl
Sydney 6 14 C
Taipei 28 34 R
Tokyo 23 29 R
Toronto 13 24 C
Tunis 21 35 C
Valletta 22 31 C
Vancouver 13 19 R
Vienna 20 31 Cl
Warsaw 22 33 C
Washington 22 29 Cl
Zurich 16 24 R

CHEMISTS
24-hour chemists: 
Ja�er Pharmacy: 18, Tarfah bin  Al  Abid  
Avenue, Manama 319. Tel: 17291039. 
Awal Pharmacy: 30, Shaikh Ali bin 
Khalifa Avenue,  East Ri�a 901. Tel: 
17772023. Al  Muwasaa Pharmacy: 38, 
Shaikh Mohammed bin Salman Avenue, 
Muharraq 205. Tel: 17335666. Al Maraya 
Pharmacy: 379 Amman Avenue, Tubli 
705. Tel: 17784029. Al Rahma Pharmacy: 
12 Souk Abu Dhar Alghafari, Isa Town 814. 
Tel: 17687117. National Pharmacy: Bldg. 
2058, Road 4563, Sanad 745. Tel: 17620208. 
Nasser Pharmacy: 63-B, Qadisiya Avenue, 
Manama 332. Tel: 17740900. Hamad 
Town Pharmacy: 225 Souk Waqf, Hamad 
Town 1203. Tel: 17410114. Majeed Ja�ar 
Pharmacy: Building 233, Avenue 57, 
Muharraq 203. Tel: 17331168. Al Hilal 
Pharmacy: Shop No. 649B, Road 1511, 
Muharraq. Tel: 17341700.
Vet Services 24-hours 39481208.

n  A scene from the film, The Code Of Cain, now showing

HOTLINES
For enquiries about

  Bahrain Cinema
 Company’s theatres

 17864666
 Dana Complex:

17558558

Weather Report

CODE: Cl=cloudy, C=clear, 
R=rain, S=snow

Better than a take-away. 
Serves 2

Ingredients
2 tbsp sesame oil
100g mangetout
1 carrot, �nely sliced
200g pak choi, washed and 
sliced
2 spring onions, sliced on the 
diagonal
300g straight-to-wok egg 
noodles
150g cooked king prawns
2 tbsp soy sauce, plus extra to 
serve, (optional)
1 tbsp sesame seeds, toasted
1 red chilli, sliced, to serve 
(optional)

Method
Heat 1 tbsp sesame oil in a 
large wok or frying pan over a 
medium-high heat and toss in 
the mangetout and carrot. Cook 
for a few mins until starting to 
soften and brown, then add the 
pak choi and spring onions. Add 
the noodles and prawns, use 
tongs to combine, and warm 
through.
Pour in the soy sauce and 
remaining sesame oil, and toss 
to coat. Just before serving, 
scatter over the sesame seeds 
and chilli. Serve with extra soy 
sauce, if you like.

Prawn & pak choi stir-fry

PRAYER TIMES
Noon (Dhohr) 11.41am, Afternoon (Asr) 
3.06pm, Sunset (Maghrib) 
6.34pm, Nightfall (Ishaa) 8.04pm and Dawn 
(Fajr) 3.18am tomorrow.
Today is the 22 Ramadan, 1437, in the 
Islamic calendar. 
*Provided by the Islamic A�airs Ministry.

RAMADAN TIMES
Breaking Fast 6.34pm. Fasting  3.17am.



A CAR park at Bahrain Internation-
al Airport (BIA) will be permanently 
closed from tomorrow to facilitate con-
struction work on the new passenger ter-
minal as part of the $1.1 billion Airport 
Modernisation Programme.

Bahrain Airport Company (BAC), the 
managing body and operator of BIA, 
recently opened an overflow car park 
along Galali road and is also aiming to 
commission a new overflow car park 
during the summer holidays.

This is hoped to increase existing 
parking capacity by more than 4,000 
spaces and accommodate the expected 
surge in passenger movement during the 
summer period.

With the closure of car park B, pas-
sengers travelling for more than three 

weeks have been advised to use the oth-
er long-term car parks D, E, F and the 
overflow car park.

Meanwhile, work on the moderni-
sation programme is set to be com-
pleted in 2019, said BAC chief devel-
opment and technical officer Abdulla  
Janahi.

He told airline country and airport 
managers, cargo airlines, BAC manage-
ment and employees that the programme 
will increase the airport’s capacity to 14 
million passengers a year and revitalise 
much of the potential in the aviation in-
dustry in Bahrain and the northern Gulf 
region.

Present at the briefing at Movenpick 
Hotel was BAC chief commercial offi-
cer Mohammed Khalil.
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n More than 90 Downtown Rotana, Manama employees took part in a Health Awareness Day organised in co-operation with Bahrain Specialist Hospital. They received complimentary medical 
screening that included blood sugar tests, blood pressure, height and weight checks, among others. All participants also received discount vouchers for follow-up checks at the hospital. Above, 

general manager Lilian Roger, back row, �fth from left, with hotel and hospital staff.

By MOHAMMED AL A’ALI 

Probe is launched 
into ‘sinking road’

n Mr BuHamood

AN investigation has been 
launched after parts of a 
congested road, off the Bu-
daiya Highway, started sink-
ing. 

The Northern Municipal 
Council fears parts of Al Na-
kheel Highway, near Karranah 
Cemetery, will cave in at any 
moment and demanded the 
area be cordoned off to ensure 
motorists do not drive over the 
“sinking road”.  

Council chairman Moham-
med BuHamood also wants the 
Works, Municipalities and Ur-
ban Planning Affairs Ministry 
to present a report on reasons 
behind the sinking, which has 
damaged several vehicles. 

The council was yesterday  
inundated with dozens of com-
plaints from residents.

“The dangerous section is 
not visible to motorists and 
they pass on it as if the road is 
normal, but they get a shock 
when their vehicles are hit bad-
ly underneath,” Mr BuHamood 
told the GDN.

“The caving could be worse 
if the section is not closed im-
mediately and if vehicles are 
stuck for now, as cases during 
the weekend, there would be 
a moment in which the whole 
road will collapse with weight.

“A few weeks back a truck 
sank in a caving that was left 

unattended in Isa Town and 
we don’t want to see this hap-
pening in Karranah – if there 
were no deaths then we fear the 
worst now.”

Mr BuHamood 
said the council has 
launched an investi-
gation with the con-
cerned ministry to 
unearth reasons for 
the damaged road.

“Those responsi-
ble in the ministry 
have not checked 
on the roads under 
their supervision and 
rather than being proactive in 
checking every road, highway, 
hump and car park daily for an 
hour, they have left it for some-

thing bad to happen for them to 
react,” he said.

“I know that the ministry’s 
on-site inspection department is 

short of staff, but that 
doesn’t mean that 
something should be 
left for two days, not 
even an hour, while 
knowing it is of a 
dangerous nature.

“We have started 
an investigation and 
have every right to 
know what has gone 
wrong, whether the 
section has been 

built improperly or possibly it 
is the nature of the ground.

“But the fact remains that 
somewhere down the road a 

lack of co-ordination caused 
such a problem and it will be 
addressed seriously.”

He also warned motorists to 
be cautious when driving on the 
highway.

“I am concerned about peo-
ple’s safety, it is my responsi-
bility as their most senior rep-
resentative, and I am following 
the matter carefully to ensure 
they are out of harm’s way and 
this is harmful,” added Mr Bu-
Hamood.

“Hopefully we get the place 
fixed in the next four weeks so 
things can be back to normal.”

Officials from the ministry 
were unavailable for comment 
yesterday. 

mohammed@gdn.com.bh

Airport car park to be closed for facelift

n At the brie�ng are Mr Janahi, left, and Mr Khalil

ONE of the largest expatriate 
schools on the island is plan-
ning to beef up its security 
after a teacher was allegedly 
attacked by an agitated parent.

Officials from the Indian 
School Bahrain had to call the 
police to its Isa Town campus 
following the incident which 
happened last week.

“The parent had come from 
Saudi Arabia for the admis-
sion of his child,” said a senior 
school official.

“The process involved a lot 
of paper work since the child 
is already studying in Saudi 
Arabia. 

“This was explained to the 
parent who refused to listen and 
tried to hit a staff member but 
the school security stepped in.”

“The case is now with the 
police.”

The official said there were 
no injuries and the school was 
functioning normally but secu-
rity will be strengthened fol-
lowing the incident.

School to step 
up security 
after attack

A TEAM of nearly 20 staff 
members from the Royal Col-
lege of Surgeons in Ireland – 
Medical University of Bahrain 
(RCSI Bahrain) have travelled 
to take part in the fifth annual 
RCSI International Educational 
Forum.

The forum starts today and 
runs until Friday at RCSI’s 
headquarters in Dublin City 
Centre.

The representatives from 
Bahrain, which includes RCSI 
president Sameer Otoom, will 
be among the 150 staff mem-
bers from the university’s Ma-
laysian and Irish campuses.

The forum will discuss the 
strategic goals of the universi-
ty – ‘Excellence in Education’ 
and ‘Leadership in Internation-
al (Medical) Education’.

School strategy, curriculum, 
assessment and annual review 
and planning will also be dis-
cussed at the event.

Medics arrive 
for key forum
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n His Royal Highness Prime Minister Prince Khalifa bin Salman Al Khalifa yesterday received senior state of�cials, as well as economic, academic, intellectual, cultural and media personalities. 
The Premier said Bahrain is capable of thwarting plots against the country.

n Labour and Social Development Minister Jameel Humaidan yesterday received 
Al Salam Bank chief executive Yousef Abdulla Taqi. They discussed co-operation in 

ministry-sponsored developmental projects.

n Industry, Commerce and Tourism Minister Zayed Al Zayani yesterday received the United Cement 
Company’s board of directors chairman Mohammed A Al Garni, deputy chairman Abdulrahman M S 
Jamsheer, chief executive Faisal Shihab and board member Nooruddin A Nooruddin. The minister 
appreciated the efforts of private sector and investment companies to enhance the stability of 

building materials market.

n Health Ministry Under-Secretary Dr Ayesha Buaneq yesterday received Salmaniya 
Medical Complex intensive care specialised nurse Zainab Shubar, who presented a 
copy of her master’s degree on electronic data feeding and medical record-keeping.  

n BDF Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Dhiyab bin Saqr Al Nuaimi yesterday received commander of 
French forces in the UAE Rear Admiral Antoine Beaussant and his delegation.

n Greetings sent
His Majesty King Hamad yesterday sent a cable 
of congratulations to Madagascar President Hery 
Rajaonarimampianina on his country’s National Day.

n Stay on school admission
Education Ministry announced that dilmun 
Private School will not be allowed to register new 
students for 2016-2017 until it rectifies violations. 
Private education directorate announced that it 
renewed the decision taken last year, stopping the 
registration of new students for 2015-2016. 

n Military attaché received
NatioNal Guard staff director Major General 
abdulaziz bin saud al Khalifa yesterday received 
Us military attaché Colonel stephen Bissonnette and 
discussed co-operation. ltC Richard Paul and ltC 
Kevin Broadnax also attended.

n Royal Charity Organisation (RCO) hosted a Ramadan ghabga for Bahraini mothers, marking the International Widows’ Day. RCO secretary general Dr Mustafa Al Sayeed congratulated 
Bahraini mothers and stressed RCO’s support for them and their children, in accordance with the directives of His Majesty King Hamad.

Minister backs action against Al Wefaq
iNfoRMatioN affairs Minis-
ter ali al Rumaihi defended the 
decision to suspend al Wefaq so-
ciety and shut its premises as part 
of a string of measures to protect  
Bahrain’s security. 

in an exclusive interview with 
Al Arabiya channel, he said that 
the government had observed 
patience and self-restraint despite 
a series of violations committed by 
al Wefaq since it was established, 
hoping that it would embark on a 
better course. 

the minister underlined the 

tactic of al Wefaq in dealing  
with the constitution selective-
ly, adding that the recent meas-
ures reflect the government’s 
resolve to maintain stability and  
reinstate political work on the  
right track.

He said that the measures 
announced by the Justice Ministry 
against al Wefaq are justified, 
dismissing media reports which 
said that the step was taken  
hastily. 

Bahrain derives its strength 
from its united internal front and  

ability to counter suspicious media 
campaigns, he said.

Citing the statement issued by 
the Justice Ministry, he said that 
al Wefaq fomented terrorism, 
incited violence and hatred and 
failed to recognise the constitu-
tion and legislative authority, apart 
from its attempts to target the 
judiciary.

the minister said that the law 
stipulates the revocation of nation-
ality of anyone who engages in 
hostile acts which contravene the 
duty of loyalty to the state. 

He said there are 22 political 
societies, 600 NGos and more than 
130 charities in Bahrain, which are 
all exercising their activities.

Mr al Rumaihi said that iranian 
interference in Bahrain’s internal 
affairs is a tangible reality, rather 
than a mere conspiracy theory. 

“the issue of flagrant iranian 
interference is a matter of fact 
which is known to all”, he said, 
citing the statements of condemna-
tion issued by the GCC, the arab 
league and the organisation of 
islamic Co-operation.
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By SHAHLAA AHMED 

AN American nation-
al has pleaded with 
Bahraini authorities to 
help him reunite with his 
teenage son, who lives in 
Kuwait. 

Joseph Morris, 54, landed 
in Bahrain almost a month 
ago in the hopes of resolving 
issues that have blacklisted 
him from entering Kuwait to 
see his ex-wife and 13-year-
old son Abdulaziz. 

He was allegedly stopped 
from entering Kuwait three 
years ago when he left the 
country on a trip to Qatar. 

He claimed he was not 
allowed entry due to a com-
puter glitch in the immigra-
tion and residency system of 
Kuwait, however the GDN 
could not verify that.

He was told to go back 
to Qatar to clear the matter 
but instead he travelled to 
Dubai due to lack of money, 
where he stayed for over six 
months. 

He returned to his home 
country to attend his father’s 
funeral and he tried to re-
solve the situation from the 
US. 

Mr Morris told the GDN 
he was “overcome with the 
feeling of guilt” when he 
received a call from his son, 
who accused him of aban-
donment.

He then decided to trav-
el to the Gulf to attempt to 
re-establish links to resolve 
the problem. 

Mr Morris said that due 
to financial constraints he 

US man in plea to 
reunite with son

n Mr Morris ... in Al Na�si Mosque

stayed at Bahrain Internation-
al Airport for 26 days until a 
group of men took him to Al 
Nafisi Mosque in the Dry Dock 
Industrial Area where he was 
provided with food and accom-
modation.

He has contacted the US Em-
bassy and Kuwait Embassy in 
Bahrain, but claimed no help 
was offered.

“My story started in 1992 af-
ter converting to Islam when I 
decided to travel through Iran 
to Kuwait and then Saudi Ara-
bia to perform Haj,” said Mr 
Morris, now known as Moham-
med Abdulaziz.

“I was arrested in Iran be-
cause I went to a mosque for 
a specific sect. I was tortured 
for around two years and 
was then released following  
intervention of the US govern-
ment.

“When I returned to the US, 
I was taken to a hospital where 
I received treatment for almost 
a year.

“My family were continu-
ously urging me to leave Islam 
but I refused and the result was 
that they disowned me.

“I travelled to Abu Dha-
bi for six months and then 
to Kuwait where I set up a  

petroleum company.
“I met my Kuwaiti wife and 

we divorced after four years but 
I stayed in the country.

“It had emerged that I over-
stayed my visa the same time I 
was planning to leave to Qatar 
for da’awa (preaching of Is-
lam).

“I paid 600 Kuwaiti dinars so 
I would not be blacklisted but 
when I returned to Kuwait there 
was a computer glitch.

“I moved from one country 
to another searching for a solu-
tion in vain and I am now trying 
to contact authorities for help.

“However, the US Embassy 
told me it cannot intervene in 
such a problem while the Ku-
waiti Embassy did not reply.

“Bahraini MP Jamal Buhas-
san is following up the matter 
and I hope the problem ends 
soon.”

Mr Morris said he hoped to 
stay either in Bahrain or Saudi 
Arabia to set up his own com-
pany.

“I would choose one of those 
two countries to live for their 
friendly and accepting people,” 
he added.

“Once I settle my situation 
and travel to Kuwait to see my 
son, I will travel back to Bah-
rain or go to Saudi to set up my 
company.”

Meanwhile, MP Jamal Bu-
hassan urged the US Embassy 
to intervene.

“The embassy’s stance is a 
disgrace and should be remem-
bered in the history of the US 
which claims to be leading the 
world when it comes to de-
mocracy and human rights,” he 
said.

“I am currently investigating 

why Mr Morris was denied 
entry to Kuwait but until 
then the embassy must pro-
vide him with accommoda-
tion – it is their duty to look 
after him.

“It is shocking to me, as 
well as everyone else, that 
the US has accepted the sit-
uation.

“I think he is being neglect-
ed because he is a Muslim, 

and also an African-Ameri-
can, and this is racist and dis-
criminative in every sense of 
the word.”

Mr Buhassan will today 
meet Mr Morris as part of his 
investigations.

Officials from the US Em-
bassy could not be reached 
when contacted by the GDN 
yesterday. 
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n An installation ceremony was held for the executive committee members of Palakkad Toastmasters. The oath was administered 
by Area 10 director-elect Shivashanker Kamath in the presence of Division K of�cials at Suqaya Restaurant. Above, members of 
the new executive committee. Seated, from left, are, past president Diviya Ramesh, president Murali Menon and vice-president 
education Chithra Ramesh. Standing, from left, are, sergeant-at-arms TM Ramesh Kizhnatthodi, secretary Deepthi Prasad, vice-

president membership Jayaram Ravi, treasurer Rajesh Anilakandath and vice-president public relations Sreejith Raja.



By LAALA KASHEF ALGHATA

ATHLETES in Bahrain and 
the region face a different kind 
of challenge when training in 
Ramadan, according to experts. 

Gruelling 15-hour fasts dramat-
ically cut into the time usually spent 
training or focusing on healthy  
nutrition.

As a result, many athletes have to 
pay close attention and carefully plan 
out their time after Iftar in order to 
successfully complete their training.

The GDN spoke to Supreme Coun-
cil for Youth and Sport chairman and 
Bahrain Olympic Committee pres-
ident Shaikh Nasser bin Hamad Al 
Khalifa, who will be taking a Bahrain 
triathlon delegation to take part in the 
full Australia Ironman in September.

“Amongst the sports that Bahrain 
has excelled in is the triathlon, where 
Bahrainis have made strong presence 
and conquered different arenas and 
constantly topped the podiums,” said 
Shaikh Nasser.

“This clearly asserts that Bahrain 
has one of the best individual teams 
in the triathlon sport and its represen-
tatives have come to be considered as 
favourites whenever they take part in 
any competition in this sport.”

During Ramadan, the team is tak-
ing part in an expert training plan 
which sees their sessions taking place 
in the evening.

“We are continuously training to 
increase our fitness and technical 
levels in order to prepare well for the 
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n Shaikh Nasser cycles past the Manama skyline

coming competitions, where we strive to bol-
ster our achievements in this sport,” explained 
Shaikh Nasser.

“We have sketched an advanced training plan, 

for instance our training sessions are taking 
place in the evening, where our team is engaged 
in extensive training in swimming, followed by 
cycling before they go into running. 

“This contributes to increasing 
the team’s fitness level.

“We have additionally designed another plan 
which will be adopted at the end of the holy 
month of Ramadan.

“Swimming training sessions will be held in 
the morning before the team practices on the cy-
cles and make some running workouts.”

Meanwhile, Bahrain Triathlon Association 
president Shaikh Saqer Al Khalifa told the 
GDN that it was important for fitness enthu-
siasts and athletes to maintain their physique  
during Ramadan. 

“We need to acknowledge that people fast and 

EXERCISE during Ramadan 
is best done after Iftar when the 
body is satisfied and hydrated, 
according to a top trainer.

Personal trainer and nutri-
tionist Elouise Kellerman, who 
runs Impulse Fitness Studio in 
Umm Al Hassam, said that for 
those who exercise consistently, 
stopping during Ramadan could 
be damaging in terms of strength 
and endurance.

She also advised people to 
slightly reduce their workouts to 
ensure energy reserves were not 
depleted. 

“When you are already exer-
cising you do not want to stop all 
together because an entire month 
of inactivity can give you signif-
icant setbacks in strength and 
cardiovascular endurance,” she 
told the GDN.

“Not to mention the mental 
and emotional effort it would 
take to become consistent again.

“The best time to weight 
train during Ramadan is after 
Taraweeh prayers at night.

“This will ensure that you will 
have several meals and plenty of 
water in your system before going 
to the gym. 

“This will also allow you to 
consume your all-important post 
workout meal or shake which is 
essential for muscle growth and 
even fat loss.”

Another alternative training 
time would be an hour after Iftar, 
but Ms Kellerman stressed those 
workouts should be short. 

“If this is too late then the next 
best time to weight train is about 
one hour after Iftar,” she added. 

“You could do a short but in-

tense 30-minute workout.
“For cardio workouts, the best 

time for maximum fat loss is be-
fore Suhoor. Of course, most peo-

ple I know will not want to get up 
at around 2am and do cardio.

“If you can pull this off then 
the best thing to do is get up and 
drink plenty of water with a cup 
of coffee or green tea, wait 30 
minutes and perform 30 to 45 
minutes of moderate intensity 
cardio work like a brisk walk on 
a treadmill.

“Do keep workouts short, 
about 30 minutes to a maximum 
of 60 minutes.”

Types of food consumed after 
breaking the fast is also incred-
ibly important to recovery, ac-
cording to Ms Kellerman.

“Due to the long hours of fast-
ing, consume slow-digesting foods 
including fibre containing foods, 
such as whole-wheat grains, seeds, 
vegetables such as green beans, 
peas, spinach, and dried fruit, 

Exercise best after Iftar says       top nutritionist

n Shaikh Saqer ... strict training schedule after Iftar

n Mr Khalaf, centre left, and Mr Al Jowder, centre right, co-chair the joint meeting

A COMPREHENSIVE study 
on Bahrain’s biggest integrat-
ed sports stadium featuring a 
football pitch, an underground 
shopping complex and cine-
plex has been initiated by the  
ministries concerned.

Works, Municipalities and 
Urban Planning Affairs Min-
ister Essam Khalaf met Youth 
and Sport Affairs Minister 
Hisham Al Jowder yester-

Ministries          begin study on stadium project

n Ms Kellerman ... exercise and 
healthy food during Ramadan is 

essential
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n Shaikh Nasser

Exercise best after Iftar says       top nutritionist

that it’s a long day, while still doing sport within 
14 hours of not eating,” he said.

“During Ramadan, the focus should not be on 
developing, it should be maintaining – you need 
to not lose muscle and not gain weight.

“It’s strategy, being healthy is being productive.”
He said he wanted to work to increase health 

awareness among the population in order to 
push up the country’s morality rate. 

“We don’t train while fasting and it’s difficult 
to do endurance during Ramadan,” he explained.

“Endurance is more than three hours cycling 
usually for 90km, now it’s about two hours for 
12km.

“With running we usually do an hour for 
12km, now we do 45 minutes for eight to 10km.

“The hardest thing to do during Ramadan is 
the swim because the pool (at Khalifa Sports 
City) only has eight lanes and it gets very 
crowded.

“We go at around 7.30pm because at 10pm it’s 
like a zoo.

“Fourteen people are going 
to the championship in Austra-
lia, six of whom are women.

“A lot of training after Ra-
madan will be indoors during 
the day and outdoors at night.” 

Shaikh Saqer also empha-
sised nutrition, adding that it 
was important to ensure peo-
ple ate the right quantities at 
the right time. 

“At Iftar, it’s mostly easy to 
digest food such as mathrooba 
(traditional Bahraini rice dish), 
harees (traditional Bahraini 
dish made of wheat and meat), 
soup or thareed (Bahraini dish 
made of shredded khubiz and 
meat stew),” he said.

“Don’t have things such as 
spring rolls, samosas, any-
thing fried or hard rice.

“At suhoor, I have slow di-
gesting food so that the body 
has a steady supply of nutri-
ents.”

laala@gdn.com.bh

especially dried apricots and 
almonds, which last up to eight 
hours, rather than fast-digesting 
foods, which last only three to 
four hours,” she explained.

“Avoid anything hot, spicy or 
salty. Too much salty food will 
make your body retain water 
and give you the feeling of being 
bloated, while spicy foods also in-
duce thirst.

“Although it may be tempting 
to reward the day’s abstinence 
with sugary, fatty and deep-fried 
dishes, I strongly advise against 
indulging in the wrong types of 
food. 

“It’s common in Ramadan to 
enjoy certain types of appetisers, 
such as samosas or kibosh. 

“However, having them in 
a lighter version, that is baked 
not fried, will guarantee less af-

ter-meal discomfort and less cal-
orie intake.”

Ms Kellerman also emphasised 
the importance of waking up for 
Suhoor in order to provide the 
body with the necessary fuel to 
survive the gruelling 15 hours of 
fasting. 

“While it is tempting to sleep, 
waking before dawn for Suhoor 
is also an important step in main-
taining health during Ramadan,” 
she said.

“People tend to skip this meal, 
ignoring the fact that your body 
needs a source of energy to main-
tain production levels during the 
day. 

“A perfect Suhoor meal will 
consist of complex carbohy-
drates, such as whole-wheat 
bread with protein, boiled eggs, 
turkey slices or white cheese.”

Ministries          begin study on stadium project
day, along with a number of 
government officials, to out-
line the project after a study 
was ordered by His Majesty  
King Hamad.

During the meeting, offi-
cials presented possible loca-
tions for the new stadium and 
agreed to come up with final 
designs accompanied by a re-
port to be submitted to both  
ministers.

The GDN reported last week 
that the Southern Municipal 
Council is working with the 
special ministerial commit-
tee to come up with ideas for  
the project.

The stadium, located in the 
Southern Governorate, will ac-
commodate up to 50,000 people 
and will include a retractable 
roof, an international standard 
football pitch surrounded by 

tracks and an underground 
shopping complex. 

It will also include a cineplex 
and hypermarket along with 
halls for basketball, handball, 
bowling, badminton and table 
tennis. 

The project is based on di-
rectives by His Majesty fol-
lowing a meeting with new-
ly-elected Fifa president Gianni  
Infantino.
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FALLUJAH: Iraqi forces recaptured 
the last district held by Islamic State 
(IS) militants in the city of Fallujah 
yesterday and the general command-
ing the operation declared the battle 
over after nearly five weeks of fight-
ing.

Iraqi forces reached the centre of Fallu-
jah last week but militants remained holed 
up in some parts of the city west of Bagh-
dad, including in its Golan district, which 
Iraqi forces retook yesterday.

The success of the Fallujah operation 
launched on May 23 gives fresh momen-
tum to Iraqi forces in the campaign to re-
take Mosul, the largest city anywhere in 
the militants’ self-proclaimed caliphate 
spanning Iraq and Syria.

“As we promised you, today this flag is 
flying high in Fallujah and, God willing, it 
will soon fly in Mosul,” said Prime Min-
ister Haider Al Abadi, standing in front of 
Fallujah’s main hospital waving the Iraqi 
flag.

The swift entry of Iraqi forces into cen-
tral Fallujah last week surprised many 
who expected a drawn-out battle with IS 
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Iraqi forces free
Fallujah from IS

MILAN: Italy’s second most 
wanted mobster Ernesto Faz-
zalari was arrested yesterday 
after almost two decades on the 
run, apprehended by the paramil-
itary Carabinieri police.

Fazzalari, of the noto-
rious Calabrian ‘Ndrang-
heta, Italy’s richest and 
most powerful criminal 
organisation, had been a 
fugitive since June 1996.

He was the country’s 
second most wanted ma-
fia boss in terms of influ-
ence and danger to society 
behind Matteo Messina 
Denaro, of the Sicilian 
Cosa Nostra Mafia, a po-
lice statement said.

Fazzalari, 46, faces a life sen-
tence, having already been tried 
in absentia and found guilty of 
murder, mafia crimes, drug traf-
ficking, robbery and illegal pos-
session of weapons.

He was found in the early 
hours of Sunday in a house in a 
remote and mountainous area of 
the Calabria region on the south-

ern tip of mainland Italy and did 
not resist arrest, the police said.

Fazzalari was at the head of 
one of the many family-based 
groups that control much of Ca-
labrian society and make vast 

profits through the im-
port and sale of drugs.

Federico Cafiero de 
Raho, of the DDA na-
tional organisation of 
anti-mafia prosecutors, 
described the arrest as 
“historic”.

He said Fazzalari was 
found close to his last 
known home, indicating 
that he relied on an ex-
tensive network of local 
contacts to protect him.

Prime Minister Matteo Renzi 
thanked the police and prosecu-
tors involved, tweeting “Hurrah 
for Italy #Happy Sunday”

Interior Minister Angelino 
Alfano said: “These are the vic-
tories that comfort and support 
us in the difficult path against 
organised crime ... There is no 
fleeing from justice.”

Italy holds notorious 
ma�a boss after 

20 years on the run

n Fazzalari

KARACHI: Pakistan’s army chief flew to Kara-
chi on yesterday for security meetings following 
high-profile attacks that have raised fears of a slide 
back into chaos in the busy metropolis once known 
as the world’s most violent megacity.

General Raheel Sharif ordered commanders to 
leave “no stone unturned” in finding the attack-
ers who killed a popular singer and gunmen who 
kidnapped the son of the provincial chief judge, a 
statement from the military’s Press wing said.

The killing of Amjad Sabri, one of the most pop-
ular singers of “qawwali” Sufi devotional music, 
on Wednesday was the latest in a high-profile se-
ries of attacks in Karachi, a megacity of 20 million 
plagued by political, ethnic and sectarian violence.

A spokesman for a branch of the Pakistani Tali-

Army chief vows to end Karachi attacks

n Iraqi forces gesture 
in Fallujah

for the bastion of Sunni insurgency, where 
some of the toughest fighting of the US 
occupation took place after 2003.

Lieutenant General Abdul Wahab Al 

Saidi, who was in charge of the operation, 
said that at least 1,800 IS fighters had been 
killed in the operation to retake Fallujah 
and the rest had fled. Some militants were 

n People light candles 
to pay tribute to Sabri

LONDON: A roller coaster carriage at a theme park 
in Scotland came off its rails yesterday and fell 10 
metres onto a children’s ride below injuring around 
seven people. The carriage, carrying 10 people, on the 
Tsunami ride at M&D’s theme park in Motherwell in 
southern Scotland flew off the rails as it turned a corner 

and plummeted to the ground. “A serious incident 
occurred at M&D’s today involving the Tsunami roller 
coaster. We have all emergency services on site to 
assist. The theme park is closed until further  
notice,” a spokeswoman for the park said in a 
statement.

n Roller coaster carriage derails injuring seven at theme park in Scotland
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Reykjavik: History professor 
Gudni Johannesson won Ice-
land’s presidential election after 
riding a wave of anti-establish-
ment sentiment, final results 
showed yesterday, although the 
vote was eclipsed by the coun-
try’s eagerly-anticipated Euro 
football match.

The political newcomer, who 
won with 39.1 per cent of votes, 
was trailed by businesswoman 
Halla Tomasdottir, also with-
out party affiliation, who took 
29.4pc.

Johannesson only decided to 
run for the presidency after the 
so-called Panama Papers leak 
in April which detailed offshore 
accounts and implicated several 
senior Icelandic politicians, in-
cluding the prime minister who 
was forced to resign.

Throughout the campaign, 
Johannesson emphasised his 
non-partisan vision of the presi-
dency, and vowed to restore faith 
in the political system after years 
of public anger towards politi-
cians over scandals and financial 
woes.

The victory was especially 
sweet for the history professor 
and political commentator, who 
has never held public office and 
has no party affiliation, as he cel-
ebrated his 48th birthday yester-
day.

Historian wins 
presidency
of Iceland

n Johannesson

KARACHI: Pakistan’s army chief flew to Kara-
chi on yesterday for security meetings following 
high-profile attacks that have raised fears of a slide 
back into chaos in the busy metropolis once known 
as the world’s most violent megacity.

General Raheel Sharif ordered commanders to 
leave “no stone unturned” in finding the attack-
ers who killed a popular singer and gunmen who 
kidnapped the son of the provincial chief judge, a 
statement from the military’s Press wing said.

The killing of Amjad Sabri, one of the most pop-
ular singers of “qawwali” Sufi devotional music, 
on Wednesday was the latest in a high-profile se-
ries of attacks in Karachi, a megacity of 20 million 
plagued by political, ethnic and sectarian violence.

A spokesman for a branch of the Pakistani Tali-

ban claimed the killing.
Two days earlier, unknown gunmen had kid-

napped Awais Ali Shah, the son of Sindh High 
Court Chief Justice Sajjad Ali Shah, in an upscale 
shopping area.

Improved security in Karachi has been one of the 
showcase successes for the army’s ongoing securi-
ty crackdown.

Karachi’s murder rate fell by 50 percent after 
the paramilitary Rangers, who answer to the Min-
istry of Interior and the army, launched a sweeping 
crackdown in 2014 against suspected militants and 
criminals.

Political activists have accused the Rangers of 
heavy-handed tactics including summary execu-
tions and targeting political parties.

Army chief vows to end Karachi attacks

n Iraqi forces gesture 
in Fallujah

Saidi, who was in charge of the operation, 
said that at least 1,800 IS fighters had been 
killed in the operation to retake Fallujah 
and the rest had fled. Some militants were 

still holding out in buildings, he said.
Iraqi forces are now dismantling bombs 

and booby-trapped houses, whilst pursu-
ing militants who slipped out of the city 
from the northwest, Sabah Al Numani, a 
spokesman for the counter-terrorism forc-
es that spearheaded the offensive, said.

Defence Minister Khalid Al Obeidi said 
on Twitter around 90 per cent of Fallujah 
remained “safe and habitable”, comparing 
that favourably with the cities of Ramadi 
and Sinjar, which were recaptured from IS 
but badly damaged in the process.

Fighting to recapture the Iraqi city has 
forced more than 85,000 residents to flee 
to government-run camps.

The UN says it has received allegations 
of abuse of civilians fleeing the city, in-
cluding by members of Shi’ite armed 
groups supporting the offensive.

The militants seized Fallujah in January 
2014, six months before they declared a 
“caliphate” over parts of Syria and Iraq.

The mayor of Fallujah said that dis-
placed families could return to the city 
within two months if the government and 
intentional aid agencies provided assis-

n People light candles 
to pay tribute to Sabri

YEREVAN: The Vatican yester-
day strongly dismissed Turkish 
claims that Pope Francis has 
adopted a “Crusades” mentality 
by recognising the Ottoman-era 
genocide of Armenians.

It was Francis’ recognition on 
Day 1 that the 1915 slaughter by 
Ottoman Turks of an estimated 
1.5 million Armenians constitut-
ed planned “genocide” that con-
tinued to reverberate.

The Vatican spokesman, the 
Rev Federico Lombardi, said the 
Holy See hadn’t received any 
formal complaint from Turkey. 
Responding to Canikli’s com-
ments, he said nothing in Fran-
cis’ texts or actions had suggest-
ed a Crusades-like mentality.

“It is a spirit of dialogue, 
of building peace, of building 
bridges and not walls,” Lombar-
di said.

“The Pope is not doing Cru-
sades,” he added.

Vatican denies 
Turkish claims 
on ‘Crusades’

n 50 Cent arrested for profanity
BASSETERRE: Police in St. Kitts and Nevis say that 
US rapper 50 Cent and a member of his entourage 
were detained and charged for allegedly using 
“indecent language” during his performance at 

a music festival. Local police said in a statement 
yesterday that 50 Cent, whose real name is Curtis 
Jackson, and entourage member Bajar Walter have 
been released on bail. They have not been allowed 
to leave the Caribbean country pending a court 
appearance today.

n Roller coaster carriage derails injuring seven at theme park in Scotland
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Kingdom University 
has announced that 
admission and regis-

tration for the first semester 
of the academic year 2016-
2017 is now open 
for students who 
wish to be enrolled 
at the university.

Kingdom Uni-
versity president 
Professor Dr Yusuf 
AbdulGhaffar made 
the announcement, 
saying that the uni-
versity has opened 
admission and regis-
tration for Bachelor’s 
programmes in Law, Finance 
and Banking, Finance and 
Accounting, Business Manage-
ment, Architectural Engineer-
ing and Interior Design.

He also stated that the 
university provides academic 
guidance, support and assis-
tance to students in terms of 
choosing their programme of 
study in co-ordination with the 

colleges concerned.
Prof AbdulGhaffar affirmed 

that the university has made 
all the necessary preparations 
to welcome the newly-admit-
ted students and stressed that 

Kingdom Univer-
sity offers the best 
services by provid-
ing campus facil-
ities that include 
fully-equipped 
classrooms and 
laboratories, thus 
ensuring the best 
academic environ-
ment for students.

Registration 
will continue until 

September 22 and the president 
has called on prospective 
students to visit Kingdom Uni-
versity’s social media accounts 
on Twitter, Facebook, YouTube 
and Instagram or visit the uni-
versity’s website www.ku.edu.
bh for further information on 
the registration process for the 
first semester of the academic 
year 2016-2017.

Kingdom University 
sets high standards

n Kingdom University ... admissions open

n Prof AbdulGhaffar

AJM Kooheji Group, in 
association with LG, has 

launched the Eid Gift Festival.
The promotion began on 

June 23 and will continue until 
July 12.

It is exclusive to all LG show-
rooms located in Sehla, Arad 
and Manama.

All appliances needed for 
your home will be available 
at great offers during the 
promotion 
period.

More-
over, the 
festival 
guaran-
tees that 
you will 
save more 
due to the 
great pro-
motions 
on multiple products.

One of the highlights of the 
promotion is the offer on the LG 
79-inch television.

Upon purchasing this televi-
sion a customer will receive a 
43-inch television and a 32-inch 
television free.

Plus, there are exclusive pro-
motions on refrigerators where 
a customer receives instant cash 
back of BD20 and a microwave 
oven free.

All split air conditioners 
are bundled with a free pipe 
kit (installation kit) free. This 
promotion also launches the 

six Star Energy Saving air 
conditioner range of LG which 
is competitively priced at BD175 
(1.5 ton).

“This festive season AJM 
Kooheji Group and LG have 
launched a promotion to suit 
all customer needs,” said AJM 
Kooheji Group chief operating 
officer Sanjeev Awasthi.

“The most exclusive products 
for this season are – TVs, refrig-

erators 
and ACs.

“All 
these are 
bundled 
with 
attrac-
tive gifts 
and are 
available 
exclu-
sively 

through our brand showrooms.
“We wanted to experience the 

joy of giving back to our loyal 
customers and hence we have 
come up with this promotion.

“We hope that all our 
customers take this fantastic 
opportunity to take home some 
of the best products from LG 
this Eid.”

Don’t miss this chance to 
get some of the finest high-tech 
products at great prices from 
the LG Eid Gift Festival.

For details and enquiries 
call 17404590, 17670434 or 
17223570.

Great offers on 
home appliances

n The promotion launched the Six Star 
Energy Saving air conditioner range of LG 
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MANAMA: UAE-based 
retail major LuLu Group 
has opened its first hyper-
market in Kuala Lumpur, 
Malaysia, as part of its plans 
to further consolidate its 
retail presence in the Far 
Eastern region.

The 250,000sqft hyper-
market was inaugurated 
by the Malaysian Prime 
Minister Najib Tun Razak in 
the presence of Dr Ahmed 
Zahid Hamidi, Deputy Prime 
Minister, Agriculture Minister 
and other government officials.

LuLu had recently announced 
its plans to set up 10 hypermar-
kets in Malaysia over the next 
five years at an investment of 
$300 million.

The new hypermarket, 
located in the CapSquare, 
Jalan Munshi area of Kuala 
Lumpur, is expected to be one 
of its kind in the country and 
will attract large segment of 
population from all walks of 
life with its attractive product 
offers and range.

It is spread over three lev-
els and combines everything 
from grocery and supermarket 
products to fashion, house-
hold and latest electronics and 
gadgets, said a statement from 
the retailer.

Hot food from around the 

LuLu opens �rst Malaysia 
hypermarket

n Mr Razak, right, and Mr Yusuffali, second from right, at the opening with other officials and guests

MANAMA: Bahrain-based 
Behbehani Brothers, a mul-
ti-franchise dealership of 
international automobile 
brands, yesterday announced 
that construction of its new 
state-of-the-art service area 
facility has begun.

As part of a strategic 
expansion programme, the 
project will facilitate the 
expansion of the group’s 
operational function and 
offer extended value-added 
services to customers, said a 
statement.

The cost of the project was 

Company starts work on facility

n An architect’s rendering of the facility

n Officials at the project site

MANAMA: Zain Bahrain 
has announced the launch of 
new postpaid packages for 
mobiles now, including “Truly 
Unlimited Social 
Media” which allows 
customers to consume 
social media applica-
tions without any data 
charges beyond their 
initial subscriptions.

The new packages 
give Zain customers 
unlimited access to the 
most popular social 
media applications 
including WhatsApp, 
Instagram, Facebook, Snapchat, 
YouTube, Twitter and others, 
said a statement.

“Data has grown to consume 
the bulk of the mobile telephony 
experience, with social media 
becoming a central part of this,” 
said Zain Bahrain marketing 
director Roland Loetscher.

“We have created packages 

designed to meet the needs of 
heavy social media consumers, 
offering them a range of options 
to meet their particular channel 

preferences.
“We started by offer-

ing “Truly Unlimited 
Social Media” with our 
mobile prepaid pack-
ages, which was very 
well received by the 
market. Now we have 
extended the benefits 
so that our mobile 
postpaid users can 
receive the same tai-
lored experience.”

The new mobile postpaid 
offers reinforce Zain Bahrain’s 
position in the area of social 
media innovation, giving sub-
scribers more choice and free-
dom through offerings such as 
the “Addicted to Social Media” 
packages which include addi-
tional free data as well as free 
local and international calls.

Zain launches new 
social media offers

n Mr Loetscher

n Mr Razak, second from right, and Mr Yusuffali, right, tour 
the supermarket 

world, fresh seafood and local-
ly-grown produce are some of 
the key highlights in the super-
market area, it stated.

Speaking at the launch, Mr 
Razak said the LuLu brand in 
Malaysia will pave the way 
for more international brands 
to come and invest in the 
country.

“I am also hopeful that Lulu 
will surely open many more 
hypermarkets and malls not 
only in Kuala Lumpur but also 
in other parts of Malaysia.”

“With an initial investment 
of $300 million in the first 

phase, we plan to open 10 
hypermarkets by the end of 
2021 and a central logistics 
and warehousing facility in 
Malaysia,” said LuLu Group 
chairman Yusuffali MA.

“These projects are likely to 
generate more than 5,000 job 
opportunities for Malaysians.”

“We also plan to set up con-
tract farming to ensure con-
tinuous supply of high qual-
ity products and support the 
Malaysian agriculture sector,” 
he added.

Apart from the hyper-
markets, Mr Yusuffali also 

announced the group’s plan to 
invest another $500m in setting 
up the largest shopping mall in 
Malaysia.

“Today, the whole world 
knows about Malaysia’s 
economic stability, inves-
tor-friendly approach, liberal-
ised policies and world-class 
infrastructure, and we are con-
fident about our success here 
and our hypermarkets encom-
pass both supermarket and 
department store formats and 
we intend to bring a whole 
new world of shopping to the 
residents of Malaysia.”

He added that other hyper-
markets would be opening 
in Kota Baru (Kelantan), 
Shah Alam (Selangor), Johar 
Baru, Bangi, Ipoh (Perak), 
Malacca, Penang and Kuala 
Terengganu.

One of the largest retail 
chains in the Middle East, 
LuLu currently operates 126 
stores across the GCC, Egypt, 
India, Indonesia and employs 
more than 38,000 people of 
different nationalities.

not disclosed.
Scheduled for completion by 

the first quarter next year, the 
facility will comprise a multi-sto-
rey car storage unit which can 
accommodate up to 1,000 cars, 
a public cafeteria, an addition-
al nine quick service workbays, 
eight pre-delivery inspection 
bays, and a workshop.

“This new service area facility 
is an investment which is an inte-
gral part of our long-term busi-
ness strategy and we are pleased 
to announce that construction 
is underway,” said Behbehani 
Brothers deputy executive director 
Hussain Shirazi.

“We represent Volkswagen, 

Porsche, Cherokee, Jeep and 
Dodge and the purpose-built mul-
ti-storey facility will facilitate us 
to streamline logistics, adminis-
tration and ultimately deliver an 
even more efficient service deliv-
ery offer to our customers.

“We are committed to growing 
our business as well as bolster-
ing services to our customers – 
convenience, speed, effectiveness 
and efficiency are all key aspects 
of our mantra.”

The new service area facility 
is being built by Skyline Trading 
Corporation in collaboration 
with Elevations Architects, SJM 
Engineering Consultants and 
Behbehani Solutions.
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By AVINASH SAXENA

MANAMA: Bahrain Duty Free Shop 
Complex plans to make an investment of 
BD6 million for a nearly three-fold expan-
sion of its footprint at Bahrain International 
Airport (BIA), its top official has said.

Bahrain Duty Free Shop Complex managing 
director Abdulla Buhindi told the media on the 
sidelines of a ghabga hosted by the company at 
the Downtown Rotana that the capital expend-
iture is aimed at positioning the business on a 
stronger foundation for sustainable growth and 
profitability in the years ahead.

The project comes in the wake of the $1 billion 
BIA expansion which aims to increase the air-
port’s annual capacity to 14 million passengers.

The GDN had reported that the new passenger 
terminal will occupy 220,000sqm, which is four 
times the size of the current airport.

The terminal will feature 108 check-in desks, 
24 passport control booths, 28 security lanes, a 
9,000sqm duty-free retail space, premium-class 
lounges, food and beverage zones, and 24 jet-
ty-served departure gates.

Its layout will be similar to that of the existing 
building with departure areas located on the 
upper floor and arrivals on the ground floor.

The departure hall will spread across 
4,600sqm and two premium-class check-in 
halls will span across a total area of more than 
5,000sqm.

The arrivals area will feature 36 passport con-
trol booths, five E-gates, eight baggage reclaim 
belts and a 1,000sqm duty-free shop.

Mr Buhindi said the company’s retail footprint 
is currently spread over an area of 3,300sqm 
including a total of 11 shops in the departures 
duty free area and an arrivals duty free shop.

It also operates a duty paid shop as well as a 
seaport store at Khalifa Bin Salman Port.

All the shops are managed by Aer Rianta 
International Middle East.

In parallel with the expansion, the company 
would look to introduce many new brands in 
watches, perfumes and cosmetics, aimed at giv-
ing customers a better shopping experience with 
a wider choice, he added. It is also making a sig-
nificant capital investment this year to upgrade 
all shops in the departures area.

Reviewing last year’s financials, Mr Buhindi 
said passenger volumes increased by 5.9 per cent 
compared to the previous year.

Several successful marketing initiatives were 
introduced which contributed significantly to 
increase sales.

Bahrain Duty Free to invest 
BD6 million in expansion

n Senior company officials and board members at the ghabga

These initiatives included a 
new cash back promotion and a 
“Shop and Collect” promotion.

From a technical viewpoint, 
improvements last year includ-
ed the launch of the share-
point intranet website which 
features many automated pro-
cesses reducing paperwork and 
administration.

Following the successful 
deployment of the ERP system, 
“single swipe” at cash points 
was introduced last year with 
the support of the credit card 
provider.

Transaction processing time 
has now been reduced dramati-
cally thus improving the shop-
ping experience of customers, 
said Mr Buhindi.

In addition, a new Warehouse 
Management System is being 
added this year to better man-
age inventory in the warehouse.

Bahrain Duty Free opened 
its doors at BIA on October 29, 
1991 and has been operating 
there ever since.

avinash@gdn.com.bh

DUBAI: Saudi Arabia has cho-
sen Citigroup, HSBC and JP 
Morgan to manage its debut 
sovereign bond issue, sources 
said, in what could be one of the 
largest-ever emerging market 
debt offerings.

The kingdom is turning to 
international debt markets to 
help plug a budget shortfall 
caused by the fall in oil prices 
in the last two years. 

It ran a record deficit of 
nearly $100 billion in 2015, with 
another substantial fiscal gap  
due this year.

The Saudi offering is expect-
ed to be about the same as the 
largest-ever emerging market 
debt sale – Argentina’s $16.5bn 
issue in April – and larger than 
Qatar’s $9bn deal in May,  

currently the largest bond from 
the GCC.

The trio of banks have been 
chosen as global co-ordinators 
of the transaction.

That means more banks 
are likely to be added to the 
roster, in other roles such 
as bookrunner, before the  
sale.

Banks had pitched for roles 
on the transaction earlier 
this month, with those which 
had participated in the king-
dom’s $10bn loan considered 
most likely to secure roles on  
the bond.

HSBC and JPMorgan co-or-
dinated that loan, along with 
Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ 
and Citigroup providing fund-
ing for the facility.

Saudi picks banks to 
manage bond offering 
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By AVINASH SAXENA

MANAMA: Naseej chair-
man Khalid Janahi says 
taxing only the rich (those 
having wealth of more 
than BD2 million) is key 
to putting the GCC on 
the path to a sustainable 
economic future.

According to him, tax-
ation akin to zakat, along 
with fair competition, equal 
opportunities and what he 
called “social disruption”, 
is what the region needs to 
continue thriving.

Mr Janahi said this in 
response to a question from 
the GDN about the threats 
and challenges posed by the 
large and persistent drop in 
oil prices over the last two 
years.

He was speaking on the 
sidelines of a ghabga for 
media representatives jointly 
organised by Naseej, Ithmaar 
Development Company 
(Dilmunia) and Solidarity at 
the Al Areen Palace and Spa.

“We are facing serious 
questions about the long-
term sustainability of the 
current economic model of 
the GCC. Bahrain along with 
its GCC peers is now under 
great financial pressure to 
cut spending and diversify 
revenues, with the likelihood 
of running out of options 
in less than five years,” he 
added.

“We in the GCC have 
become rentier economies 
– deriving a substantial por-
tion of national revenues 
from the sale of oil.

“As the reliance was on 
a substantial external rent, 
we did not develop a strong 
domestic productive sector.”

Expert calls for taxing the 
wealthy to sustain growth

n Mr Janahi, fourth from left, with members of the media during the ghabga

He said during the boom 
years the increasing national 
revenue led to rising govern-
ment spending on health, wel-
fare, military and public infra-
structure, which is a good thing.

However, this meant that the 
government became the largest 
and ultimate employer, lead-
ing to a bloated and inefficient 
bureaucracy.

Only a small proportion of 
the working population was 
actually involved in the gener-
ation of the rent (read revenue), 
he added.

The world has turned upside 
down now and a recent report 
by the International Monetary 
Fund said GCC oil exporters, 
having lost $360 billion over 
the past year in export reve-
nues, will have to deal with 
a cumulative fiscal deficit of 
more than $1 trillion over the 

next few years.
In the budgets of Saudi 

Arabia and Bahrain, the oil 
price has to be more than $100 
a barrel to avoid deficits.

Bahrain is much smaller as 
compared to Saudi Arabia and 
has been relying on the largest 
economy in the Arab world for 
support, he said.

The Saudi Vision 2030 has 
brought a lot of optimism in 
the Arab world – and has given 
people the feeling that there is 
a light at the end of the tunnel.

The brainchild of Mohammed 
bin Salman, the Saudi defence 
minister and deputy crown 
prince, it talks about diversi-
fying, privatising and modern-
ising the oil-dependent econo-
my, including unpopular steps 
like tax increases and spending 
and subsidy cuts.

“All that is well and good 

and the time has now come to 
see implementation, when we 
do see action on the ground 
which will take time.

“Saudi says it will not be 
reliant on oil by 2020 but I don’t 
think that will be the case.”

“You have to be realistic, you 
can have the best consultants 
in the world who will come up 
with the best plans but it is all 
theory till you put it in practice.”

Mr Janahi said all factors 
being equal, if one had money, 
power and the will, one could 
implement any strategy.

“Knowing the region, if peo-
ple don’t see something hap-
pening in the medium term – a 
year to 18 months – they will 
go back saying it is a white 
elephant.

“We have seen in the past 
that the only people who make 
money are the consultants... 

Hopefully, it will be different 
this time around.”

He asserted that if the Saudis 
don’t allow for social dis-
ruption, the vision 2030 was 
unlikely to succeed.

“What this means is that you 
allow people to think out of the 
box, you allow women to work, 
you allow people to have criti-
cal thinking and ask any ques-
tion they want to ask – if you 
allow all that and if you create 
that mentality then I think we 
have the grounds to see true 
implementation.”

Saudi’s budget deficit was 
nearly $100bn last year – then 
there is the unseen deficit in the 
form of wars and other things, 
he said.

“Let’s say it’s around a 
$150-200bn and the reserves 
will only cover you for three 
to five years and then you are 
going to start having negativity.

“As for the benefits of the $2 
trillion Saudi sovereign wealth 
fund and privatisation begin-
ning with the sale of about five 
per cent of Aramco, it is not 
known how much would that 
bring in?

“By giving away 5pc of 
Aramco now and more over 
the next 15 years on the prem-
ise that you are going to be 
successful if things don’t work 
out you may have given away a 
large chunk of the world’s most 
valuable company.

“Subsidy-reform may bring 
in about $50bn so you are 
still short by about a $100bn,” 
added Mr Janahi.

Bahrain, said Mr Janahi, is 
back to square one and “this 
is where you start “social dis-
ruption”.

He was emphatic that disrup-
tion should not be equated with 
destruction and socio-political 

unrest and should be con-
sidered a process that brings 
about innovative collabora-
tions between public and pri-
vate sectors to deal with the 
post-oil world.

Naseej, he said, was a 
successful example of inno-
vation and perseverance suc-
ceeding against all odds.

“Nobody supported us, all 
local and national banks were 
against us unlike other pri-
vate deals which saw partic-
ipation from all major banks 
including our shareholders.

“I’m proud to say we 
have delivered and contin-
ue to progress despite the 
hurdles.”

Established in 2009 by 
prominent private and public 
sector investors, Naseej is a 
real estate and infrastructure 
development company.

In 2012, Naseej signed a 
historic BD208m public-pri-
vate-partnership with the 
Housing Ministry for the 
construction of more than 
4,000 social and affordable 
housing units, which will 
help to alleviate the king-
dom’s housing shortage.

The trouble is that “we do 
not support fair competition 
and rely on special interest 
groups of the day”, said Mr 
Janahi.

“In rentier states, tax 
should be on the wealthy.

“I feel anyone who has 
more than BD2m wealth, 
should pay 1.5-2pc tax and 
if that happens in Bahrain, 
we will cover our deficit.

“If we were to really give 
zakat voluntarily in true 
terms based on actual wealth, 
there would be no need for a 
tax to be imposed,” he added.

avinash@gdn.com.bh

MANAMA: Atbahrain, leading destination 
management company tasked with develop-
ing, managing and marketing Bahrain as a 
travel and tourism hub, announced that it 
has hired an all-Bahraini digital marketing 
team, as it leverages technology to increase 
the number of visitors to the country.

The dynamic team comprises three grad-
uates from Bahrain Polytechnic’s marketing 
class of 2016; Haya Al Mahmeed, Eyad Al 
Ansari, and Isa Al Khaja.

The digital specialists recently start-
ed working with Atbahrain on a full-time 
basis where they will be implementing an 
innovative digital marketing strategy that is 
designed to showcase Bahrain’s diverse and 
rich offerings as a travel, events and tourism 
destination.

“We are very pleased to welcome our new 
digital marketing team,” Atbahrain chief 
executive Benjo Vanlaarhoven said.

“Atbahrain is a fresh, innovative company 
that seeks to promote Bahrain by Bahrainis, 

and the appointment of our all-Bahraini team 
of digital marketing specialists is in synergy 
with that mission.”

He said a new generation of global travel-
lers use myriad channels to explore destina-
tions, and our new Gen Y digital team, who 
have their fingers on the Millenial pulse, will 
use those channels to promote Bahrain.

The appointment underscores Atbahrain’s 
commitment to supporting the kingdom’s 
youth and creating jobs for Bahrainis.

Working towards this objective, the com-
pany is set to join hands with Tamkeen early 
in 2017 to bridge the gap between education 
and the workforce, and empower Bahrain 
graduates with the skills they need to succeed 
in today’s fast paced business environment.

Eyad Al Ansari, one of the students hired 
by Atbahrain, said he thought it was “a fan-
tastic opportunity to put everything I have 
learnt throughout my studies into practice”.

“Digital is the future, and I am excited 
to work with Atbahrain as part of the digi-

tal marketing team, and promote my great 
country’s proposition locally, regionally and 
internationally.”

Atbahrain, a wholly owned subsidiary of 
Bahrain Mumtalakat Holding Company, 
forges strategic partnerships locally and 
internationally to identify and attract major 
events, and increase the number of visitors 
to Bahrain.

Bahrain Polytechnic is one of the com-
pany’s research, marketing and resource 
partners. Atbahrain specialises in incoming 
holiday packages, excursions in the kingdom, 
and MICE (Meetings, Incentives Conferences 
and Events).

“We connect the dots in Bahrain’s trav-
el and hospitality industry by collaborat-
ing with event organisers, Bahrain’s leading 
hotels, airlines and government entities in 
order to create tailor-made packages that 
offer business, education, leisure and sporting 
visitors a diverse array of authentic Bahraini 
experiences,” Mr Vanlaarhoven added.

Atbahrain appoints digital marketing specialists

n The ‘Gen Y’ digital team
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 COUNTRY SELL CASH SELL DRAFT

AUSTRALIA (Dollar) 0.2915 0.2878

BANGLADESH (Taka) 0.00494 0.00481

CANADA (Dollar) 0.2993 0.2946

CHINA (Yuan) 0.061100 0.0611

DENMARK (Krone) 0.606 -

EGYPT (Pound) 0.0472 0.0489

EUROPEAN UNION (Euro) 0.4309 0.4264

HONG KONG (Dollar) 0.04984 0.04944

INDIA (Rupee) 0.00571 0.00568

INDONESIA (Rupiah) 0.00003035 0.00002895

IRAN (Tuman) 0.00010959 -

IRAQ (Dinar) 0.000311 -

JAPAN (Yen) 0.003960 0.003890

JORDAN (Dinar) 0.5371 0.5355

KOREA (Won) 0.00037231

KUWAIT (Dinar) 1.2560 1.247

MALAYSIA (Ringgit) 0.096000 0.0951

NEW ZEALAND (Dollar) 0.2767 0.2743

NORWAY (Krone) 0.0486 -

N.Yemen - -

NEPAL (Rupee) 0.00374 0.00353

OMAN (Riyal) 0.97962 0.98262

PAKISTAN (Rupee) 0.00378 0.00360

PHILIPPINES (Peso) 0.00832 0.00808

QATAR (Riyal) 0.10389 0.10384

SAUDI ARABIA (Riyal) 0.10075 0.10066

SINGAPORE (Dollar) 0.2844 0. 2824

SOUTH AFRICA (Rand) 0.02780 0.02770

SRI LANKA (Rupee) 0.00279 0.00257

SWEDEN (Krona) 0.0495 -

SWITZERLAND (Franc) 0.3994 0.3946

SYRIA (Pound) 0.001740 0.0017

TAIWAN (Dollar) 0.012200 -

THAILAND (Baht) 0.010880 0.010890

TURKEY (Lira) 0.1366 -

UK (Sterling) 0.5397 0.5325

UAE (Dirham) 0.102800 0.102950

USA (Dollar) 0.37800 0.37800

For firm rates or for currencies not listed above please call Bahrain 

Financing Company. Telephone: 17228888.

Almoayed Wilhelmsen
Hanjin Dallas OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East today
Hanjin Xiamen OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East today
Hanjin Dallas OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East tomorrow
Al Kharj OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East June 29
CSCL Neptune OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East June 29
Al Nasiryah OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East June 29
Hanjin Veracruz OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East June 29
Hanjin Seattle OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East July 4
Hanjin Baltimore OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East July 5
Hanjin Seattle OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East July 5
Xpress Euphrates OOCL/ NVOCC due from Europe, US, Far East July 6
Exports from Bahrain
Hanjin Dallas OOCL due to Far East China,South East Asia, Inter Gulf 

tomorrow
Hanjin Baltimore OOCL due to Far East China,South East Asia, Inter Gulf 

July 5

Alsharif Group
Hanjin Dallas Hanjin due from Far East, USWC today
Hanjin Xiamen TS Lines due from Far East today
Al Kharj Hanjin due from Europe June 29
CSCL Neptune Hanjin due from Far East June 29
Al Nasiryah Hanjin due from US, Mediterranean June 29
Hanjin Veracruz Hanjin due from Inter Gulf June 29
Hanjin Seattle Hanjin due from Far East, USWC July 4
Emirates Sana TS Lines due from Far East July 4
Al Hilal Hanjin due from Europe July 6
Dilmun Shipping Agency
Hanjin Xiamen Emirates due from Far East today
Najran CSCL due from Far East June July 3
Emirates Sana Emirates due from Far East July 4
Glovis Crystal Hyundai Glovis due from Europe, Far East July 7
Gulf Agency Company
Hanjin Dallas NYK due from Far East tomorrow

Xpress Euphrates Seacon due from Far East June 29
Hanjin Seattle NYK due from Far East July 5
Xpress Euphrates  Seacon due from Far East July 6
Atlas Leader NYK/ Car due from Far East July 7
Rhea Leader NYK/ Car due from Far East July 9
National Shipping
Cosco Hamburg Cosco due from Far East today
Ever Liberal Cosco due from Far East today
Zardis HDSL due from Far East today
YM Milesstone YML due from Far East June 29
MSC Genova MSC due from Europe, Mediterranean July 3
MSC Katie MSC due from Far East July 3
MSC Brunella MSC due from Far East July 3
ER Yokohama MSC due from Far East July 3
MSC Taranto MSC due from Far East July 3
MSC Lana MSC due from Inter Gulf July 3
Cosco Felixstowe Cosco due from Far East July 4

             1 US$ 1 UK Stg 1 SFR 100 Yen

Bahrain 0.3770 0.5579 0.3931 0.3612

Kuwait 0.2855 29.8005 0.2977 0.2735

Oman 0.3849 0.3692 0.4013 0.3687

Qatar 3.6420 3.4930 3.7973 3.4892

UAE 3.6730 3.5228 3.8296 3.5189

Saudi 3.7500 3.5966 3.9099 3.5926

Rates are in Bahrain Dinars
8gm coin 22k 123.000
8gm coin 21k 116.000
1gm (24 carat) 19.000
2.5gm 44.500
5gm 85.000
10gm 166.500
20gm 328.000
50gm 815.000
100gm 1,619.500

1 ounce 507.500

1 tola 192.500

5 tola 944.000

10 tola 1,871.500

1kg 15,993.000

1kg silver 237.000

1/2kg silver 125.000

• Courtesy Bahrain Express 

Exchange Tel: 17-275-275

PRICES at the close of trading yesterday:
BAHRAIN ALL SHARE INDEX .............................1,111.14 ................... -7.84
Company .........................................................Share Prices....Change + or -
COMMERCIAL BANK
Al-Ahli United Bank (AUB) .........................................$0.630 ................. -0.020
Al Salam Bank - Bahrain BSC (SALAM) .....................0.091 ............................
Bahrain Islamic Bank (BISB) .......................................0.112 ............................
BBK (BBK) ...................................................................0.330 ............................
Ithmaar Bank BSC (ITHMR) ......................................$0.115 ................. -0.005
Khaleeji Commercial Bank BSC (KHCB) .......................0.62 ............................
National Bank of Bahrain (NBB) ..................................0.615 ............................
INVESTMENT
Al Baraka Banking Group BSC (BARKA) ..................$0.445 ............................
Arab Banking Corporation (ABC) ................................0.365 ............................
Bahrain Commercial Facilities Company (BCFC) .......0.675 ............................
Bahrain Middle East Bank (BMB) ................................0.031 ............................
Esterad Investment Company BSC (ESTERAD) ........0.190 ............................
Gulf Finance House EC (GFH) ..................................$0.225 ............................
Gulf Monetary Agency (GMG) .....................................0.035..........................
Inovest BSC (INOVEST) ........................................... $0.160 ............................
Investcorp Bank (INVCORP) .....................................$6.500 ............................
TAIB Bank (TAIB) ......................................................$2.740..........................
United Gulf Bank (UGB) ..............................................0.368 ............................
United Gulf Investment Corporation BSC (UGIC) .......0.100 ............................
SERVICES
Bahrain CarPark Company (CPARK) ..........................0.149 ............................
Bahrain Cinema Company (CINEMA) .........................1.200 ................+0.100
Bahrain Duty Free Complex (DUTYF) .........................0.830 ................+0.035
Bahrain Shipping Repairing and Engineering (BASREC) 1.810 ........................

Bahrain Telecommunication Company (BATELCO) ....0.300 .................-0.002
BMMI BSC (BMMI) ......................................................0.880 ................+0.020
Nass Corporation BSC (NASS) ...................................0.096 ............................
Seef Properties (SEEF) ...............................................0.190 ............................
Trafco Group BSC (TRAFCO) .....................................0.236 ............................
Zain Bahrain BSC (ZAINBH) ........................................... 0.118 ............................
INSURANCE
Al Ahlia Insurance Company (AHLIA) ..........................0.268 ............................
Arab Insurance Group (ARIG) ...................................$0.345 ............................
Bahrain and Kuwait Insurance Company (BKIC) ........0.600 ............................
Bahrain National Holding Company (BNH) .................0.420 ............................
Takaful International Company (TAKAFUL) .................0.100 ............................
HOTELS AND TOURISM
Bahrain Family Leisure (FAMILY) ................................0.116..........................
Bahrain Tourism Company (BTC) ................................0.228 ............................
Banader Hotels Company BSC (BANADER) ..............0.066 ............................
Gulf Hotel Group BSC (BHOTEL) ...............................0.650 ............................
National Hotels Company (NHOTEL) ..........................0.280 ............................
INDUSTRIAL
Aluminum Bahrain BSC (ALBA) ..................................0.278 ............................
Bahrain Flour Mills Company (BFM) ...........................0.390 ............................
Delmon Poultry Company (POLTRY) ..........................0.320 ............................
CLOSED COMPANY SECTOR
Securities & Investment Company 2 (SICO-C) ...........0.310
United Paper Industries BSC (c) (UPI) ........................0.420..........................
NON-BAHRAINI CO
Bank Muscat (BMUSC) ...............................................0.915

DUBAI: Middle East stocks 
fell sharply yesterday because 
of Britain’s vote to leave the 
European Union but Gulf 
bourses came well off their 
lows. 

Egypt was hardest hit be-
cause of concern that fund 
inflows into the country could 
shrink further.

Most of the Gulf does not de-
pend heavily on foreign capital 
or non-oil exports, so the main 
threat to it from Brexit is that 
slower growth in Europe could 
push down oil prices; Brent oil 
sank 4.9 per cent to $48.42 a 
barrel on Friday.

Abu Dhabi Commercial 
Bank chief economist Moni-
ca Malik said that among the 
GCC economies, she expected 
the greatest impact of a weak 
pound and euro to be felt in the 
UAE, because its large tourism 
and real estate sectors were 
vulnerable to exchange rate 
moves.

“We see a weaker private 
consumption and investment 
outlook in the UAE following 
Brexit,” she wrote in a report.

She also noted that while 

Brexit was likely to deter any 
US interest rate increase for 
the time being, it could require 
GCC economies to tighten fis-
cal policy further to limit the 
widening of their deficits and 
protect financial market senti-
ment.

“Moreover, with the 
fall in oil prices and 
elevated global mar-
ket uncertainties, for-
eign borrowing rates 
for GCC entities will 
likely increase. This 
will place more pres-
sure on domestic bor-
rowing and potentially push up 
interbank rates further.”

But so far, movements in 
Gulf forex forwards and sover-
eign debt insurance costs since 
the British referendum have 
been minor, suggesting foreign 
investors are not for now using 
Brexit as a cue to speculate 
heavily against GCC assets.

One-year US dollar/Saudi 
riyal forwards, used to hedge 
against the risk of future cur-
rency depreciation, barely 
moved on Friday and yester-
day, staying in the range of the 

past few weeks. High-grade 
Gulf bond prices moved little.

Five-year Saudi credit de-
fault swaps have risen six 
points to 182 points but that is 
a small move given the volatil-
ity in global markets, and CDS 
are below highs hit earlier this 

month.
Sebastien Henin, 

head of asset manage-
ment at Abu Dhabi’s 
The National Investor, 
said further selling 
of stocks in the UAE 
and Qatar could not 
be ruled out if Brex-

it caused risk-averse global 
funds to cut their allocations to 
emerging markets in general. 
But he said a significant fall in 
demand for oil was unlikely.

“I’m not so pessimistic – the 
markets face some headwinds, 
but it’s manageable. I’m not 
expecting oil prices to dive.”

Dubai was the weakest GCC 
bourse yesterday because its 
economy is most exposed to 
foreign investment. Its index 
dropped 3.3pc to 3,258 points 
in its biggest daily fall since 
January, as trading volume 
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Gulf bourses come off lows
more than doubled from Thurs-
day.

But the index came off its in-
tra-day low of 3,209 points and 
held technical support on the 
May low of 3,197 points. Real 
estate shares underperformed, 
with Emaar Properties down 
4.7pc; banks fared relatively 
well.

Abu Dhabi’s index sank 1.9pc 
with energy firms hit hard. Abu 
Dhabi National Energy, which 
has substantial investments in 
Britain and Europe, sank 7.6pc.

In Saudi Arabia, the index 
closed 1.1pc lower at 6,479 
points but bounced from an 
intra-day low of 6,257 points. 
Petrochemical blue chip Saudi 
Basic Industries fell 1.5pc and 
National Commercial Bank was 
down 1.3pc.

But Arabian Pipes, which 
soared last week after winning 
a contract from oil giant Saudi 
Aramco, jumped its 10pc daily 
limit for a fourth straight day. 
Utility Saudi Electric, seen as a 
defensive stock, rose 1.6pc.

Egypt’s stock market dropped 
much more sharply than Gulf 
bourses and closed near its in-
tra-day low.

Naeem brokerage said in a 
note that the economic impact 
on Egypt of Brexit would not 
be very serious, because weak-
ness in the British pound and 
euro could actually benefit the 
current account balance of the 
import-driven Egyptian econo-
my, and 16pc of the country’s 
external debt was denominated 
in euros.

Total number of shares traded 994,463
Total value of shares trades BD310,841.975

MIDEAST

STOCKS
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Cars

Computers
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Beauty
Business

Opportunities

 For Hire

HIRE

Announcements

Storage

THE COMPANY name 
New Star Ice Cream will 
hereby be changed to 
New Star Sweets. Contact: 
35501844

CRANES AND Trailers for 
hire, other machinery also 
available. Hasan Mansouri, 
Tel: 17728144, 39300531

DATA RECOVERY 
Specialists for 
Laptops, desktops, 
servers, cameras. Tel. 
TECHNOSERV 39609876

BAHRAIN MUSIC 
INSTITUTE- Morning + 
evening classes, all ages, 
attractive fees. Tel. 17721999.

MEDIA DIGITAL printing 
company, fully equipped 
for sale. Serious buyer call 
39550844
ELECTRICAL SHOP for 
sale/ partnership at west 
Riffa contact: 39192538. 
STATIONARY SHOP & 
Office Supply business 
in good location for 
sale. For more detail 
Contact 32003287, Email: 
abdussatharbeeyech@
gmail.com

M A S S A G E , 
PROFESSIONAL full 
body massage treatment 
at The Country Club, for 
appointment Tel 17593593
JOZ BEAUTY SALON & 
SPA, for all latest hair, Beauty 
& Spa Services, Juffair villa- 
17369133, Awali- 17756449, 
Dragon Resort Amwaj- 
16031120, Lagoon Amwaj 
for men 16031126
SHAPE YOUR body in our 
gyms, open 24/7, so no 
excuse. The Country Club, 
Tel. 17593593

SUMMER CAMP at 
AL DANA NURSERY - 
Registration commenced. 
Contact Tel. 17253541, 
17241193

HORSE RIDING at The 
Country Club, all ages, 
young can be provided 
lessons in the paddock 
or outdoor hacks.  Tel. 
17593593

WANTED LADIES Beauty 
salon for urgent for sale 
with CR & stuff in Manama, 
Um Al Hassam, Adliya or 
any location. Tel: 33011082

RAMADAN KAREEM. 
Iftar Buffet, BD4.500/- net. 
Little Chef (wholesale) For 
reservation. Tel. 17595950, 
17595980, 36767886  
WE TREAT you right. Dine 
at SHADA RESTAURANT 
tonight. Thai/ Chinese 
cuisine. Tel. 17721155 after 
sunset.

TOYOTA HIACE 2015, 
available for short and 
long term hire. Sedan 
& SUV’s also available. 
Attractive prices. Call 
REGENT RENT-A-CAR. 
Tel: 17825222
DINARCAR RENTAL offers 
latest model Cars, SUVs, 
Pickups and Minibus. Tel. 
36044344, 36044252.
TRANS AUTO RENTAL, 
best rate, best cars. 
24 hours service. Tel: 
17329303, 39737400.
SARA RENT-A-CAR Daily 
BD9/- brandnew car and 
special monthly rates. Tel. 
17211105, 17311139.
OSCAR RENT-A-CAR. 
Latest model @ BD7/- 
per day. Tel. 17211682, 
17295495, 17742742, 
17321313 (24Hrs).
TOORANCO RENT-
A-CAR, Juffair. Latest 
models, D/cabin pick-up, 
door-to-door delivery. Tel. 
17728998, 17727771; 
www.tooranco.com
ELITE CAR RENTAL. 
Exhibition Tel. 17311883, 
Adliya Tel. 17714484. 
Juffair Tel. 17728202, 
Airport Tel. 17329299. Riffa 
17770147, www.elitehiring.
com

MAZDA-6 Ultra, 2010, 
full option, 90,000kms, 
excellent condition. Mobile: 
36440028
NISSAN MAXIMA 2014, 
one year old, mint condition, 
7000kms, sun roof, Electric 
seats, alloy wheels. Expat 
owner. BD7400/- (non-
negotiable). Tel: 36575726
TOYOTA SEQUOIA 2009, 
white color, fully insured till 
Feb/2017. Tel. 32002887
V O L K S W A G E N 
TOUAREG 2008, grey, 
good condition, BD3500/- 
negotiable. Tel. 39408766
Picture on gdnonline.com
GDN CLASSIFIEDS, the 
best media to promote your 
Business. For details call  
17299110/ 17293131.

CFS LOGISTICS- Air/ 
sea/ land, import/ export. 
Commercial/ personal 
effects. Warehousing/ door-
to-door worldwide. Tel. 
39468282, 17540008
NEW YORK PACKERS 
& MOVERS. Professional 
packing, local & worldwide 
relocation, GCC transport, 
storage. Tel: 38352001, 
33424543
AL-HASA’AN EST. 
Removal & International 
Cargo. Tel: 17602070, 
17602080, 39858120. Email: 
alhasaanest@batelco.com.bh
WRITER RELOCATIONS 
your partner for packing 
& removals, commercial 
movement, hospitality 
logistics, storage, art handling. 
Tel: 39957123, 39958481.

AL MULLA CARGO/ 
LOGISTICS Offers best 
rates worldwide air/ sea 
freight, import, export, 
packing, local & international 
removals, door-to-door. 
New office Tel. 17811700. 
Fax: 17811707.
CITY EXPRESS Cargo: 
Air & Sea cargo, customs 
clearance & courier. Email: 
intercityex@gmail.com Tel: 
17281424, 33188200. 
ALLIED PICKFORDS for 
your move. Professional 
Packing/ Shipping of 
household effects/ vehicles 
by sea/ air worldwide. 
Special groupage rates 
to the UK. Airconditioned 
storage facility. Contact us 
today for a survey and good 
advice. Tel. 17735355, 
17731752, email: info@
alliedpickfords.com.bh
FIRSTFREIGHT INTER-
NATIONAL WLL for air/ 
sea/ land import, export, 
packing, removals, door to 
door, 374 offices worldwide. 
Contact David 39642636, 
17217523, Biju 39875636
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Tender titleNo.

1

Tender 
Fees

Tender 
No.

Initial 
Bond

Closing Date
DateDay Time

Wednesday
BECA

04/2016 CN
BD 

1000/-
BD 
25/- 20/7/2016 13:30

The Bahrain Tourism & Exhibition Convention Authority invites quotations for the following 
International public tender:

 

 

Contracting with 
Representative 

Offices of Tourism 
to Attract Visitors 
from China to the 

Kingdom of Bahrain  

Tenderers who are eligible to supply/provide the goods/Services/works specified above are kindly 
requested to purchase the tender document online through the e-Tendering portal at 
http://www.tenderboard.gov.bh. Documents can be purchased starting Monday 27 June 2016 
till the above mentioned closing date / time.

For any queries or assistance related to e-Tendering, please contact the Tender Board help desk on 
Telephone 17566617 email helpdesk@tenderboard.gov.bh
The following conditions should be complied with:

 - Initial Bond for the amount specified above or at the rate of  1% of the tender value whichever amount 
is the lesser, provided that no initial bonds value shall be less  than BD 500/- The initial bond should 
be in the form of a Certified Cheque, Bank Guarantee, cash or insurance Policy valid for the duration 
specified in the tender documents.    

• Offers should be deposited in the tender box provided at Tendering submission office, Tender 
Board`s Office at Al Moayyed Tower, Seef Area, (7th Floor).

• This tender/Auction should comply with the provisions of the General Tenders Regulations No. 
(36) For the year 2002.

• In addition these conditions has to be considered:

 1- Enclose copy of the Commercial Registration Bill, for the current year, and has to be
 included/matched with the tender subjects.

 2- Form No. (TB02) is to be filled completely, mentioning the total tender value and Unit Price
 (accordingly).

 3- All tender documents (original / Copy) which has been submitted with the offers should be
 stamped with the company`s Stamp.

 4- All documents should be in English.

• This advertisement is considered to be a supplementary to the tender Documents..

Tender titleNo.

1

Tender 
Fees

Tender 
No.

Initial 
Bond

Closing Date
DateDay Time

Wednesday
BECA

04/2016 IN
BD 

500/-
BD 
50/- 20/7/2016 13:30

The Bahrain Tourism & Exhibition Convention Authority invites quotations for the following 
International public tender:

 

 

Contracting with 
Representative 

Offices of Tourism 
to Attract Visitors 
from India to the 

Kingdom of Bahrain 

Tenderers who are eligible to supply/provide the goods/Services/works specified above are kindly 
requested to purchase the tender document online through the e-Tendering portal at 
http://www.tenderboard.gov.bh. Documents can be purchased starting Monday 27 June 2016 
till the above mentioned closing date / time.

For any queries or assistance related to e-Tendering, please contact the Tender Board help desk on 
Telephone 17566617 email helpdesk@tenderboard.gov.bh
The following conditions should be complied with:

- Initial Bond for the amount specified above or at the rate of  1% of the tender value whichever amount 
is the lesser, provided that no initial bonds value shall be less  than BD 500/- The initial bond should 
be in the form of a Certified Cheque, Bank Guarantee, cash or insurance Policy valid for the duration 
specified in the tender documents.  

• Offers should be deposited in the tender box provided at Tendering submission office, Tender 
Board`s Office at Al Moayyed Tower, Seef Area, (7th Floor).

• This tender/Auction should comply with the provisions of the General Tenders Regulations No. 
(36) For the year 2002.

• In addition these conditions has to be considered:

 1- Enclose copy of the Commercial Registration Bill, for the current year, and has to be
 included/matched with the tender subjects.

 2- Form No. (TB02) is to be filled completely, mentioning the total tender value and Unit Price
 (accordingly).

 3- All tender documents (original / Copy) which has been submitted with the offers should be
 stamped with the company`s Stamp.

 4- All documents should be in English. 

• This advertisement is considered to be a supplementary to the tender Documents.

 

 

CLEANING CONTRACT  TENDER
NOTIFICATION

The Indian School
Kingdom of Bahrain

P .O. Box 558

Tenders are invited from qualified contractors for Indian School 
Cleaning contract for Isa Town Campus & Riffa Campus 
Tender documents are available in Indian School website 
www.indianschool.bh. 
Sealed tenders addressed to Hon. Secretary should be 
deposited in the tender box in EC room, Admin block, Isa 
Town Campus on or before 12th July 2016, 12:30 PM   

Notice

can be used to pay
for

Classified Advertising
Tel: 

17293131/17299110
It’s quick and easy

NOTICE

He is no longer authorized to represent the company or enter 
into any business dealing on behalf of the company.

This is to inform all concerned that
Mr. Gopalakrishnan 

Vasudevan Nair,
Holding Indian Passport 

No. L4521521, CPR 680166017  
is not employed by Al Riyadh 

Technical Services W.L.L.
Effective from 19th May 2016.

For SaleServices

SCHOOL, OFFICE & 
Household furniture, 
sofa cum bed, Bunk 
Bed, lockers. MANAMA 
AUCTIONS Tel. 17274067, 
17402441.
FOR IMMEDIATE Sale: 
TCL colour TV BD25/-
, Sony Trinitron (old 
model TV) can be kept 
as a souvenir BD20/-. 
Call mobile: 36331711 or 
39018896
120X200CM MEDICAL 
Mattress BD10/-, furniture, 
bedrooms, sofas, fridges, 
cookers, w/machine, 
ACs. ARABIAN GULF 
AUCTION WLL. Tel. 
17273736, 33322278 
arabiangulfauction@gmail.
com
BUYING & SELLING 
home/ office furniture, 
brandnew home appliances 
& furniture at bargain price 
+ beds. GULF AUCTIONS 
W.L.L. Tel. 17727011, 
gulfauctions@gmail.com

BAHRAIN PEST 
CONTROL. The 
Bugsluggers! Your pests 
deserve the best. Simon 
Barton. Tel. 17713408.
VERMINEX Pest 
Control Professionals 
in Bahrain for 35 years- 
the safest, government 
approved products used. 
Tel. 17280188 www.
verminexbahrain.com
REMOVAL SERVICES 
Household/ office furniture 
packing, moving & general 
cleaning. ELITE PALACE 
Tel. 39728060, 17693660
BASMA CLEANING 
specialising in sofas, 
carpets, rugs. Tel. 
17729172
MRC PEST CONTROL 
destroys all pests. NPCA 
member, International 
standard. Tel. 17827128
ALTAWFEEK CLEANING. 
Carpet, Upholstery 
shampooing, Floor 
Cleaning, Removals, 
Emptying Septic Tanks, 
Drainage Block Clearing, 
High Pressure Jetting, Skip/ 
Trash Disposal Services. 
Tel. Toll-free: 80001130.
A L T A W F E E K 
REMOVALS: Household, 
Office furniture. Free 
quotations. Experienced, 
professional packers Tel. 
Toll-free: 80001130.
REMOVAL SERVICES: 
Household, office furniture 
packing, moving & general 
cleaning. Karam Alkhair. 
Tel: 17281007, 39591626
MIC PEST CONTROL. 1. 
Cleaning/ Pest control. 2. 
Female Cleaners available. 
Tel. 39425995, 33390539.
PERFECT CLEANING, 
carpet/ sofa/ curtain 
shampooing specialist, 
tile/ marble polishing, 
maintenance, painting, 
waterproofing. Tel. 
39622171, 38022754
EXPRESS CLEANING, 
carpet/ sofa shampooing. 
Marble/ tiles polishing. 
General cleaning. Tel. 
36694406, 39178552.
JOZ CLEANING & 
MAINTENANCE. General 
cleaning, glass cleaning, 
carpet shampooing and 
marble polishing. Tel. 
17223423, 39997500
PEST CONTROL & Anti-
termite treatment- member 
NPMA (USA). NEW TECH 
36900435, 17246710
MARBLE RESTORATION: 
Grinding, leveling, filling 
& crystal finish polishing. 
NEW TECH 17246710, 
33363215.

SALE OF Scrap Materials. 
For material inspection please 
visit our office at Zinj Area 
between 8am to 12.30pm. 
Quotation to be submitted in 
a sealed envelope address to 
Finance Manager. For more 
details please call this number 
34135561

available on 
gdnonline.com 
when you book 

a classified 
advertisement.

upload of 
pictures FREEFREEupload of 
pictures 
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Property for Rent

Promote your property on

this listing for FREE

LEASE • SALE

For more information contact:   T: +973 17298 210 
E: admin@starrealestate.bh        W: www.starrealestate.bh           @starrealestate  

FOR SALE

FOR RENT

RIFFA VIEWS - LAGOON: 
Semi-furnished 4 bedroom 
villa, 4 bathrooms, 2 living 
rooms, servant's quarter,
2 parking space, built-up 
area 349 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 310,000/- Ref. VI282

RIFFA VIEWS – OASIS: 
Semi-furnished 2 bedroom 
villa, 3 bathrooms. Built-up 
area 193 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 160,000/- Ref VI279

RIFFA VIEWS - LAGOON: 
Semi-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 5.5 bathrooms, 
2 living rooms, 1 dining 
room, servant's quarter, 
Jacuzzi, overlooking the 
golf course, plot area 
785 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 400,000/- (Negotiable) 
Ref. VI253

BUSAITEEN: 
Un-furnished 1 bedroom 
apartment, 1 bathroom, 
1 parking space, shared 
swimming pool, built-up 
area 41 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 36,000 Ref. AP275

JUFFAIR: 
Very attractive retail shop, 
in the heart of Ju�air 
restaurant area, with 
outdoor seating. Suitable 
for co�ee shop, restaurant 
or any other type of retail 
business. Cheapest rent 
rate in Ju�air, call us for 
further details. Ref. PL261

JABALAT HABSHI: 
Semi-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 4 bathrooms, 
2 parking space, servant 
quarter, built-up area 450 
sq.m. Asking price 
BD 185,000 Ref. VI297

A'ALI: 
Fully-furnished 6 bedroom 
villa, 6 bathrooms, 
swimming pool, servant's 
quarter, 3 parking space, 
built-up area 528 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 300,000/- 
Ref. VI296

REEF ISLAND: 
Semi-furnished 3 bedroom 
apartment, 2 parking space, 
built-up area 172.24 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 190,000/- 
Ref. AP284

BUSAITEEN: 
Semi-furnished 2 bedroom 
apartment, 2 bathrooms, 
built-up area 97 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 85,000 
(Negotiable) Ref. AP283

ABRAJ AL LULU: 
Fully-furnished 2 bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms apartment. It 
includes an assigned 
parking space, built-up area 
122.4 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 90,000/- Ref.AP232

DIYAR AL MUHARRAQ: 
Semi-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 5 bathrooms, built-up 
area 340 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 193,000/- Ref.VI255 

AMWAJ: 
Fully-furnished 2 bedroom 
apartment, 2 bathrooms, 
1 parking space, built-up 
area 140 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 650/- (Negotiable) 
Ref. AP289

SAAR: 
Semi-furnished 4 bedroom 
compound villa, 3 
bathrooms, shared 
swimming pool, tennis 
court and a playing 
ground, multiple unit’s 
available built-up area 300 
sq.m. Asking price 
BD 1,000/- Ref. VI31

AMWAJ - MENA 7: 
3 bedroom apartment, 
built-up area 235 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 950/- 
Ref. AP276

AMWAJ - TALA: 
Semi-furnished 1 bedroom 
apartment, 2 bathrooms, 1 
parking space, built-up 
area 70 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 465/- Ref. AP280

EAST RIFFA: 
Brand new retail spaces 
ranging from 50 sq.m to 
2000 sq.m. Starting price 
BD 850/- Ref. PL270

RIFFA VIEWS - OASIS: 
Semi-furnished 
5 bedroom villa, 
5 bathrooms, 2 living 
rooms, servant’s quarter, 
private swimming pool, 
2 parking spaces. Built-up 
area 472 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 1,500/- 
Ref. VI301

MUQABAH: 
Semi-furnished 
3 bedroom apartment, 
2 bathrooms, Built-up area 
128 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 520/- Ref. AP285

JUFFAIR: 
Fully-furnished 
2 bedroom apartment, 
2.5 bathrooms, 1 parking 
space, shared swimming 
pool, gymnastic, built-up 
area 142 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 650/- 
Ref. AP300

JUFFAIR: 
Fully-furnished 
2 bedroom apartment, 
3 bathrooms, 1 parking 
space, shared swimming 
pool, built-up area 182 
sq.m. Asking price BD 
750/- Ref. AP299

JUFFAIR: 
Fully-furnished 
2 bedroom apartment, 
2 bathrooms, 1 parking 
space, shared swimming 
pool. Asking price 
BD 600/- Ref. AP313

GALALI: 
Fully-furnished 5 bedroom 
apartment, 5 bathrooms, 
3 living rooms, 2 parking 
spaces, swimming pool, 
plot area 450 sq.m. Asking 
price BD 2,000 Ref. VI310

AMWAJ: 
Fully-furnished serviced 
apartments available, with 
swimming pool, �tness 
center, 3 restaurants, 
children’s play area, 
barbeque area and other 
facilities. 
Studio BD 532/-
1 bedroom BD 593/- 
2 bedrooms BD 714/-
3 bedrooms BD 1,077/-
4 bedrooms BD 1,797/- 

SEEF: 
Fully-furnished 1 bedroom 
apartment, 1 bathroom, 1 
parking space. Asking 
price BD 500/- Ref. AP302

RIFFA VIEWS - 
OASIS: 
Un-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 5.5 bathrooms, 2 living 
rooms, servant’s quarter, 
2 parking spaces, built-up 
area 472 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 380,000/- Ref. VI312

DURRAT AL BAHRIAN - 
ATOLL 3: 
Semi-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 5.5 bathrooms, 2 living 
rooms, 2 servant's quarter, 
2 parking spaces, private 
swimming pool, sea view, 
built-up area 490 sq.m. 
Asking price BD 550,000 
Ref. VI311

JUFFAIR: 
Semi-furnished 3 bedroom 
apartment, 3.5 bathrooms, 
1 servant's quarter, 1 
parking space, shared 
swimming pool, built-up 
area 201 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 150,000/- Ref. AP309

RIFFA VIEWS - OASIS: 
Semi-furnished 5 bedroom 
villa, 5.5 bathroom, 2 living 
rooms, servant’s quarter, 
2 parking spaces, built-up 
area 472 sq.m. Asking price 
BD 375,000/- Ref. VI303

SITRA: 
Commercial and light 
industrial land, plot area 
13,498 sq.ft. Asking price 
BD 270,000/- Ref. RL293

Accommodation

Property for Sale

AMWAJ 
(Brand new villa) for rent, 

Beachfront spacious luxury villa prime 
location 4 masters Bedroom 5 bathroom 

with Private Garden & breathtaking 
sea-view. Semi furnished with top quality 

electrical appliances. Garage for 3 cars, lifts 
to all floors, Central A/C, maids quarters 

BD1900/-. No agents please. 

Contact: 33323131

AMWAJ: BRAND-NEW 
Seafront Luxury Villas for 
Sale BD360,000/- Tel: 
17001313
Picture on gdnonline.com

S H A R I N G 
A C C O M M O D AT I O N , 
unfurnished available for 
non-cooking Executive 
bachelor, Salmaniya. Tel. 
34403058, 39207317
ROOM FOR rent non-
smoking Bachelor in Naim 
BD80/-. Contact 39768477

NEW FLAT for rent 4 
rooms, 3 bathrooms (fully 
furnished), Hidd area. 
Mobile: 37776515
STUDIO FOR rent in 
Adliya/ Busaiteen/ Umm Al 
Hassam. Tel. 33313733, 
36661673

GUDAIBIYA 2BR flat, 2 
bathrooms, semi furnished 
BD240/-, Studio BD160/- 
Tel. 36881235.
C O M M E R C I A L / 
RESIDENTIAL villas, 
Adliya/ Gufool BD800/- 
-BD500/- + Adliya FF 
1/2/3BR flats. Tel. 
36230066, 33507334 
BUILDING IN Sehla, 6 
flats, for rent 1 cheque. Tel. 
39180516
FLATS/ OFFICES/ Store/ 
Labour Camp available for 
rent. Tel. 39663546.
SEEF AREA, Showroom 
total area, ground floor 
675sqm, mezzanine 
715sqm. Tel. 33445594
JURDAB SPACIOUS 
modern 3BR compound 
villa with all facilities 
BD600/- BD700/- Tel. 
owner 36786666
BEAUTIFUL VILLA, 
Budaiya, tranquil, well-
planned, 5BR, compound, 
pool, garden, sea, BD850/- 
inclusive, Tel. 33848884, 
www.latifgarden.com
Picture on gdnonline.com
GUDAIBIYA 2BHK flat 
available. Star Real Estate 
Tel: 39886004, 17298214

NEAR DANA Mall nice 
2BR, 2 bathrooms FF 
BD350/- inclusive. Call 
38829929, 33774747
C O M M E R C I A L / 
RESIDENTIAL building 
available suitable for clinic 
prime location. Star Real 
Estate Tel: 39886004, 
17298214
RIFFA 4BR semi 
furnished villa available 
with swimming pool, 
laundry room, driver room 
and maid’s room 24Hrs. 
Security BD850/-. Star 
Real Estate Tel: 39886004, 
17298214
STAFF/ LABOUR 
Accommodation available 
at Muharraq/ Sitra industrial 
area. Star Real Estate Tel: 
39886004, 17298214 
W A R E H O U S E 
AVAILABLE at Eker & 
Salmabad/ Alba. Star Real 
Estate Tel: 39886004, 
17298214
WORKSHOP AVAILABLE 
at Arad industrial area 
suitable for garage/ 
carpentry workshop. Star 
Real Estate Tel: 39886004, 
17298214

1BHK IN Um al Hassam, 
BD280/-. Tel. 33313733, 
36661673.
PENTHOUSE FOR Rent 
3BR and 4BR. Email: 
gfcentre@gmail.com. Tel. 
33313733, 36661673
LARGE 2 bedrooms flat 
with facilities BD20/- per 
day. Tel. 33313733 / 
36555427.
STUDIO /1/2/3 Bedrooms. 
Daily/ Weekly/ Monthly. 
33313733 / 36811124.
THE ADDRESS Amwaj, 
Brand new villas for rent 
BD1,650/- Seef, fully 
furnished flats BD630/- 
inclusive. Seef, fully fitted 
offices for rent BD900/- Tel: 
17001313 Email: info@al-
matrook.com
GALALI- 2BR flat with 2 
bathrooms, hall & kitchen. 
BD200/- Tel. 35570866.
ARAD 1BR FF flat, sea 
view, BD250/- inclusive. 
Tel. WhatsApp 35570866. 
COMPOUND VILLA Saar, 
Budaiya 3/4/5/6/7BR 
BD650/- -BD800/-. Amwaj 
Private villa+ garden + pool 
FF BD1500/- Adliya 3BR 
flat BD550/- Tel. 34484990
EXHIBITION ROAD 
spacious 3BR, Central AC, 
semi furnished apartment, 
fitted kitchen, security, 
BD400/- Tel. 39457468
WAREHOUSE & YARD 
Sitra, Salmabad, Hidd, 
Tubli 300sqm- 3000sqm. 
Tel. 39468339
ADLIYA STAFF & Labour 
accommodation, for 200 
people, for rent. Tel. 
39468339
WAREHOUSE/ LABOUR/ 
Staff accommodation in 
Hidd, Alba, Sitra, Khamis, 
Salmabad. Tel. 39668272, 
35060806
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For further details on these vacancies or for more information on our services 
please contact us on +973 17565363 or email a Word format CV to

one of our experienced consultants at  jobs@gulfconnexions.com 
For more jobs kindly refer to our website:  www.gulfconnexions.com  

ASSISTANT MANAGER- INVESTIGATION/FRAUD
A large globally recognized Insurance Company are currently seeking an 
Assistant Manager Investigation &fraud to join their elite team based in the 
UAE- The successful candidate needs to have 4-5 years experience in 
internal audit, fraud management or risk management roles.

Responsibilities:
• Be able to conduct fraud management awareness training for staff
• Establish and manage whistleblower and fraud hotline programs
• Be able to coordinate with legal department to refer fraudulent behavior 

for further legal action
• Be able to communicate with both highly technical and non-technical 

individuals to drive understanding and inspire creativity in managing fraud
• Be able to coordinate with internal controls and audit to recommend 

corrective/preventive controls related to fraud.
Requirements:
• 4-5 years experience in Internal Audit, fraud management or risk 

management
• Insurance certificates and advantage
• Current Fraud examiner certification
• Arabic an advantage
• Leadership skills

Please send Word CVs and cover letters to 
lalaine.noriega@gulfconnexions.com Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

UNDERWRITING ASSOCIATE-DUBAI
My client an international insurance company based in Dubai is looking for 
an Underwriting Associate to join their dynamic team. The successful 
candidate will be responsible for supporting the underwriting process 
through a variety of technical tasks, involving calculations, and preparation 
of client document.

Responsibilities:
• Responsible for the performance of all manual rating computations for all 

products
• Review all standard reports for reasonability of information as well as 

accuracy
• Prepare quotation and renewal packages by gathering and verifying 

premium and data claims, ordering cencus listings, calculating manual 
rates, reviewing rate history, large claim information, and legal searches.

Requirements:
• Detail orientated, organized and thorough with strong personal focus on 

accuracy
• Demonstrated technical proficiency involving calculations, basic 

mathematical principles, and grapsing of financial analysis concepts.
• Analytical problem solving abilities
• Strong computer literacy

Please send Word CVs and cover letters to 
lalaine.noriega@gulfconnexions.com Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

LOGISTIC MANAGER–QATAR
A great opportunity to be part of a motivated team at a prestigious and 
reputed establishment.
Our client is looking to hire a logistics Manager who reports to the Project 
Manager and will be responsible to oversee and manage the logistic 
functions and activities of the Project.

Responsibilities:
• Strategically plan and manage logistics, warehouse, transportation and 

customer services
• Direct, optimize and coordinate full order cycle
• Liaise and negotiate with suppliers, manufacturers, retailers and consumers
• Keep track of quality, quantity, stock levels, delivery times, transport costs 

and efficiency
• Arrange warehouse, catalog goods, plan routes and process shipments, 

and coordinate road, sea and air transportation, inventory and record 
maintenance

• Maintain metrics and analyze data to assess performance and implement 
improvements

Requirements:
• BS in Business Administration, Logistics or Supply Chain
• Proven working experience as a logistics manager 
• Ability to work independently and handle multiple projects
• Minimum 5-8 years’ experience specifically in the Logistic operations
• Experience in and/or based in a GCC country is ideal & preferred 

Please send Word CVs and cover letters to 
albano.ads@gulfconnexions.com Only shortlisted candidates will be contacted.

Situations Vacant

SALES EXECUTIVE REQUIRED
A leading office equipment and 
solutions company seeking an 
aggressive  sales executive with 
good marketing experience and 
communication skills.

Email your CV to
mailbahrainboss@gmail.com

A REPUTED BUSINESS GROUP 
URGENTLY REQUIRES

 
FEMALE STORE MANAGER

for

Calvin Klein Underwear Stores - Bahrain

 
This is an exciting and challenging role where you 
will have a real opportunity to develop, make an 
impact and progress your career within a fast 
growing Group.
 
Profile: 

• Minimum 4 to 5 years experience in similar role
• Good Managerial experience in retail fashion
• Multi lingual preferred
• Lingerie experience  will be an advantage but 

not a must
 

Suitable candidates may email 
their CV with a recent photograph to: 

hr@jashanmals.com

AL NOOR INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
P.O. Box: 85, Kingdom of Bahrain, Tel: 17 736773, Fax: 17 735650

e.mail: roonlasc@batelco.com.bh

REQUIRES QUALIFIED TEACHERS FOR
ALL SUBJECTS

FOR SEPTEMBER 2016

Interested applicants may send their CVs with
latest passport size photograph to:

recruit@alnischool.com Or Fax: 17735650

Reputable Restaurants Chain is 
looking for 

Purchasing 
Officer

Candidate must have minimum 
2 years experience in Food/ 

Beverage Industry in Bahrain. 

Email: hbhr2016@yahoo.com or 
fax: 17296003

A Leading Interiors & Fit Out company 
urgently required positions in Bahrain:
§ Interior Fit Out Project Manager& Supervisor – 

5-10 Years of experience
§ MEP Project Manager & Supervisor – 5-10 Years
§ Glass Fabrication and Installation Supervisor – 

5-10 Years
§ MEP & Interior Fit Out Estimator– 3-5 Years

Candidates should have Driving license with GCC 
experience in the same field and must be able to 
join immediately.
Interested candidates please apply CVs & Cover letter 
through eventbahrain@yahoo.com

SALESMAN
with experience and own 

car required for an 
advertising Agency.

Salary + commission.
Email: 

kbadv.2016@gmail.com
Tel.: 7711 1707  

3 A/C Technicians 
and 1 Plumber cum 

Electrician
Gulf Experience 

Required.
Call mobile 36026438 

WAITER/ WAITRESS/ 
Barista/ Chef/ Motorcycle 
Deliveryman wanted 
for a traditional cafe in 
Seef Area. Send CV to 
cafebarista14@gmail.com
COURIER EXPEDITER, 
American Embassy. 
Applicants must have: 
Secondary school (High 
school). One to two years of 
experience as a chauffeur 
or heavy vehicle driver. 
Level II English and Arabic 
(both will be tested). Good 
knowledge of local traffic 
laws, area traffic patterns 
and defensive driving 
techniques is required. 
Basic knowledge of auto 
mechanics is required. 
Thorough knowledge of 
organizational hierarchy of 
BIA security and operations 
staff. Knowledge of customs 
and immigration, exit/ entry 
requirements and airport 
regulations. Familiarity 
with the unique security 
requirements associated 
with the handling of courier 
accompanied classified 
diplomatic material.  To be 
considered, please include 
a copy of your proof of 
education. This position 
is open until filed. More 
information can be found at: 
http://bahrain.usembassy.
gov/ job_oppor tun i t ies.
html. Qualified applicants 
should submit application 
via e-mail: ManamaHRO@
state.gov
VACANCY FOR 
Electrician, AC Technician 
and Cleaners Call 
17874918 39890616
E X P E R I E N C E D 
CLEANER (Male) required. 
Call 39667197, 34060091
E L E C T R I C A L 
S U P E R V I S O R 
experienced in fire & ELV 
systems, must have valid 
Bahrain driving license. 
Email CV: samahr2@
gmail.com
GARDEN WORKER 
for Hasan Mansouri 
Properties. Apply to Hasan 
Mansouri head office, Tel. 
17728144, walk in interview 
with CV and references
CIVIL SITE Engineer 
urgently required with 
minimum 5-10 years 
Bahrain experience, 
should be aware of Civil 
Costing, Estimations, 
Tender Document, Material 
quantity etc. Local driving 
license is a must. Send CV 
to recruit.info.nic@gmail.
com.
SALESMAN REQUIRED 
for building materials & 
construction chemicals 
with minimum 2 years 
experience & GCC driving 
license. Email: asanad@
outlook.com 

FEMALE OFFICE 
Secretary required from 
8-1pm to 2-6pm  for 
Construction Company. 
Visa provided. Email: 
abulbasharbh@gmail.com 
Tel. 33759587, 39093045
SALESLADY for 
advertising magazine with 
experience/ driving license. 
ksmsaeed@gmail.com
GENERAL MANAGER 
for Hasan Mansouri 
Properties, responsible 
for maintenance and 
renting of commercial and 
residential properties. 5+ 
years of experience in 
similar position is required. 
Apply in confidence with 
CV to Managing Director, 
P.O. Box 5185, Manama, 
Bahrain
MEDICAL SALES 
Executive of minimum 2 
years experience required. 
Email: nm@najatgroup.
com
MECHANICAL & 
ELECTRICAL Sales 
Assistant with minimum 
of 2 years experience 
required. Email: najatbn@
batelco.com.bh
REQUIRED INDIAN/ 
Asian Cook, who knows 
Continental/ Italian 
Cuisine for residential 
Managers. Should have 
good experience. Contact 
mobile: 66701505; Please 
send your CV to desbah@
batelco.com.bh
REQUIRED FOLLOWING 
Staff for Air Conditioner 
Manufacturing Company in 
Bahrain: 1) Sales Manager. 
2) Installation Supervisor. 
3) AC Technician. 
Candidate should have 5 
years experience in same 
field in Bahrain. Email: 
admin@fastcoworld.com 
Mobile: 00971554130555
FOOD DISTRIBUTION 
Company requires (1) Part-
time Lady Executive for 
promotion of ingredients 
to Chef and Purchase 
Executive in 5 Star 
Hotels. Western Educated 
preferred. (2) Sales 
Manager having minimum 
7 years experience in 
HORECA, Driving license 
a must. Contact: quotes.
rcc@gmail.com. Tel: 
39382043
URGENTLY REQUIRED 
A Full time 1) HR 
Assistant cum BS Human 
Resources 2) Accounting 
Clerk cum BS Business 
Management/ Accounting 
for a construction company 
with at least 3-4 years 
of experience in the 
same field. Interested 
applicant, send your CV to 
construction.hrasst@gmail.
com 
URGENTLY REQUIRED: 
AutoCAD Draftsman 
(HVAC/ Mechanical/ 
Electrical/ MEP) 
responsible for design and 
drafting shop drawings 
with minimum 5- 10 years 
experience in the related 
field in Bahrain. Send CV to 
info@startechwll.com
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URGENTLY REQUIRED 
Project Engineer with Gulf 
experience, possessing 
excellent skills and 
capabilities in project 
administration for Areenouf 
trading & Contracting S.P.C 
at the Kingdom of Bahrain. 
Candidates interested may 
apply by email: rago@
areenouf.com, raghavkb@
yahoo.in. Tel: 36418748
S A L E S L A D I E S 
REQUIRED for lingerie 
shop. Send CV to email: 
milavitsabahrain@gmail.
com
SATELLITE DISH 
Fitter required full-time. 
Sponsorship available. Tel: 
39031857, 34403360
CLEANING/ ORGANIZING 
Maid needed with hotel 
cleaning experience, 8 
hour duty. Transport will 
be provided from and to 
residence. Call 38167882
WANTED IMMEDIATELY, 
Physiotherapists and 
Occupational therapists 
for a special education 
school. Email Resume to 
bahrainbusiness@aol.com
R E Q U I R E D 
ACCOUNTANT with 
experience for an 
Excavation Contracting 
Company. Email: info@
alrafeeqexcavation.com
URGENTLY REQUIRED 
Sales and Marketing 
Personnel specialized in 
promoting, finding and 
selling big projects for 
marble, granite, stones 
and roof tiling. Previous 
experience is a must. Salary 
+ excellent commission + 
car + mobile phone. Please 
send the CV/ Resume to: 
hrcarwash@gmail.com

SALESMAN REQUIRED 
for a leading Electronic 
Shop in Bahrain, 
recommended to have a 
background on electronics 
and how to deal with 
customers. Please send 
CVs to bahraintronix@
gmail.com
AVENTURA AIR Center 
Company is looking for 
an Executive Coordinator 
with 3 - 5 years minimum 
experience. Candidate 
should Coordinate and 
direct staff and services 
for the CEO; Work 
alongside Management 
and will be responsible for 
Office administration and 
supports with full spectrum 
of HR. Please send your 
CV/ Resume to recruit@
aventuraaircenter.com
REQUIRED QUALIFIED 
Full & Part-time Trainer 
for English, Business 
Management, Health & 
Safety. Send CV to jobs@
almashreqbh.com
5 STAR Restaurant 
requires Executive Chef 
with minimum 6 years 
experience & professional 
Juice Maker. Call 33288889 
FULL TIME House Driver 
with 5 years experience, 
salary BD160/-. Tel. 
35075751
WAITER & WAITRESSES 
required for a restaurant. 
Email CV: persian.garden.
bahrain@gmail.com
If you are reading this 
advertisement you could 
have been reading 
about your business. 
Promote yourself through 
Class ifieds .

Sunday to Thursday 8.00am – 6.00pm. Saturday 8.00am – 2.00pm

Classification

Publication Dates

Extra words can be given on an attached sheet.
The following details are not for publication.

NAME TEL.

ADDRESS

CPR NO.

At last! An easy way to book your classified avertisement. Send your 
advertisement details by email: classifieds@tradearabia.net

 An online payment link will be provided for confirmed advertisements.
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YAQUOB Al Hammadi of Bahrain 
Royal Endurance Team won the ti-
tle in the 160kms Lignieres Endur-

ance Race with a time of 8:17.26 on his horse 
Prudence. 

He was followed by fellow jockey Shaikh Mo-
hammed bin Mubarak Al Khalifa on Talent De 
Jansavis in 8:17.27 seconds, almost four minutes 
ahead of French jockey Sandra Dahil. 

Other top finishers for Bahrain included Mo-
hammed Hilal Khatri on Kalharabi and Abdul-
rahman Al Zayed on Radiani Cabirat. 

Praised
Representative of His Majesty for Charity 

Works and Youth Affairs, chairman of Supreme 
Council for Youth and Sports and president of 
Bahrain Olympic Committee Shaikh Nasser bin 
Hamad Al Khalifa praised the extraordinary ef-
forts made by Bahrain Royal Endurance Team’s 
jockeys.

Manager of Bahrain Royal Endurance Team 
Dr Khalid Ahmed Hassan hailed the success of 
the team, stating that the race witnessed a stiff 
challenge with participants from many countries. 

The Bahraini jockeys expressed utmost happi-
ness at the achievement of the team in the race, 
stressing on the important contribution of Shaikh 
Nasser bin Hamad Al Khalifa to the success.

Al Hammadi bags 
endurance crown

n Bahraini riders celebrate with the Bahrain �ag

n Alba concluded the 2016 Ramadan Sports Season with an awards ceremony at Alba Club. This year’s event spanned over 20 days of fun-
filled, friendly competitions between various departments in four sports - football, basketball, billiards and badminton. Line 4 & 5 Team won 
the football event defeating Cast House Team 1-0. In basketball, the COO Team defeated Alba Labour Union Team 79–62 to claim the title. 
Winning team captains, players, organisers and volunteers were awarded their prizes by Alba CEO Tim Murray in presence of the executive 
management, directors, managers and Alba Labour Union representatives.  “We at Alba believe in the importance of maintaining a close, 
one-family atmosphere that extend beyond the boundaries of the workplace and the Holy Month of Ramadan is the perfect opportunity to 

bank on this philosophy and show our support to all the teams and participants,” Murray said. Above, COO team members.

BASEBALL
Major League games on Saturday (home team in 
CAPS):
BALTIMORE  5  Tampa Bay  0 
NY YANKEES  2  Minnesota  1
Toronto  10  CHICAGO WS 8 
Cleveland  6  DETROIT  0 
COLORADO  11  Arizona  6 
MIAMI  9  Chicago Cubs  6 
San Diego  3  CINCINNATI  0 
MILWAUKEE  6 Washington  5 
BALTIMORE  8  Tampa Bay  6 
Houston  13  KANSAS CITY  5 
PITTSBURGH  6  LA Dodgers  1 
NY Mets  1  ATLANTA  0 

(11 innings) 
TEXAS  10  Boston  3 
Oakland  7  LA ANGELS  3 
Philadelphia  3  SAN FRANCISCO  2 
SEATTLE  5  St Louis  4

GOLF
Leading scores after Saturday’s third round of 
the US PGA National at Congressional Country 
Club in Bethesda, US (par 71, USA unless noted):

198 - Billy Hurley 66-65-67; 200 - Ernie Els (RSA) 
66-69-65; 201 - Jon Rahm (ESP) 64-67-70; 203 - Bill 
Haas 66-69-68, Webb Simpson 67-68-68; 205 - Har-
old Varner 66-69-70, Vijay Singh (FIJ) 68-66-71; 206 
- Erik Compton 68-70-68, Robert Garrigus 67-69-70; 
207 - Aaron Baddeley (AUS) 73-68-66, Wes Roach 
72-69-66, Wesley Bryan 66-74-67, Gary Woodland 
69-69-69; 208 - Kevin Chappell 70-69-69, Kevin 
Streelman 71-68-69, Nick Taylor (CAN) 69-70-69, 
Patrick Reed 68-70-70, Justin Thomas 69-69-70
209 - Rob Oppenheim 69-71-69, Daniel Summer-
hays 70-69-70, Sam Saunders 67-70-72, David 
Hearn (CAN) 70-67-72, An Byeong-Hun (KOR) 
69-68-72, Rickie Fowler 68-68-73, Mark Hubbard 
67-69-73.

MOTORCYCLING
Grand Prix of Netherlands MotoGP: 1 Jack 
Miller (Australia) Honda 22:17.447, 2 Marc Mar-
quez (Spain) Honda 22:19.438, 3 Scott Redding 
(Britain) Ducati 22:23.353, 4 Pol Espargaro 
(Spain) Yamaha 22:27.259, 5 Andrea Iannone 
(Italy) Ducati 22:35.282, 6 Hector Barbera (Spain) 
Ducati 22:36.139, 7 Eugene Laverty (Ireland) 
Ducati 22:40.052, 8 Stefan Bradl (Germany) Aprilia 

22:41.050, 9 Maverick Vinales (Spain) Suzuki 
22:43.595, 10 Jorge Lorenzo (Spain) Yamaha 
22:45.051.
Standings: 1 Marc Marquez (Spain) Honda 145, 
2 Jorge Lorenzo (Spain) Yamaha 121, 3 Valentino 
Rossi (Italy) Yamaha 103, 4 Dani Pedrosa (Spain) 
Honda 86, 5 Maverick Vinales (Spain) Suzuki 79, 6 
Pol Espargaro (Spain) Yamaha 72, 7 Hector Barbera 
(Spain) Ducati 58, 8 Andrea Iannone (Italy) Ducati 
52, 9 Aleix Espargaro (Spain) Suzuki 49, 10 Eugene 
Laverty (Ireland) Ducati 48.

SOCCER
Brazilian championship matches on Saturday:
Cruzeiro  2  Palmeiras  1 
US championship matches on Saturday:
Columbus Crew  1  NY Red Bulls  1 
DC United  2  New England Rev 0 
FC Dallas  2  Real Salt Lake  0 
Montreal Impact  2  S Kansas City  2 
Orlando City SC  3  Toronto FC  2 
Philadelphia Union  2  Vancouver W 3 
San Jose E  1  LA Galaxy  1
Seattle S 0  New York City FC  2 
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n The award winners with BTA coaches

BAHRAIN Tennis 
Academy (BTA) 
held its 2015-16 Ju-
niors End of Season 

Awards ceremony at the Dil-
mun Club in Saar. 

Shortlisted players gathered 
to honour the most outstand-
ing players of the season. The 
awards were split into two sec-
tions, ‘Best of 2015-16’ which 
included 11 categories and 
‘Player-of-the-Year’ in four age 
groups.

Some of the categories in-
cluded Best Forehand, Best 
Backhand, Most Improved 
Player and Best Sportsman-
ship. 

Winners of the Player-of-
the-Year awards were Lukas 
Bhilotra in the under-six cat-
egory, Boudica Verbeek in the 
under-eight category, Aiden 
Kadissi in the under-10 cate-
gory and Owen Verbeek in the 
under-12 category. 

Other category winners were 
Aadya Raju, Katelin Reed, Ab-
dulaziz Al Betairi and Miles 
Verbeek. 

Long time student, Boudica 
Verbeek, was the star of the 
ceremony. Apart from being 
crowned Player-of-the-Year, 
she was nominated in 10 of the 
other 11 categories and collect-
ed awards in six of them.

BTA juniors awarded
n Sameer stars in 
Greentech victory
SAMEER was the hero in 
Greentech’s 65-run victory over 
UAE Exchange in the Kerala 
Catholic Association Ramadan 
Seven-a-side Softball Cricket 
Tournament.
Batting first, Greentech made an 
imposing 109 runs in their six 
overs with Sameer slamming an 
incredible 25-ball 88 while Vishnu 
claimed two wickets for 16 runs.
In reply, UAE Exchange were 
restricted to 44 for five wickets in 
their six overs.  Vishnu top scored 
with 21 runs of 11 balls while 
Ameer claimed two wickets.
Other results:
D-Star 88-2 in 6 overs (Ali 37, 8 
balls, Shaji 22, 11 balls) bt Tornados 
61-5 in 6 overs (Atul 25;  Ajeesh 18) 
Tornado 20-5 in 6 overs (Pakash 
2-5) lost to Malabar Biriyani 21-2 in 
2.4 overs. (Anees 15) by 4 wickets.
UAE Exchange 48-4 in 6 overs 
(Anup 22, 12 balls) lost to Rising 
Star 51-4 in 5.1 overs (Majid 36, 10 
balls) by 2 wickets.
Title sponsor: UAE Exchange. 
Major sponsors: Al Sabeel Building 
Materials; Bader Trading Company; 
Bahrain Finance Company; Bahrain 
Beach Resort; Airport Garage; RP 
Construction and Zenj Exchange.

n Goans soccer set
YOUNG Goans Club in 
conjunction with Bahrain Goans 
will organise three football 
events. A double five-a-side 
penalty shoot-out for seniors and 
juniors below 14 years will be 
organised on the second day of 
Eid Al Fitr at Al Ittihad Football 
Club Ground, Adhari, from 7pm 
to 11pm. 
An eight-a-side one day football 
tournament for Indian expats 
will be organised on the third 
day of Eid Al Fitr from 3pm to 
11pm. 
The last event will be the Gulf 
Goans eight-a-side one day 
football tournament on the 
second day of Eid Al Adha at 
the Gulf Air Club Grounds in 
Salmabad. 
Teams from Kuwait, Dubai, 
Muscat and Qatar are expected 
to take part in this event.
For more details and registration 
contact Steven Dias on 39689460 
or 36474788, Rico Braganza on 
39123820, Bonny Mascarenhas 
on 33204141 or Vincent D’Costa 
on 32303349 or 33701640.

n Nanda books Rio berth
BHUBANESWAR: After Dutee 
Chand, another Odia sprinter 
Srabani Nanda yesterday qualified 
for the Rio Olympics in the 
women’s 200-metre event.
Srabani clocked 23.07 seconds 
in the 200-metre race at the G 
Kosanov Memorial Meet in 
Almaty, Kazakhstan to secure her 
Olympics berth. The qualifying 
mark for Rio event was set at 
23.20 seconds.
The 24-year old athlete from 
Phulbani in tribal-dominated 
Kandhamal district said she would 
practice hard to win a medal at the 
Rio Olympics starting on August 5.

n Fury denies doping claims
LONDON: World heavyweight 
champion Tyson Fury has denied 
an allegation of doping after a 
British Sunday newspaper said 
he was under investigation.
“We are baffled by today’s story 
in the Sunday Mirror,” said a 
statement issued by the boxer’s 
promoter Hennessy Sports.
“Tyson Fury absolutely denies 
any allegation of doping. He 
looks forward to recovering from 
his injury and defending his 
titles against Wladimir Klitschko 
in October.”
The newspaper reported that 
traces of a banned anabolic 
steroid were “allegedly 
discovered” in a sample taken 
from Fury before he beat 
Klitschko last year. It said the 
boxer could lose his world title 
belts and face a lengthy ban if 
found guilty.
A UK Anti-Doping spokeswoman 
said the agency did not discuss 
or disclose details of any cases 
until legal processes had been 
completed.

BRISTOL, UK: England were left 1-0 up with two to 
play after rain meant the third one-day international 
in their five-match series against Sri Lanka ended in a 

no result at Bristol yesterday.
Chasing a target of 249 for victory, England were 16 for one off 

four overs when rain stopped play.
A minimum of 20 overs needed to be bowled in the second in-

nings for a result to be declared under the Duckworth/Lewis meth-
od for rain-affected matches.

But the players were still off the field when the umpires aban-
doned the match at 5:30pm local time (7.30pm Bahrain time).

On Friday, Sri Lanka had 34.1 overs in the field without any 

Rain halts Lanka
bid to draw level

SCOREBOARD
Sri Lanka
K Perera c Buttler b Plunkett  9
D Gunathilaka b Willey  1
K Mendis c Hales b Plunkett  53
D Chandimal c Jordan b Woakes  62
A Mathews c Buttler b Jordan  56
S Prasanna c Bairstow b Plunkett  2
U Tharanga b Woakes 40
D Shanaka run out (Root/Buttler)  2
F Maharoof c Bairstow b Woakes  9
S Lakmal not out  3
N Pradeep not out  2
Extras (lb4, w5)  9
Total (9 wkts, 50 overs)  248
Fall of wickets: 1-3, 2-32, 3-88, 
4-168, 5-171, 6-209, 7-215, 8-242, 
9-242.
Bowling: Willey 10-0-55-1 (1w); 
Woakes 10-1-34-3 (1w); Plunkett 
10-0-46-3 (1w); Jordan 10-0-49-1 
(2w); Rashid 10-0-60-0.
England
J Roy not out  5
A Hales c Chandimal b Lakmal  0
J Root not out  11
Total (1 wkt, 4 overs)  16
Fall of wickets: 1-1.
Bowling: Lakmal 2-0-8-1; Mathews 
2-0-8-0.

Result: No result (rain)

success as England won the 
second ODI at Edgbaston by 10 
wickets to go 1-0 up in the five-
match series after Tuesday’s tie 
at Trent Bridge.

At Edgbaston, England 
openers Jason Roy (112 not 
out) and Alex Hales (133 not 
out) both posted their ODI 
best scores in an unbroken 
stand of 256.

It was a very different story 
for Hales at the County Ground 
when he fell for nought off the 
first ball he faced when caught 
behind chasing a wide delivery 
from Suranga Lakmal.

Toss
Earlier, Chris Woakes and 

Liam Plunkett both took three 
wickets apiece as Sri Lanka 
were held to 248 for nine after 
England captain Eoin Morgan 
won the toss.

All-rounder Woakes had fine 
figures of three for 34 in his 
maximum 10 overs, including 
two wickets with his last two 
balls, after fast bowler Plunkett 
made early inroads on his way 
to three for 46.

Three Sri Lanka batsmen - 
Dinesh Chandimal (62), cap-
tain Angelo Mathews (56) and 
Kusal Mendis (53) - all made 
fifties.

But the trio all fell going 
for big leg-side shots, with Sri 
Lanka’s total looking well be-
low par.

England had a wicket just 
five balls into yesterday’s 
match when Danushka Gu-
nathilaka played on to left-arm 
quick David Willey when try-
ing to leave the ball.

Kusal Perera fell for nine 
when he got a top edge off 
Plunkett and wicket-keeper Jos 
Buttler held a skyer.

First-change Plunkett had 

now taken a wicket with his 
second ball yesterday after 
striking with this third delivery 
on Friday.

Mendis pulled all-rounder 
Chris Jordan, recalled in place 
of off-spinner Moeen Ali, for 
four and six off successive de-
liveries.

But Mendis was out for his 
ODI best score when he holed 
out off Plunkett to Hales at 
deep mid-wicket.

Mathews, like Chandimal 
troubled by a hamstring prob-
lem, drove Plunkett down the 
ground for six.

n Australia’s George Bailey, right, 
reacts after being bowled off by 
West Indies’ Carlos Brathwaite 

BRIDGETOWN, Barbados: Matthew 
Wade led a lower-order revival with 
a pugnacious half-century as Austra-
lia rallied to 270 for nine batting first 

against the West Indies in the final of the Tri-Na-
tion One-Day International Series at Kensington 
Oval in Barbados early this morning.

At the time of going to the press, West Indies 
were 14 for no loss after four overs.

Wade’s unbeaten 57 off 52 deliveries was the 
top score of an innings that looked in danger of 
subsiding meekly when Mitchell Marsh fell to 
spinner Sulieman Benn at 173 for six in the 37th 
over.

However, the wicketkeeper-batsman survived 
the wiles of the other slow bowling threat, Sunil 
Narine, and prospered against the seamers, crash-
ing three sixes including one off the last ball of 
the innings to complete a recovery that saw 97 
runs added over the last 13 overs.

West Indies were hampered by the absence of 
Shannon Gabriel at the end of the innings with 
the tearaway fast bowler leaving the field after 
completing seven overs. His first four had proved 
expensive after Australian captain Steve Smith 
chose to bat first, but Gabriel returned midway 

through the innings to account for Smith (46) and 
the dangerous Glenn Maxwell in the same over.

Aaron Finch led the assault on Gabriel with a 
robust knock of 47, his highest ODI score against 
the West Indies and an innings highlighted by a 
straight hit for six off the fast bowler.

He lost opening partner Usman Khawaja to a 
catch at the wicket off Jason Holder in just the 
fifth over and looked set for a big innings when a 
miscued heave off Kieron Pollard offered Marlon 
Samuels a simple catch on the square-leg bound-
ary.

Miscalculated
Holder returned in the midst of the lower-order 

rally to snare Nathan Coulter-Nile, however the 
West Indies captain appeared to have miscalcu-
lated his bowling options in only allowing Carlos 
Brathwaite eight of a possible ten overs.

Brathwaite had accounted for George Bailey 
at the start of a disciplined, economical spell of 
seven overs which cost just 22 runs. Yet he was 
not called upon again until the last over of the 
innings despite Wade’s defiance in partnerships 
with Mitchell Starc, Coulter-Nile and Adam 
Zampa.

Wade sparks Aussie �ghtback
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GLENDALE, US: AC 
Milan striker Carlos 
Bacca scored the only 
goal as Colombia 

defeated the US 1-0 to clinch 
third place in the Copa America 
Centenario late on Saturday.

Bacca, 29, bundled home the 
winner on 31 minutes, nudging in 
from close range to settle a hard-
fought contest.

The US, beaten 4-0 by Argenti-
na in the semi-finals on Tuesday, 
rallied desperately to get back 
into the game but ultimately were 
frustrated by some superb goal-
keeping from David Ospina.

It was the second time the US 
had been beaten by Colombia in 
this tournament. The Colombians 
also defeated them 2-0 in the tour-
nament’s opening match.

US coach Jurgen Klinsmann 
had blamed his side for being 
“too nice” against Argentina in 
the semi-finals, when they failed 
to register a single shot either on 
or off target.

However they were unlucky 
not to score during an entertaining game 
in Arizona.

Colombia had gone closest to scoring 
first, Real Madrid star James Rodriguez 
being denied by a fine Tim Howard save 
on 12 minutes.

Rodriguez was the architect for Colom-
bia’s goal just after the half hour mark, 

chipping a wonderful pass into the path 
of Santiago Arias, who headed across the 
six yard box for Bacca to score.

Gamely
The US responded gamely to the 

setback however, with Jermaine Jones 
almost equalising when his low shot de-

flected off Arias and just missed the tar-
get.

Seattle Sounders veteran Clint 
Dempsey, arguably the best US player of 
the tournament, had another good game 
but was unable to add to his Copa tally of 
three goals and three assists.

Dempsey almost laid on a goal for 

Hamburg’s Bobby Wood, but the 
Bundesliga-based striker was un-
able to get his shot away cleanly.

Dempsey produced the best 
American chance of the second 
half, with his long-range curling 
free-kick drawing a brilliant save 
from Ospina, clawing the ball 
away one-handed as it rocketed 
towards the top corner.

US coach Klinsmann later be-
moaned his team’s inability to fin-
ish off any of the several chances 
created throughout.

“Ultimately they were clini-
cal,” Klinsmann told reporters.

“They took their one chance 
in the first half - we couldn’t take 
ours. There were enough chances 
for us to put one in but we just 
weren’t clinical enough and the 
players know that.”

However Klinsmann was satis-
fied with what he described as a 
successful campaign.

“The players realised tonight 
that if they raise the level of com-
mitment and aggressiveness they 
can compete with these kinds of 

teams,” Klinsmann said.
“Getting in the final four of such a 

huge competition is a wonderful achieve-
ment and they should be very proud of 
themselves.”

The final of the Copa America takes 
place on Sunday, with Argentina facing 
Chile in East Rutherford, New Jersey.

Bacca on target as 
Colombia edge US

n Colombia’s Bacca, No. 7, sends the ball past US goalkeeper Howard

DAY ONE ORDER OF PLAY

(play starts 3pm Bahrain time. Prefix number 
denotes seeding):
Centre Court

1-N Djokovic (Serbia) v J Ward (Britain)
C Giorgi (Italy) v 2-G Muguruza (Spain)

3-R Federer (Switz) v G Pella (Argentina)

Court One
8-V Williams (US) v D Vekic (Croatia)

S Groth (Australia) v 5-K Nishikori (Japan)
L Robson (Britain) v 4-A Kerber (Germany)

Court Two 
(Starting 1.30pm Bahrain time)

K Edmund (Britain) v A Mannarino (France)
L Siegemund (Ger) v 9-M Keys (US)

P Carreno Busta (Spain) v 6-M Raonic (Canada)
5-S Halep (Romania) v A K Schmiedlova (Slov)

LONDON: Serena Williams insists 
she doesn’t feel under pressure to re-
tain the Wimbledon title and finally 
end her long wait to win a 22nd 

Grand Slam crown.
When Williams left the All England 

Club after defeating Garbine Mugu-
ruza in the final 12 months ago, she 
held all four major titles and was 
on the verge of a historic calendar 
Grand Slam.

But the world number one’s bid 
for tennis immortality crumbled when 
she suffered a shock defeat against Ita-
ly’s Roberta Vinci in the US Open semi-fi-
nals.

Since then the 34-year-old American has 
looked scarred by her loss in New York and 

also burdened by the expectation she will equal 
Steffi Graf’s Open era record of 22 Grand Slam 
titles.

Williams stumbled in the Australian and 
French Open finals this year and, if she 

fails to retain the Wimbledon trophy 
in two weeks’ time, she will be left 
without a single Grand Slam in her 
possession.

Desperation
Asked yesterday if she felt a grow-

ing desperation to get her hands on 
some silverware again, Williams said: 

“It was a great accomplishment to win four 
Grand Slams in a row twice in my career. It’s 
pretty cool.

“This year I don’t feel as much tension as I 

usually do.
“I’m feeling pretty good. Honestly, I don’t 

feel any pressure or stress. I feel good and con-
fident.”

With opponents no longer seeming so intim-
idated by her and the American spending time 
on her interests in the fashion and entertainment 
industries, there is a sense that a long-awaited 
changing of the guard could happen at the top 
of the women’s game.

Muguruza avenged her Wimbledon loss by 
beating Williams in the French Open final earli-
er this month and, like the Spanish world num-
ber two, German fourth seed Angelique Kerber 
has no reason to fear Williams after her Austra-
lian Open triumph in January.

Williams, aware of the fierce competition to 
knock her off the top, admits she has tried to 

Serena unruf�ed by Grand Slam drought

analyse those defeats to find 
reasons why she has lost her 
way this year.

“It’s important to learn from 
every loss. I think I usually do 
that,” she said.

“Throughout my whole ca-
reer I’ve have been able to learn 
a lot and come back a much 
better player.”

Williams opens her Wim-
bledon campaign with a first-
round tie against Swiss quali-
fier Amra Sadikovic tomorrow 
and she can’t wait to get back 
in action on the fast grass that 
so suits her power game.

“I enjoy it just being on grass. 
It’s usually the only tournament 
I play on grass,” she said.

“It’s a unique experience. It’s 
just that one time a year you just 
get to get on this amazing, beau-
tiful surface. It feels really good.”

Since making her Wimbledon 
debut in 1998, Williams has en-
joyed some of the greatest mo-
ments of her glittering career at 
the All England Club, but she 
makes a point of avoiding nostal-
gic thoughts of past glories.

“When I’m walking down 
those corridors or hallways, 
you think of different moments 
that you’ve had, different mo-
ments that you’ve won, or 
didn’t win,” she said.

“I try not to focus on those 
moments because I try to cre-
ate a new moment every time I 
walk out there.” 

Given Williams compiled a 
remarkable 53-3 match record 
in 2015, even she had to admit 
2016 has been a disappointment 
by her sky-high standards.

Muguruza, who starts against 
Italy’s Camila Giorgi, is the 
pick of the bunch after winning 
her maiden Grand Slam title.

The Venezuela-born 22-year-
old’s first round exit in last 
week’s Mallorca Open was a 
setback but she is now fully fo-
cused on Wimbledon.

“The truth is I’m disappoint-
ed, but now I’m just training 
harder to arrive ready for Wim-
bledon,” Muguruza said.

SYDNEY: New Zealand’s long dom-
inance of world rugby shows no sign 
of coming to an end any time soon but 

England’s historic sweep of Australia and Ire-
land’s June tour of South Africa offered some 
hope of a northern hemisphere resurgence.

Southern hemisphere teams filled all four 
semi-final spots at last year’s World Cup as 
European teams proved unable to deal with 
the power, pace and depth of the Rugby 
Championship sides.

While the June window following a World 
Cup year is a period of transition for many 
sides, there were some early indications that 
the southern hemisphere powers might not 
have it all their own way at the next global 
showpiece in 2019.

England, knocked out of their own World 
Cup at the pool stage last October, set out 
their stall in no uncertain fashion and de-
cisively broke the southern grip on the top 
three in the world rankings with a 3-0 triumph 

Down Under.
Replacing World Cup runners-up Australia 

as the second best side in the world was no 
mean feat and coach Eddie Jones has made 
it plain it is not the extent of his or the Six 
Nations champions’ ambitions.

“New Zealand have been up there all the 
time and it’s about time someone put in a real 
challenge to them and we’re going to be the 
side to put the challenge to them,” the Austra-
lian said last week.

Wave
Many a team riding a wave of success have 

plotted similar challenges but New Zealand 
have proved resilient in the face of all-comers 
over the best part of the last decade.

Despite the test retirement of two greats 
in Richie McCaw and Dan Carter after their 
second successive World Cup triumph last 
October, Steve Hansen’s side barely missed a 
beat in their June series against Wales.

All Blacks are a class apart
SYDNEY: The Wallabies want the 
rules surrounding ‘Spidercam’ to be 
reviewed after the hovering television 

camera made a controversial intervention 
during England’s third Test win in Sydney.

Australia coach Michael Cheika and skip-
per Stephen Moore claimed that when a high 
England kick struck the camera’s support 
wires just after half-time it deflected the ball 
to the tourists’ advantage.

Fly-half George Ford launched a high kick, 
only for the ball to strike the wire 20 metres 
above the ground and deflect away from the 
waiting Wallaby winger Dane Haylett-Petty.

England lock Maro Itoje caught the ball 
and in the next phase scrum-half Ben Youngs 
kicked towards the corner for a line-out on 
Australia’s line.

England won the lineout against the throw 
and scored a go-ahead try through No 8 Billy 
Vunipola soon after.

Welsh referee Nigel Owens had to ask the 

players what had happened in the incident.
Australia skipper Moore enquired whether 

it should be a scrum under the spot where the 
ball hit the wire.

But the match official ruled instead it had 
still been a “50-50 contest for the ball” and 
allowed play to go on.

Cheika and Moore questioned the fairness 
of the call after Australia’s four-point loss 
that gave England a 3-0 series whitewash.

Disagreed
Cheika disagreed with the referee’s inter-

pretation, telling reporters: “No, it can’t hit 
the camera wire and play on.

“He said over the microphone ‘50-50 for 
each team’,” the Wallabies coach said.

“No. If you are waiting to catch the ball 
and it (hits) the wire you are all of a sudden 
out of position. And the ball has been kicked 
to us. I don’t see how that can be play on. But 
what do you do?”

Wallabies call for rule change
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LILLE: Jerome Boateng scored 
his first international goal to set 
Germany on their way to a 3-0 
win against Slovakia at Euro 

2016 yesterday as the world champions 
cruised into the quarter-finals.

Boateng opened his account eight 
minutes into his 63rd international ap-
pearance and Joachim Loew’s side never 
looked back against outclassed oppo-
nents.

Mesut Ozil had a penalty saved soon 
after but Julian Draxler set up Mario 
Gomez to double the lead two minutes 
before half-time and the impressive 
Draxler then completed the scoring 
just after the hour mark.

There was never any threat of a re-
peat of Slovakia’s 3-1 win when the 
teams met in a friendly just four weeks 
ago and Germany move on to a last-
eight tie against either reigning cham-

pions Spain or old rivals Italy next 
weekend.

Loew had been unhappy with his 
team’s finishing during the group stage 
and he opted to drop the underper-
forming Mario Goetze as Draxler, of 
Wolfsburg, started in the only change 
from their 1-0 win against Northern 
Ireland.

Slovakia have a recent history of 
pulling off surprise results, from their 

defeat of Spain in qualifying to the re-
cent friendly victory in Germany and 
the goalless draw with England that 
saw them progress from the group 
stage. But their hopes of another day 
to remember were rapidly nipped in 
the bud by the world champions, who 
underlined their credentials and sent a 
clear message to their Euro rivals.

Sami Khedira was first to threaten 
with a header from a Toni Kroos free-

kick that was tipped over by Slovakian 
‘keeper Matus Kozacik, and from the 
corner that followed Germany were in 
front.

Kroos’ delivery from the German 
left was headed out by Milan Skrin-
iar but the ball fell for Boateng on 
the edge of the box and the Bayern 
Munich stopper met it on the volley, 
finding the bottom-left corner with 
the aid of a small deflection off the 

Boateng stars as Germany hit three past Slovakia

LENS: Portugal super-
star Cristiano Ronaldo 
will rarely get a better 
chance than at Euro 

2016 to land the only major 
honour lacking in his glittering 
career by leading his country to 
victory in a major finals.

It took Ronaldo 117 minutes 
to get a meaningful touch in the 
Croatia penalty area in the last 16 
match against on Saturday, yet he 
was decisive in helping his coun-
try to reach another European 
Championship quarter-final.

Ronaldo’s old friend Ricardo 
Quaresma applied the finishing 
touch after the Real Madrid star’s 
initial effort – Portugal’s first on 
target – was parried by Danijel 
Subasic into the Besiktas wing-
er’s path for a simple finish to 
snatch a 1-0 win on Saturday.

It was a cruel end for Croatia, 
who were arguably the best side 
in the group stages.

Croatia coach Ante Cacic 
believed his team had deserved 
to win the match, knowing that 
the half of the draw they are in 
arguably offers an easier path to 
the final than the one containing 
France, Germany, title holders 
Spain, Italy and England.

“I think Portugal are the fa-
vourites now (to reach the fi-
nal),” Cacic said.

The early signs of Portugal’s 
campaign were not promising.

They were the only side to 
progress from the group stages 
with three draws – finishing be-
hind Hungary and tournament 
debutants Iceland.

If they are to go all the way, a 
seemingly inconsequential goal 
by Iceland’s Arnor Ingvi Trausta-
son will have played a huge role.

Portugal had settled for a 3-3 
draw with Hungary in their final 
group game having come from 
behind three times as Ronaldo 
scored his first two goals of the 
tournament.

Yet, instead of having to face 
England in the last 16, then 
most likely France and then 
Germany or Spain to reach the 
final, Traustason’s injury-time 
goal to beat Austria 2-1 dumped 
Ronaldo’s men into third place 
in the group, but onto the weak-
er side of the draw.

Portugal next face Poland in 
the quarter-finals in Marseille, 
while a mouthwatering clash with 
Madrid teammate Gareth Bale 
and Wales or Belgium, should 
they see off Hungary, is likely to 
await the winners in the semis.

‘Best chance’ 
for Ronaldo to 
win Euro glory

l Griezmann double sinks Ireland

PARIS: The last time Wales 
reached the quarter-finals of 
a major soccer tournament, at 
the 1958 World Cup, the might 

of Brazil and a fledgling Pele stood 
between them and progress.

It has taken the best part of six 
decades for them to return to one of 
international football’s major stages 
and, having clawed their way into the 
last eight of Euro 2016 where they will 
face Belgium or Hungary, they might 
fancy their chances of going one better 
than their heralded predecessors.

A cagey 1-0 win over a rigidly organ-
ised Northern Ireland side in Saturday’s 
last-16 clash in Paris teed up what 
many Wales fans may see as a winnable 
quarter-final, with a first-ever place in 
the last four of a major tournament up 
for grabs.

With a spot in the country’s foot-

balling record books now within touch-
ing distance, Wales boss Chris Coleman 
was not going to dampen fans’ hopes 
after Saturday’s victory.

“Get carried away and keep dream-
ing,” was his message to the jubilant 
supporters at the Parc de Princes.

“Why not? We won’t look ahead but 
the fans can get carried away. There’s 
nothing wrong with that. They’re enjoy-
ing every minute and they deserve to.”

Many of those fans would not have 
been alive when Wales reached the last 
eight of the 1958 World Cup in Sweden 
but there are some notable similarities 
between that Wales side and the current 
one.

Both the 1958 side and Coleman’s 
were propelled on their way by a 
talismanic, internationally-renowned 
forward who carried the nation’s hopes 
on his shoulders.

Wales to keep on dreaming
SAINT-MARTIN-DE-RE: Spain 
are pledging to stick to their ac-
claimed passing game to try to 
break through Italy’s equally 

famous defense in the round of 16 of the 
European Championship today.

Facing one of the best defenses 
at Euro 2016, Spain are vowing to 
stay patient and keep the ball for as 
long as it is needed to create scoring 
chances against their old rivals in 
today’s match at Stade de France.

“It’s difficult to score and it’s difficult 
to create opportunities against them,” 
Spain midfielder Thiago Alcantara said. 
“It’s a team that is well set up. It scores 
few goals but also concedes few goals. 
It will be a tough game. It’s always 
complicated to play against Italy.”

The two-time defending champions 
are pledging not to fall into the trap 
of changing their style and forcing 

balls into the Italian defense if they 
become difficult to get near Gianluigi 
Buffon’s goal.

“We’ve been successful with this 
type of game. We’ve become used to 
it,” Alcantara said. “We may vary 
our style at times, sometimes using a 
striker up front, but we have always 
maintained our passing game.”

With Barcelona midfielder Andres 
Iniesta in command, Spain finished the 
group stage as the most accurate pass-
ing team at Euro 2016, completing 93 
percent of their passes. They also had 
the most passing attempts among all 24 
teams that started the tournament, with 
2,023. That was nearly double what 
Italy had in their first three games.

Spain also finished with one of the 
highest ball-possession rates in the 
first phase with 61 percent, against 48 
percent for Italy.

Spain vow to stay patient

LYON: Antoine Griezmann scored 
twice in four minutes as Euro 2016 
hosts France came from behind to 
claim a 2-1 win over ten-man Re-
public of Ireland yesterday.

The goal hero said tough half-time 
words were exchanged at half-time to 
lay on the last 16 victory that means 

France face England or Iceland in the Stade de France 
quarter-final next Sunday.

Paul Pogba brought Shane Long down within sec-
onds of kickoff and Robbie Brady converted the pen-
alty to put the Irish ahead with just two minutes gone.

But Griezmann underlined a superb performance as 
the main strike threat with two knockout goals in the 
second-half as the hosts floored the Irish.

It was “annoying” to go behind Griezmann said. “In 

the dressing rooms, we had words and that brought out 
a different French team.”

“It was difficult for us, because there was a the pen-
alty at the start which was a bit of a shock,” French 
coach Didier Deschamps said, expressing relief at the 
fightback as French fans celebrated.

“We really only woke up after 15 minutes and now 
we’re going to enjoy watching to see who our quar-
ter-final will be.”

Problems
Ireland’s problems were compounded by playing the 

last 25 minutes with ten men.
Centre-back Shane Duffy was sent off on 66 min-

utes for bringing down Griezmann, who was through 
on goal.

France’s win came at a cost as both midfielder N’Go-

lo Kante and defender Adil Rami are suspended for the 
quarter-final after picking up bookings.

Defeat means more heartache for the Irish in their 
first meeting with France since a controversial World 
Cup play-off in November 2009.

Thierry Henry’s infamous handball, dubbed ‘Le 
Hand of God’, helped seal a 2-1 aggregate victory to 
send France to South Africa 2010 at Ireland’s expense.

The Irish came flying out of the traps in Lyon.
A long ball caused the French all manner of prob-

lems and when Southampton striker Long tried to turn 
and shoot, Pogba made contact.

With just 70 seconds played, referee Nicola Rizzoli 
pointed straight to the spot.

Brady was again the darling of the travelling ‘Green 
Army’ as the Norwich City winger put the Irish ahead 
with a shot that rebounded off a post.

FRANCE 
REACH 
QUARTERS

n France’s 
Griezmann 

scores 
against 

Republic 
of Ireland 

unfortunate Skriniar. Slovakia 
were overwhelmed and they 
conceded a penalty in the 13th 
minute when skipper Martin 
Skrtel grappled with Gomez as 
the two went for a high ball in 
the box.

Skrtel was booked for his in-
tervention, but Slovakia were let 
off the hook as Ozil’s kick was 
well saved by Kozacik diving to 
his left. Excluding shoot-outs, it 
was the first penalty missed by 
a German player in a European 
Championship finals match.
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NICE: For England 
it should be a routine 
assignment against a 
rank outsider ahead of 
bigger tests while for 
Iceland it is the pin-
nacle of the country’s 
sporting history, which 

makes today’s Euro 2016 clash a 
mouth-watering prospect.

England’s players cheered, along 
with most neutrals, when Arnor Ingvi 
Traustason snatched a stoppage-time 
breakaway goal to beat Austria in Ice-
land’s final group game as it meant 
England would not, after all, be facing 
Portugal in the last 16.

Yet, once the dust settled on that ex-
traordinary finale, the England coaching 
team had to get to work quickly to re-
focus their players away from thinking 
they had been offered an easy route into 
the quarter-finals.

Iceland have already exceeded expecta-
tions by qualifying second in their group 
behind Hungary and will go into the game 
with nothing to lose and the whole world, 
beyond England, willing them on.

In Iceland, where English football and 
the Premier League is almost worshipped, 
they are loving every minute of their amaz-

ing first taste of a major tournament, but 
for the players and experienced coach Lars 
Lagerback it is not party time yet.

“We’re preparing for the game against 
England, not losing ourselves in the 
celebrations,” said midfielder Elmar 
Bjarnason of a side who believe their 
performances in France show their qual-
ification for the tournament, after home 
and away wins over the Netherlands, 
was no fluke.

In Swede Lagerback they have a 
coach who certainly has no fear of Mon-
day’s big-name rivals.

“I’ve played England six times and I 
have never lost,” he said this week after 
two wins and four draws against them as 
Sweden coach.

Iceland are unlikely to change the way 
they have performed so far, defending 
deep and then showing remarkable com-
mitment when they do break forward.

England came up against a similar 
defensive approach in their final group 
game against Slovakia but, despite the 
attacking talent and proven scoring abil-
ity in the team, very rarely looked like 
finding a way through in a 0-0 draw.

Coach Roy Hodgson is expected to 
revert to the team with which he began 
the tournament, with the exception of 
Daniel Sturridge coming in for Raheem 
Sterling.

Harry Kane, yet to find the net or look 
remotely like scoring, will again lead the 
line with Wayne Rooney reinstalled as 
the man pulling the strings in midfield.

England, though, will also need the 
likes of midfielders Adam Lallana and 
Dele Alli to start living up to their bill-
ing and creating chances for themselves 
and others if Hodgson’s men are to se-
cure only their second European Cham-
pionship knockout stage win following 
a shootout success over Spain in 1996.

They followed that by losing to Ger-
many on penalties in the semi-finals 
and on the horizon here are potential-
ly daunting tests against the likes of 
France, Spain, Italy or Germany.

However, England cannot though 
start looking any further than today or 
they could suffer the ultimate slip-up.
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England upbeat on 
‘light’ Iceland task

ST ETIENNE: Granit 
Xhaka said his miss in 
Switzerland’s penalty 
shootout loss to Po-

land at Euro 2016 would make 
him stronger and promised he 
would not back down from tak-
ing penalties in the future.

The Swiss team lost 5-4 after 
a 1-1 draw on Saturday, their 
second successive heart-break-
ing elimination from a major 
tournament after they were 
beaten by a last-minute goal in 
extra time against Argentina at 
the 2014 World Cup.

Xhaka impressed throughout 
the tournament with his immac-
ulate passing and cool elegance 
in possession but the usual-
ly unflappable player lost his 
nerve in the shootout and sent 
a dismal effort wide of the goal.

“I’m sorry for my team 
mates, for the travelling fans, 
for Switzerland,” he told Swiss 
television. “Anyone who knows 
me knows that I will make sure 
I come back even stronger.”

“I took the penalty the way I 
always do. But I didn’t connect 
properly with the ball. I am still 
a young person, only 23. This 
just makes me stronger. And 
I promise I will step up at the 
next penalty shootout.”

Switzerland ultimately paid 
for their lack of firepower and 
failure to turn possession into 
clearcut chances.

They dominated all four of 
their matches in terms of posses-
sion yet rarely look dangerous.

Haris Seferovic had the most 
chances but just could not get 
the ball to go in.

Xhaka to return 
‘stronger’ after 
penalty miss

n England 
players are 

watched 
by coach 
Hodgson 

during 
training

2
1France

3
0Germany

0
4
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LONDON: Novak Djokovic warned his 
Wimbledon rivals yesterday that he still 
hasn’t reached his full potential as the 
world number one bids to move a step 
closer to a historic calendar Grand Slam.

Djokovic is a strong favourite to win Wimbledon for 
the fourth time after lifting the trophy at the All En-
gland Club for the last two years.

Beating Andy Murray in the French Open final earlier 
this month brought the Serb the only Grand Slam miss-
ing from his collection and if he can retain the Wimbledon 
and US Open titles he will become the first man since Rod 
Laver in 1969 to complete a remarkable sweep of the four 
major prizes in one year.

But, on the eve of his Wimbledon first-round tie 
against British wildcard James Ward, Djokovic made a 
revelation about the need to further improve his game 
that should give his fellow contenders for the title a few 
sleepless nights.

“Obviously I’m at the peak of my career at the mo-
ment. I see still lots of room for improvement, things 
that I can work on,” Djokovic told reporters at Wim-
bledon.

“That’s something that encourages me. That’s some-
thing that keeps me grounded in a way, gives me more 
reason to practise. I can certainly say I’ve been working 
hard to get consistency on all kinds of surfaces.”

Flaws
While Djokovic might see a few imperfections that 

can be worked on, those flaws have been almost impos-
sible for opponents to detect.

The 29-year-old has won six of the last eight Grand 
Slams, taking him to a career tally of 12 – within two 
of Rafael Nadal’s mark and five behind the record 17 
of Roger Federer. Djokovic last failed to reach a Grand 
Slam final at the 2014 US Open and has reached seven 
finals, winning six of them, in 2016.

Asked how it would feel to face a player of his cali-
bre, Djokovic reflected the thoughts of the majority of 
the men’s tour when he laughed: “Well, I don’t want to 
go on the other side! (of the net).”

Chasing a calendar Grand Slam proved too much for 
women’s number one Serena Williams to handle last 
year as she suffered a shock US Open semi-final defeat.

But Djokovic’s spirits are so high after finally ending 
his long wait to win at Roland Garros that he insists the 
pressure of his history bid won’t be a problem.

“Pressure is part of what we do. It’s inevitable to 
face this kind of sensation as a top player,” he said.

“But the more you get to face this kind of pressure 
and emotions, the better you are in coping with it and 
handling it. Of course, the situation this year is quite 
different from previous years because I’m coming in 
with a Roland Garros title for the first time.

Serena unruffled by Grand Slam drought;
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Djokovic ‘to get even better’ at Wimbledon

n Miller captures 
first MotoGP win
ASSEN, Netherlands: Rank-
outsider Jack Miller won a chaotic 
and rain-disrupted Assen MotoGP 
yesterday that saw second-placed 
Marc Marquez consolidate his lead 
atop the championship standings 
after his rivals suffered in the wet.
The 21-year-old Australian Miller, 
riding a Honda Marc VDS, finished 
ahead of Marquez (Honda) and 
Briton Scott Redding (Ducati 
Pramac) for his maiden victory in the 
elite motorcycling category.
The race started in overcast 
conditions, but heavy rain started 
to fall and with 12 laps to go of the 
fabled Assen circuit the race was red-
flagged. At the time Italians Andrea 
Dovizioso (Ducati), Danilo Petrucci 
(Ducati Pramac) and Valentino Rossi 
(Yamaha) were leading.
Marquez extended his lead over 
Spanish compatriot Jorge Lorenzo 
to 24 points.

n Els surges to second place
BETHESDA, US: Ernie Els, a four-
time major winner trying to end 
a three-year title drought, fired a 
six-under par 65 and leaped into 
second place after Saturday’s third 
round of the PGA National.
The 46-year-old South African 
eagled the 12th hole at 
Congressional Country Club, 
holing his second shot on the fly 
from 157 yards in the fairway 
with a 9-iron, and ran off three 
birdies in a row starting at the 
par-5 sixth in the day’s low 
round on the course where he 
won the 1997 US Open.
Els finished on 13-under par 
200 after 54 holes, two strokes 
behind leader Billy Hurley, who 
fired a bogey-free 67 to stand on 
198, a three-round event record.

n England lift rugby U20 title
MANCHESTER: England beat 
Ireland 45-21 to win rugby’s 
under-20 championship for 
the third time in four years on 
Saturday, completing a great day 
for the country after the senior 
side triumphed 44-40 in Sydney to 
complete a 3-0 weep over Australia.
England’s youngsters, beaten in 
the final by New Zealand last year, 
raced into a 21-0 halftime lead 
and were never challenged by an 
Ireland side appearing in the final 
for the first time.
Earlier in the day, Argentina beat 
South Africa 49-19 in the battle for 
third place.

n Joshua retains world title
LONDON: Anthony Joshua cruised 
to a seventh round victory over 
Dominic Breazeale in a first world 
title defence on Saturday.
The 26-year-old Briton floored 
his American challenger twice 
in the seventh round as he 
retained his International 
Boxing Federation (IBF) 
heavyweight title and extended 
his remarkable run of knockouts 
at the O2 Arena in London.
Joshua has so far stopped all 17 
professional opponents.

PULHEIM, Germany: Henrik 
Stenson sealed a second BMW 
International Open title in Ger-
many yesterday, after recover-

ing from a mid-round wobble to win 
by three shots.

The Swede went into the final round 
with a one-stroke lead from Dane 

Thorbjorn Olesen, and he finished 
strongly to reach 17 under par and 
hold off the chasing pack.

It is a 10th European Tour title for a 
player who is regarded by many peers 
and pundits as one of the best to have 
never won a major crown, and a first 
since his second World Tour Champi-

onship win two seasons ago in Dubai.
When Stenson birdied the opening 

hole a runaway victory looked likely 
in Pulheim, but the world number sev-
en stuttered around the turn with three 
bogeys in five holes from the sixth.

That allowed South African Darren 
Fichardt to draw level at the top of the 

leaderboard, but a bogey on the final 
hole gave the world number 348 a 
clubhouse leading mark of only 14 un-
der par after a fourth-round 69.

For most of the day Olesen looked 
the most likely to hang onto Stenson’s 
coat tails, but the talented 26-year-old 
made too many mistakes in a one-

over-par round of 73 to finish in a tie 
for second with Fichardt.

The 40-year-old Stenson took ad-
vantage with three birdies in five holes 
to card a 71, as he closed out the ti-
tle for the first time in his last three 
attempts after following up a playoff 
defeat in this tournament in 2014.

Stenson survives wobble to win second BMW title

BELGIAN 
BINGE

TOULOUSE: 
Eden Hazard 
scored his first 
goal of Euro 
2016 as Bel-
gium cruised 
into the quar-
ter-finals with 

a 4-0 win to end Hungary’s 
fairytale campaign early this 
morning.

Belgium go into the Europe-
an Championship quarter-finals 
for the first time since losing the 
1980 final. They were dominant 
throughout at Stadium de Tou-
louse after Toby Alderweireld 
headed them into a 10th minute 
lead.

The Red Devils wasted a series 
of great chances to put the game 
to bed before Michy Batshuayi 

with his first touch as a substitute, 
Hazard and Yannick Carrasco 
scored in the last 12 minutes.

Belgium now meet Wales in 
Lille looking for a place in the 
semi-finals, but on the back of 
this promising performance 
coach Marc Wilmots will be 
looking for improvements in 
front of goal.

Hungary impressively won 
their group but if they struck 
any fear into the hearts of Bel-
gium’s players, it did not show.

From Kevin De Bruyne’s 
speculative fourth-minute 
strike that sailed Gabor Kiraly’s 
crossbar, the Red Devils were 
too hot for a Hungary making 
their return to a major tourna-
ment three decades after the 
1986 World Cup.

Almost from kick-off, Kiraly 
was kept busy as Romelu Luka-
ku, then De Bruyne, after Haz-
ard’s superb delivery, tested the 
goalkeeper.

When Adam Lang hauled De 
Bruyne to the ground on the 
left flank, the Manchester City 
forward promptly dished out 

the punishment with a superb 
inswinging free-kick that Al-
derweireld headed past Kiraly 
at his back post.

The opener settled Belgian 
nerves and Hazard in particular 
dazzled fans with some mazy 
runs, dribbles, and sublime 
passes that carved open the 
Hungarian defence.

Despite their attractive foot-
ball, a lack of clinical finishing 
left Belgium at risk during an 
encouraging Hungary fightback 
in the second half.

Kiraly did well to block De 
Bruyne’s effort with his feet af-
ter he powered on to Lukaku’s 
sweeping pass behind the Hun-
garian defence.

But De Bruyne headed Lu-
kaku’s perfectly-weighted chip 

into Kiraly’s arms. And when 
Zoltan Gera gave possession 
away cheaply in midfield, Lu-
kaku’s one-two with Radja Na-
inggolan saw the Everton strik-
er skew wide as De Bruyne ran 
in unmarked at the back post.

Dries Mertens won a free 
kick when he was charged from 
behind by Tamas Kadar but 
De Bruyne’s superbly-struck 
free kick bounced off Kiraly’s 
crossbar.

The best of Hungary’s few 
chances came just before the 
interval when midfielder Ger-
go Lovrencsics let fly a rasping 
drive that sailed just over.

Moments later, Thibaut 
Courtois was at full stretch 
when Balazs Dzsudzsak fired 
between Nainggolan’s legs.

LAST 16 ROUND
France 2 Ireland 1
(Griezmann 57, 61) (Brady 2pen)
Germany 3 Slovakia 0
(Boateng 8, Gomez 43, Draxler 63)
Hungary 0 Belgium 4
(Alderweireld 10, Batshuayi 78, 

Hazard 79, Carrasco 90+1)
Playing today:
Italy v Spain

(Starting at 7pm Bahrain time)
England v Iceland

(Starting at 10pm Bahrain time)

l Hazard sets up 
Hungary downfall 
to reach quarters

n Belgium’s 
Hazard 

celebrates 
scoring 
against 
Hungary

n France and 
Germany barge
into last eight

– Page 30
n England upbeat; 

Euro Wallchart
– Page 31
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